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Kurzfassung

Seitdem Personalcomputer in Büros und Haushalten alltäglich geworden sind, haben Anwender auch

damit begonnen diese Rechner für Bildungszwecke einzusetzen. Der Begriff E-Learning wird als Ober-

begriff für alle Arten von Lernszenarien verwendet, die computergestützes Lernen oder Lehren einbe-

ziehen. Für den Lernenden ergeben sich oftmals neue Freiheiten: er kann wählen wann, wo und wie

er lernt. Lernressourcen sind digitale Materialien (z.B. Dokumente, Bilder, Videos, Simulationen, Tests,

etc.), die in Lernszenarien genutzt werden. Wenn Lernen in einem formalen Kontext stattfindet, muss

ein Lehrender üblicherweise diese Lernressourcen den Lernenden zur Verfügung stellen.

Die Erstellung von Lernressourcen durch die Lehrenden selbst oder durch Dritte ist Forschungsge-

genstand vieler Untersuchungen. Es ist mittlerweile allgemein anerkannt, dass die Erstellung qualitativ

hochwertiger Inhalte arbeitsintensiv ist und daher hohe Kosten verursacht. Daher ist die Wiederver-

wendung bereits existierender Lernressourcen erwünscht um Kosten zu reduzieren bzw. zu vermeiden.

Neben der unmittelbaren, erneuten Nutzung von Lernressourcen zum Lernen oder Lehren in neuen Kon-

texten können existierende Lernressourcen auch als Vorprodukt für die Erstellung neuer Lernressourcen

in Betracht gezogen werden. Ähnlich der Wiederverwendung von Softwarebibliotheken in der Software-

entwicklung erwartet man von der Wiederverwendung von Lernressourcen als Vorprodukt eine Senkung

der Produktionskosten neuer Lernressourcen. Da E-Learning heutzutage in universitärer Lehre, Fort-

und Weiterbildung sowie im Produkttraining sehr beliebt ist, fällt der Erstellung von Lernressourcen eine

große Bedeutung zu.

Die vorliegende Dissertation bezieht sich insbesondere auf ein Wiederverwendungsszenario, in dem

existierende Lernressourcen als Vorprodukte für die Erstellung neuer Lernressourcen zum Zwecke des

Web-basierten Lernens dienen sollen. Autoren sind an der Verwendung von Lernressourcen anderer Auto-

ren interessiert. Es wird angenommen, dass diese Autoren unterschiedlichen Organisationen angehören.

Des Weiteren können sich die Autoren nicht auf ein gemeinsames Autorenwerkzeug einigen, weil jeder

Autor verpflichtet ist die von seinem Arbeitgeber vorgegebenen Werkzeuge zu verwenden. Der Austausch

von Lernressourcen zwischen diesen Autoren wird daher zur Herausforderung. Es gibt verschiedene In-

haltsmodelle, die den hierarchischen Aufbau von Lernressourcen beschreiben. Autorenparadigmen, wie

beispielsweise ein auf Aggregation basierender Autorenprozess, ermöglichen grundsätzlich die Erstel-

lung neuer Lernressourcen als Kombination kleinerer Lernressourcen. Dafür ist es jedoch erforderlich,

dass die zu kombinierenden Lernressourcen als eigenständige Ressourcen gespeichert werden. Dieser

Ansatz funktioniert gut, solange eine Organisation systematisch feingranulare, modulare Lernressour-

cen mittels einer dafür geeigneten Autorenumgebung erstellt. Viele Autorenwerkzeuge nutzen arbiträre

Inhaltsformate, die inkompatibel zu denen anderer Autorenwerkzeuge und weiterer Systeme (beispiels-

weise Lernmanagementsysteme) sind. Aus diesem Grund werden diese Formate nicht für den Austausch

von Lernressourcen verwendet. Stattdessen werden Lernressourcen in das Shareable Content Object Re-

ference Model (SCORM) Format konvertiert. SCORM ist der de facto Standard für Web-basierte Lernres-

sourcen, der von nahezu allen Autorenwerkzeugen und Lernmanagementsystemen unterstützt wird. Ein



Nachteil dieses Vorgehens ist, dass die ursprünglich modularen Komponenten einer Lernressource nach

der Konvertierung nicht mehr als eigenständige Lernressourcen verfügbar sind.

Diese Dissertation ermöglicht die modulare Wiederverwendung von Lernressourcen, die aufgrund von

Konvertierungen nicht länger als individuelle Lernressourcen existieren. Zwei Definitionen bilden die

Grundlage dieser Arbeit: Modularität in Bezug auf Lernressourcen und deren Formatspezifikationen, so-

wie multi-granulare Wiederverwendbarkeit von Lernressourcen. Die zugrundeliegende Definition von

Modularität erfordert, dass Komponenten einer Lernressource gekapselt, nach außen sichtbar gemacht

und als separate Module wiederverwendet werden können. Multi-granulare Wiederverwendbarket er-

weitert das Modularitätskriterium durch die Forderung, dass jeder relevante Bestandteil einer Lernres-

source in dieser Weise wiederverwendet werden kann.

Das Ziel der multi-granularen Wiederverwendbarkeit wird durch die Aufstellung von sechs Kriterien

operationalisiert. Die einzelnen Beiträge dieser Dissertation müssen sich an diesen Kriterien messen las-

sen. Diese Kriterien sind einerseits drei technische Anforderungen der multi-granularen Wiederverwend-

barkeit – Verfügbarkeit, Auffindbarkeit und Interoperabilität - und andererseits drei modulare Operatio-

nen, die für die Wiederverwendung benötigt werden: Modularisierung, Aggregation und Anpassung. Die

vorliegende Dissertation weist fünf Beiträge auf, die jeweils eines oder mehrere der genannten Kriterien

unterstützen. Im Zusammenspiel tragen diese fünf Beiträge zum Ziel der multi-granularen Wiederver-

wendbarkeit von Lernressourcen bei.

Der erste Beitrag besteht in einer Erweiterung der SCORM-Spezifikation, welche die modulare Wieder-

verwendung von Komponenten eines SCORM-Pakets, sowie die Modularisierung und Aggregation von

Lernressourcen ermöglicht. Des Weiteren wurden mehrere Ansätze zur Modularisierung von Lernres-

sourcen untersucht. Als Ergebnis wurde ein generisches Prozessmodell für die Modularisierung von

Lernressourcen erstellt. Dieses Prozessmodell ist der zweite Beitrag dieser Arbeit. Der dritte Beitrag ist

eine Erweiterung eines bestehenden, auf Aggregation basierenden Autorenprozesses. Solche Autoren-

prozesse umfassen bislang nur die reine Inhaltsproduktion. Als Erweiterung wurde dem ausgewählten

Autorenprozess eine Designphase zur didaktischen Planung hinzugefügt. Darüber hinaus werden aus der

Aggregation entstehende Kontextinformationen genutzt um die Beschaffung von integrierbaren Lernres-

sourcen zu verbessern. Hat man auf diese Weise Lernressourcen aus verschiedenen Quellen aggregiert,

so erscheint die entstandene Lernressource oftmals uneinheitlich. Es ist daher nötig, eine Anpassung der

aggregierten Lernressourcen vorzunehmen um ein einheitliches Erscheinungsbild zu erreichen. Diese Ar-

beit definiert ein Framework für die Darstellung und Anpassung der Inhalte von Lernressourcen. Dieses

Framework ermöglicht die Entwicklung von Anpassungswerkzeugen, die unabhängig von spezifischen

Dokumentenformaten arbeiten. Eine Lernressource kann hierfür ganzheitlich betrachtet und bearbeitet

werden, anstatt nur in Form einzelner, enthaltener Dokumente. Und schließlich bietet der fünfte Beitrag

der vorliegenden Arbeit einen neuen Ansatz für die thematische Klassifikation von Lernressourcen. In

Fällen, wo kein geeigneter Trainingskorpus für die Nutzung von Methoden des maschinellen Lernens

verfügbar ist, wird die Internet-Enzyklopädie Wikipedia als Ersatzkorpus vorgeschlagen. Diese Disserta-

tion zeigt eine konkrete Implementierung des vorgeschlagenen Ansatzes auf, sowie eine Kalibrierung von

Parametern für die genutzte Methode. Eine Evaluierung des so erstellten Klassifizierers zeigt, dass der

gewählte Ansatz unter den Bedingungen spärlicher Trainingsdaten signifikant bessere Ergebnisse erzielt

als herkömmliche Ansätze.



Abstract

Since computers became omnipresent in working environments and households, people have also started

to use them for education. The term e-learning (electronic learning) refers to scenarios whereby learning

or teaching is assisted by computers. On the one hand, e-learning may support efficiency of teaching; on

the other hand, learners gain the freedom to learn when, where and how they want. Learning resources

comprise of digital materials – e. g. documents, images, videos, simulations, assessments, etc. – used in

educational scenarios. When learning takes place in a formal way, a teacher usually has to provide these

learning resources to the learners.

The production of learning resources either by teachers themselves or by third party content authors

has been investigated by many researchers. It is widely accepted that the production of high quality

content is labor intensive work that incurs high costs. Therefore, it is advantageous to reuse existing

learning resources in order to reduce costs. Besides using learning resources repeatedly for other courses,

learning resources may also be seen as the preliminary products of the authoring process. Similar to the

reuse of software libraries in software development, the reuse of learning resources is said to reduce the

production costs of new learning resources. As e-learning is a popular medium for educational scenarios

in academia, vocational training, and product training, today the reuse of learning resources remains

relevant.

This thesis in particular considers the scenario of reuse in which existing learning resources serve as

preliminary products for the creation of new learning resources for Web based training. Authors are

interested in reusing the learning resources created by other authors. It is assumed that these authors

belong to different organizations. Furthermore, these authors do not use a common authoring tool be-

cause they are obliged to use the tools specified by their respective organizations. There are content

models which specify how learning resources may be constructed hierarchically. Authoring paradigms,

such as authoring by aggregation, allow in principle a new learning resource to be created as the aggre-

gation of different smaller learning resources. However, it is necessary that the learning resources to be

combined are stored as individual resources. This approach works well if an organization systematically

creates fine-grained, modular learning resources by using a suitable authoring environment. Many au-

thoring tools use arbitrary content formats that are incompatible with other authoring tools or learning

management systems. Thus, learning resources are not exchanged in their source format; instead, the

Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) specifies a common exchange format for the learn-

ing resources. Learning resources are exported into the SCORM format for exchange. One disadvantage

of this is that the modular components of a learning resource are no longer able to be distinguished as

individual learning resources.

This thesis enables the reuse of modular learning resources, which have due to an export process

ceased to exist as individual learning resources. Two factors shape the foundation of this thesis: firstly

modularity with respect to learning resources and learning resource specifications; and secondly the

multi-granularity reusability of learning resources. The definition of modularity requires that parts of



a learning resource may be encapsulated, exposed and reused separately as modules. Multi-granularity

reusability extends the requirements of modularity to ensure that each relevant part of a learning resource

can be reused modularly.

In the pursuit of multi-granularity reusability, contributions within this thesis have been aligned with

six criteria in total. These criteria include on the one hand, the three technical requirements of multi-

granularity reusability – availability, retrievability and interoperability – and on the other hand, the three

dynamic modular operations required for the reuse of modular learning resources: modularization, ag-

gregation and adaptation. There are five contributions within this thesis which each cope with either one

or more of these six criteria. All in all, these five contributions bring the reusability of learning resources

closer towards the goal of multi-granularity reusability.

In the first contribution, an extension to the SCORM specification has been defined which enables

the modular reuse of parts of a SCORM package and allows these learning resources to be modular-

ized and aggregated. Furthermore, several approaches for modularization have been reviewed. As a

result, a generic process model for the modularization of learning resources resulted from these var-

ious approaches. This process model is the second contribution of this thesis. The third contribution

is an extension of an authoring by aggregation process. The authoring by aggregation within existing

implementations is restricted to pure content development only. This thesis has extended one of theses

processes by a design phase which integrates the light-weight authoring approach of authoring by aggre-

gation. In addition, context information from the aggregation process is utilized to improve the retrieval

of learning resources for aggregation. After learning resources from different origins have been obtained

and aggregated, the aggregation often looks like a patchwork. It is necessary to adapt the aggregated

learning resources towards a unified appearance. This thesis proposes a framework for learning resource

content representation and adaptation. This framework enables the development of adaptation tools

which are able to work independent of different document formats and focus on a learning resource

in its entirety instead of on individual documents. Finally, the fifth contribution in this thesis is a new

approach for the topical classification of learning resources. For cases in which no suitable training cor-

pus is available, Wikipedia the online encyclopedia is used as a substitute corpus for training machine

learning classifiers. This thesis provides an actual implementation of the proposed approach using the

k-nearest-neighbor method and the calibration of suitable parameters. An evaluation of the Wikipedia-

based classifier has shown that it performs significantly better than traditional approaches even if only a

few sample learning resources are available for training.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Since computers became omnipresent in working environments and households, people have also started

to use them for education. The term e-learning (electronic learning) refers to scenarios whereby learning

or teaching is assisted by computers. On the one hand, e-learning may support efficiency of teaching; on

the other hand, learners gain the freedom to learn when, where and how they want. Learning resources

comprise of digital materials – e. g. documents, images, videos, simulations, assessments, etc. – used in

educational scenarios. When learning takes place in a formal way, a teacher usually has to provide these

learning resources to the learners.

The production of learning resources either by teachers themselves or by third party content authors

has been investigated by many researchers. It is widely accepted that the production of high quality

content is labor intensive work that incurs high costs. Therefore, it is advantageous to reuse existing

learning resources in order to reduce costs. Besides using learning resources repeatedly for other courses,

learning resources may also be seen as the preliminary products of the authoring process [Hod02a].

Similar to the reuse of software libraries in software development, the reuse of learning resources is

said to reduce the production costs of new learning resources. As e-learning is a popular medium for

educational scenarios in academia, vocational training, and product training, today the reuse of learning

resources remains relevant.

This thesis in particular considers the scenario of reuse in which existing learning resources serve as

preliminary products for the creation of new learning resources for Web based training (WBT). Authors

are interested in reusing the learning resources created by other authors. It is assumed that these au-

thors belong to different organizations. Furthermore, these authors do not use a common authoring tool

because they are obliged to use the tools specified by their respective organizations. There are content

models which specify how learning resources may be constructed hierarchically. Authoring paradigms,

such as authoring by aggregation [Hoe05], allow in principle a new learning resource to be created as the

aggregation of different smaller learning resources. However, it is necessary that the learning resources

to be combined are stored as individual resources. This approach works well if an organization sys-

tematically creates fine-grained, modular learning resources by using a suitable authoring environment

[BLW99]. Many authoring tools use arbitrary content formats that are incompatible with other author-

ing tools or learning management systems. Thus, learning resources are not exchanged in their source

format; instead, the Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [Adv] specifies a common ex-

change format for the learning resources. Learning resources are exported into the SCORM format for

exchange. One disadvantage of this is that the modular components of a learning resource are no longer

able to be distinguished as individual learning resources.
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The goal of this thesis is to enable the reuse of modular learning resources which have due to an export

process ceased to exist as individual learning resources. These learning resources are made available once

again as preliminary products for the creation of new learning resources.

1.2 Goals

Existing authoring systems enable the reuse of individual learning resources. Hierarchical content models

are used as the basis for creating and storing fine-grained learning resources which can be combined to

form larger learning resources. Thus, the reuse of learning resources is made possible at multiple levels

of granularity. When learning resources are exchanged between organizations, transformation into the

SCORM format prevents further separate reuse of fine-grained learning resources.

This thesis focuses on the multi-granularity reusability of learning resources without restrictions due to

a particular authoring tool’s format. Multi-granularity reusability is understood as the ability to separately

reuse parts of a learning resource’s content. Users should have a choice of the parts which they want to

reuse. Multi-granularity reusability requires that parts of a learning resource with the potential to be

reused remain available and retrievable for reuse, and that they are interoperable so that they can be

aggregated to new learning resources.

1.3 Contributions

In the pursuit of multi-granularity reusability, contributions in this thesis align with six criteria in total.

These criteria are on the one hand three technical requirements of multi-granularity reusability – avail-

ability, retrievability and interoperability – and on the other hand three dynamic modular operations that

are required for the reuse of modular learning resources: modularization, aggregation and adaptation.

There are five contributions within this thesis which each cope with one or more of these six criteria. All

in all, the five contributions work towards the goal of multi-granularity reusability.

• Multi-granularity reusability among heterogeneous systems is achieved through the de facto stan-

dard SCORM. SCORM does not fully support the modularity of learning resources. Therefore, the

first contribution of this thesis is the extension of SCORM with a module concept, which combines

the advantages of a widespread standardized learning resource format with those of modularity.

This module concept serves as the foundation of the remaining contributions.

• Having a learning resource format specification which supports modularity is an essential founda-

tion of multi-granularity reusability. However, it also requires that learning resources are created

which utilize the modularity prospects gained. Assuming that learning resources exist as traditional

SCORM packages without any modularity support, it is a challenge to transform such monolithic

learning resources into a modular form. This process of transforming a learning resource into an

aggregation of smaller learning resources is called modularization. This thesis puts forward a ref-

erence process model for the modularization process which has been derived after a review of

existing modularization approaches.
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• Another issue regarding multi-granularity reusability is how to aggregate learning resources into

larger structures. There is an authoring paradigm called authoring by aggregation which centers the

creation of learning resources upon aggregation. Existing authoring by aggregation processes are

extended by a separate phase for didactic design. Furthermore, the retrieval of learning resources

from existing repositories is seen as an integral part of authoring by aggregation. The usage of

aggregation context (knowledge about other learning resources within an aggregation) has been

proposed to improve the retrieval of learning resources.

• When learning resources from different origins are aggregated a so-called mosaic effect may occur:

the aggregation looks like a patchwork, because the layout, design, writing styles and pedagogi-

cal styles are different. Often an adaptation is required in order to achieve consistency. Adapting

learning resources which consist of several documents with possibly different document formats for

consistency is challenging. This thesis suggests a framework for the abstraction of content represen-

tation and adaptation. The framework provides a single interface for the analysis and modification

of a learning resource including all relevant contained documents.

• Finally, the retrievability of learning resources is improved by the development of a new topical

metadata generation method. Learning resources are categorized according to the subject cov-

ered. While traditional machine learning based categorization methods need a training corpus of

manually tagged learning resources, the new approach uses articles from Wikipedia1 for training.

This thesis proposes a classifier which categorizes learning resources into the Wikipedia category

system. Optimal parameters for such a classifier have been experimentally determined.

1.4 Organization

This thesis is divided into four parts. The first part consists of this introduction and a review of related

work in Chapter 2. Related work on learning resources and reusability is reviewed and discussed in this

chapter. The chapter ends with definitions of modularity and multi-granularity reusability. One aspect of

modularity is that modular operations are available. Part II consists of three chapters which cover three

non-trivial modular operations: modularization, aggregation and adaptation. Chapter 3 introduces a

module concept based on SCORM and a reference model for the modularization process. The aggregation

of learning resources and retrieval of learning resources for aggregation is covered in Chapter 4. In

this chapter, an existing authoring by aggregation process is extended in order to support additional

phases of content development. In Chapter 5, a framework for content representation and adaptation

is presented. This framework provides an abstraction layer for the implementation of adaptation tools.

The third part of this thesis focuses on the improvement of retrievability of learning resources by the

automatic generation of metadata. Chapter 6 introduces and evaluates a new method for Wikipedia-

based metadata generation. Wikipedia replaces traditional training corpora; thus the classifier can be

applied in situations in which traditional corpora do not exist. After that, Part IV completes the thesis

with a proof-of-concept implementation and conclusions. An implementation of the concepts from Part

II as a prototype is described in Chapter 7. The prototype is evaluated with respect to the requirements

1 Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia: http://www.wikipedia.org
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of modularity and multi-granularity reusability. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes this thesis and provides

an outlook on future research issues.
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2 Reuse of Learning Resources

The focus of the thesis is to improve reusability of learning resources, particularly in heterogeneous sys-

tems. To introduce the topic, this chapter discusses the state of the art of learning resources and reusabil-

ity in Section 2.1. Definitions of modularity and multi-granularity reusability are derived in Section 2.2.

Section 2.3 provides a use case example and a scenario of multi-granularity reuse in heterogeneous sys-

tems. Challenges for multi-granularity reusability are derived from this scenario; And finally, building

blocks are identified that contribute to an overall improvement of multi-granularity reusability.

2.1 Related Work

This section discusses the related work about reuse in e-learning. Starting with e-learning in general

the section moves on to more specific topics about reuse. Different definitions of learning resources are

compared, as well as content models and learning object repositories.

2.1.1 E-Learning

Computers and related technology have been used for a long time for educational purposes. The term

e-learning (or electronic learning) stands for computer-supported learning. Thus, e-learning embraces

face-to-face learning2 as well as distance learning, formal and informal learning, various pedagogical

approaches and technologies. Another term, which is often used synonymously is Technology Enhanced

Learning.

Distance learning especially benefits from electronic support, as it is now much easier to transfer learn-

ing materials to a distant learner, and to enable him to interact with teachers and other learners. Various

technologies are used in the area of distance learning, for instance computer-based trainings, Web based

trainings (WBT), capturing and replay of activities [SS03a], or tools for Computer Supported Collabo-

rative Learning [HSW04]. Computer-based trainings are special computer programs for an educational

purpose. Typically, computer-based trainings are stand-alone computer programs, which run locally on a

learner’s computer. With the spreading of broadband internet access, Web based trainings have become

popular. Web based trainings are similar to computer-based trainings, but are accessed by the learner via

an internet browser.

Web based trainings are typically made available to learners by learning management systems (LMS).

A LMS not only provides WBTs as a specialized form of learning resources, but may also track the learning

progress and brings together communities of learners with similar interests.

2 For instance interactive lectures [KE07] and digital lecture halls [MT02]
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2.1.2 Reusable Learning Resources

Because the production of learning resources may be quite expensive, there is a demand for reusing

existing learning resources in order to decrease the costs of teaching. In the course of standardization of

reuse in the e-learning field, the need for definitions of (digital) learning resources became clear. During

the last ten years, many researchers and organizations have tried to define reusable learning resources.

The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) has defined a learning object (LO) very

broadly as "any entity – digital or non-digital – that may be used for learning, education or training"

[Hod02b].

Wiley discussed in 2000 several learning object definitions that were available at that time [Wil00].

He states that the concept of reusable learning objects is based on the paradigm of object orientation

from software engineering. Wiley especially emphasizes the reuse of learning objects:

"This is the fundamental idea behind learning objects: instructional designers can build small

(relative to the size of an entire course) instructional components that can be reused a num-

ber of times in different learning contexts." [Wil00]

Furthermore, Wiley identifies the novelty of reusable learning objects:

"(...) any number of people can access and use them simultaneously (as opposed to traditional

instructional media, such as an overhead or video tape, which can only exist in one place at

a time). Moreover, those who incorporate learning objects can collaborate on and benefit

immediately from new versions. These are significant differences between learning objects

and other instructional media that have existed previously."

Criticizing the LTSC’s too broad definition of learning objects, Wiley limits a learning object to "any

digital resource that can be reused to support learning." This definition stresses on the one hand that

only digital resources are meant, and on the other hand that only reusable resources are of interest. In

his paper Wiley also discusses the issue of granularity of learning objects – which scope should a learning

object have? He postulates that learning objects of different complexity may exist, and also defines an

exemplary taxonomy.

Similarly to Wiley, Hodgins recognized the economic dimension of reuse [Hod02a]. Analogue to the

introduction of reusable components in industrial manufacturing, Hodgins expects economies of scale in

the reuse of learning objects. In [Hod02a] he describes the Autodesk Content Hierarchy as an example

for a multi level content hierarchy of learning objects. The model consists of several levels of increas-

ing complexity. In a thought experiment Hodgins imagines how a perfect scenario of reuse would look

like. Considering a future, when millions of learning objects are available for reuse, Hodgins identifies

metadata as an important element. Without adequate metadata, suitable reusable learning objects are

unlikely to be found. The necessity for retrieval rises with the number of existing learning objects.

In 2003, Polsani has reviewed the existing definitions of learning objects and names three common

attributes [Pol03]:

• Accessibility: "the LO should be tagged with metadata so that it can be stored and referenced in a

database"
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• Reusability: "once created, a LO should function in different instructional contexts"

• Interoperability: "the LO should be independent of both the delivery media and knowledge man-

agement systems"

As Hodgins before, Polsani also regards learning objects as reusable components, which have to be

reusable in different contexts. His understanding of a reusable learning object is based on two princi-

ples: learning and reusability. In contrast to former concepts, Polsani demands that learning objects are

dedicated to the purpose of learning. Therefore, he gives a new definition of a reusable learning object

as "an independent and self-standing unit of learning content that is predisposed to reuse in multiple

instructional contexts." [Pol03] Polsani also discusses the issue of granularity; he recommends to cre-

ate learning objects, which cover exactly one topic. Learning objects are furthermore considered to be

composed of smaller elements, such as text, images, or video.

At the same time, Koper narrows Wiley’s definition into another direction:

"I will further narrow down the scope of this definition for this chapter to: ’any digital, re-

producible and addressable resource used to perform learning activities or learning support

activities, made available for others to use.’" [Kop03]

Koper demands of learning objects to be addressable and accessible by other users. His definition is based

on the idea that resources, which are accessible via the Internet, provide best reusability. Having the point

of view of a teacher, Koper considers learning objects not only for distance education. He also regards

presence scenarios by defining units of learning. A unit of learning – in contrast to a learning object

– contains also learning activities. Learning activities are any actions learners or other involved roles

perform for the purpose of learning. These activities often include the use of digital learning resources.

Duval and Hodgins have published a research agenda on learning objects and metadata [DH03]. This

agenda adopts the learning object definition of the LTSC and the Autodesk LO taxonomy consisting of five

different granularities; these granularities are data or raw media elements, information objects, application

objects, aggregation assemblies, and collections (see Figure 2.1, cf. [Hod02a]). The main focus of that

paper, though, is on metadata, its creation and utilization for retrieval, aggregation, and usage of learning

objects. Three of the listed open research issues are metadata generation, authoring by aggregation

(creation of a LO by composing smaller learning objects) and decomposition of existing LOs into smaller

learning objects. These research issues are dealt with in more detail in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

A formalized usage of metadata is described by Sicilia and Sanchez-Alonso [SS03b]. They transfer the

concept of design by contract from object-oriented software engineering to the specification of learning

objects. Each learning object is specified by a contract, which consists of pre- and postconditions. The

requirements of a learner and his context are the preconditions under which the learner may use the

learning object. The postconditions express the ensured learning outcome, i. e. the learner’s knowledge.

The approach of Sicilia and Sanchez-Alonso is based on Polsani’s LO definition; a learning object is re-

garded as a component, which transforms a learner from one state into another (typically his knowledge

is increased).

There are also a lot of other attempts to deal with reusability. They differ in the considered education

scenarios and in which kinds of learning objects are supported. As most of the discussed approaches are

focused mainly on static, document-like learning objects, another work on reusable multimedia learning
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Figure 2.1: Content hierarchy of the Learnativity Content Model [DH03].

objects should be mentioned to illustrate the variety of approaches. El Saddik et al. have specified smart

dynamic multimedia learning objects [ESFS01]. Using metadata as an interface description, several of

these smart learning objects can be composed in order to interact with each other.

2.1.3 Content Models and Instructional Design

Many issues regarding learning objects have a technical dimension, as the previous sections have shown.

However, the actual purpose of learning objects is education. Learning objects are used to teach and

to learn. Therefore, pedagogy – or didactics – is an important aspect of a learning object. With the

emergence of e-learning, new styles of teaching have evolved. Pedagogy is based on learning theories;

a learning theory is a psychological explanation for how learning is assumed to happen within a per-

son. Different learning theories, such as behaviorism, cognitivism or constructivism, exist and partly

contradict each other [NHHM+04]. These learning theories also imply different instructional theories.

In English, the term instructional design is commonly used to describe the task of arranging contents

and communication for educational use. According to Reigeluth, instructional design "is concerned with

producing knowledge about optimal ’blueprints’ – knowledge about what methods of instruction will

optimize different outcomes" [Rei83]. Instructional design theory should the basis for the creation of

learning resources [Wil00]. The IMS Learning Design specification provides a framework for model-

ing instructional design, especially with regard to e-learning applications [KOA03]. For the German

e-learning community, Meder has developed the so called Web didactics (German: "Web-Didaktik") out

of the traditional European general didactics [Med06]. This Web didactics can be seen as a guideline for

systematic creation of e-learning contents and processes.
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Didactics are not only useful for classroom scenarios. WBTs also require didactics to enable successful

learning. Basically, each teacher may plan and realize his WBT freely with regard to structure, contents,

media usage and application of interaction and communications. In practice, though, content models

have evolved. These content models are templates for structure and didactic arrangement of (mostly

passive) Web based trainings. Usually, a content model specifies different levels of granularity of learning

objects and how multiple objects of one granularity are aggregated on the next higher granularity level.

Content models have been developed in the first place by companies that produce large amounts of

learning objects. For them, the standardization of a learning object’s structure and sequencing leads to

better quality and reduced costs.

One of the content models – the Learnativity Content Model has already been mentioned above (Figure

2.1). The Learnativity Content Model specifies a taxonomy of five granularity levels ranging from raw

media elements to whole curricula. Each granularity level is an aggregation of elements of the preceding

level. The Learnativity Content Model only describes the educational granularity of the contents, but is

not a technical specification.

Cisco Systems has defined its own content model for their training materials [BLW99]. The Cisco

content model defines two granularity levels: Reusable Information Object (RIO) and Reusable Learning

Object (RLO). Additionally, smaller elements (comparable to the raw media elements of the Learnativity

Content Model) are mentioned in the authoring guidelines. A RIO has a single learning objective and

contains content items, practice items and assessment items. There are five different types of RIOs:

concept, fact, procedure, principle, and process. A RLO is a complete lesson, consisting of 5 to 9 RIOs plus

an overview, a summary, and an assessment (Figure 2.2). Cisco provides templates, guidelines and an

authoring tool for authors of RLOs and RIOs. After creation, the contents may be packaged for different

delivery channels, such as dynamic Web packages, CD-ROMs, or instructor-led training materials.

The Advanced Distance Learning Initiative (ADL) has been founded by the US Department of De-

fense in order to improve and standardize tools for Web based distance learning. ADL has assembled

the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) out of different existing specifications and stan-

dards, such as IEEE Learning Oject Metatada (LOM) or IMS Content Packaging. SCORM is today the

defacto standard for exchanging WBT contents, as almost every learning management system is SCORM

compliant. In the current version SCORM 2004, the reference model is composed of three books: the

Content Aggregation Model (CAM), Sequencing and Navigation (SN) and the Run-Time Environment
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Figure 2.1.5a:   Conceptual Illustration of a Content Aggregation

CAM-2-8 SCORM® 2004 3rd Edition Content Aggregation Model (CAM) Version 1.0
 2006 Advanced Distributed Learning.  All Rights Reserved.

Figure 2.3: Content aggregation in SCORM [Adv]

(RTE) [Adv]. The RTE standardizes the communication between the LMS and the contents, such as ses-

sion management or data transfer. For instance, the result of an assessment can be transmitted to the

LMS for persistent storage via a common interface. Sequencing and Navigation is used to define the

order in which contents are presented to the user.

The most relevant book of the SCORM specification for this thesis is the Content Aggregation Model,

as it specifies "assembling, labeling and packaging of learning content". According to the CAM, SCORM

compliant contents are bundled as a package; this package contains the content files and a manifest file,

describing structure and metadata of the contents. The content model allows the following structural

elements: assets, Sharable Content Objects (SCO), activities, content aggregations and organizations.

Assets are the smallest components: any media that can be rendered in a Web browser, such as text,

images, videos or assessments. Assets can also be assembled from other assets. A SCO is either a single

asset or a collection of assets, complying with a particular interface. Through this interface the SCO

communicates with the RTE; for instance, the learning progress for a SCO can be tracked by the learning

management system. There is no restriction of the pedagogical complexity for a SCO.

In order to build larger units, activities may be specified; an activity is either the execution of one

SCO, or an aggregation of other activities. The sequence of these activities for learning is either given by

the tree-like aggregation structure, or by more complex Sequencing and Navigation instructions. The big

picture of content aggregation in SCORM is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

All of the content models presented in this section have in common that they define multiple levels of

granularity, which are respectively aggregated to larger units. The properties of these units at different

levels of granularity vary. Some unit sizes are only raw media without didactic intention, others have

dedicated didactic functions; larger units again do not have didactic functions but are self-contained and

intended to achieve a given learning objective. A detailed comparison of different content models has

been compiled by Verbert and Duval [VD04].
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It appears that content models regard an aggregation of content units only as a target of a reuse

process, but not as a source of learning resources for reuse. Learning resources for reuse are obtained

in the appropriate granularity from a repository. It is not intended to break an aggregation into its

constituting learning resources in order to reuse them separately. Thus, existing content models support

reuse of learning resources that each may have one out of multiple specified levels of granularity and to

aggregate them to higher levels of granularity.

Content models specify the structure of learning resources and particularly which elements may be

aggregated in which order with other elements. The structure of learning resources is well specified

and also standardized for exchange between different tools (i. e. SCORM), whereas the content format

of assets is not standardized. Assets within SCORM packages are often delivered as HyperText Markup

Language (HTML) documents. Some authoring tools, such as LearnCube3, ship arbitrary content players

along with each SCORM package (in the case of LearnCube the player is developed as an Adobe Flash4

file). The variety of content formats makes reuse difficult, especially if changes of the content are re-

quired. There are efforts for specifying XML5-based content formats specifically for e-learning content.

An example for such initiatives is the Learning Material Markup Language Framework [SF02]. However,

there is no specific e-learning content format that is widely spread and accepted as de facto standard.

Thus, even if content models are harmonized, the incompatibility of content formats is still a challenge.

Recently, a new project called Resource Aggregation Model for Learning, Education and Training (RAM-

LET)6 was initiated by the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee. This project is going to

specify a common aggregation model, which can be mapped to different existing content models.

2.1.4 Learning Object Repositories

For effective reusability it is not enough that learning resources are reusable in an educational and

technological sense (that is, a learning resource can be used by a user, and the learner successfully

learns from the usage). They also have to be accessible, as already mentioned in the previous section.

Thus, reusability is not only a property of learning resources, but also a requirement towards supporting

systems. There are several types of systems, which are involved over the life cycle of a learning resource:

authoring environments during the creation phase, storage systems for storage and distribution, and

finally learning management systems for learning.

If learning resources are to be reused, they have to be stored and made accessible. Databases for

learning resources are called learning object repositories (LOR). A learning object repository is a digital

archive for learning resources, which enables users to upload, search and download learning resources.

Thus, a LOR is a special case of a content management system7. Many different variations of LORs exist.

Some repositories are completely open to everybody, such as MERLOT 8. Others, such as the Ariadne

repository [DFC+01], are available only to a closed community, where members pay for the access. The

Content Sharing project [The] has worked towards a commercial learning resource marketplace, where

3 http://www.x-pulse.de/learncube.php
4 http://www.adobe.com/support/documentation/de/flash/
5 Extensible Markup Language
6 http://www.ieeeltsc.org/working-groups/wg11CMI/ramlet
7 Definitions, system architectures and implementation details for content management systems can be found in [MT04].
8 http://www.merlot.org
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access to the system is open for everyone, but users have to pay for downloading and using learning

resources. A study in 2002 has revealed that the size of LORs varied between two-digit numbers and up

to 15,000 learning objects [ND02]. Today, more than five years later, probably even larger repositories

exist.

Learning object repositories also differ in which learning resource formats they support. Some repos-

itories are restricted to a selected number of formats; others (e. g. MERLOT) allow almost everything,

even Web links. ResourceCenter [HHRS05], for instance, supports only its own proprietary format, but

integrates an authoring environment with the repository. The IMS Global Learning Consortium has spec-

ified9 a set of core functionality a repository should provide.

Storing learning resources as files in a repository is not enough. They have to be retrievable, and

users should be able to get a quick overview over the contents. Metadata is used to summarize the

contents and other attributes of a learning resource. In the past, there have been several approaches

to specify metadata formats [Ste01]. Finally, the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) specification has

prevailed. It has also been accepted as an IEEE standard [Hod02b]. However, LOM has some major

drawbacks: insufficient interoperability and a conflict of goals between automatic and human processing.

LOM has been designed for enabling interoperability - but only on a syntactical level. The semantics of

LOM entries, though, are not fully standardized. Two LOM-compliant applications may both read and

write LOM records, but they cannot necessarily ’understand’ the attribute values written by the other

application [SS04, BPN03]. The second drawback is that LOM is used for both automatic processing and

presentation to humans. Feedback from users in the Content Sharing project10 indicated that some fields

are too ambiguous to be understood by users. Other fields are unspecific free text fields, making it hard

to process the values by algorithms [KdHWA04, SGP+05].

Assuming that learning resources can be found within a repository by its metadata, another challenge

arises. There is a large number of repositories. How can a desired learning resource be found, which

might be located in any of these repositories? The CORDRA project [RDL05] currently aims at devel-

oping a solution for a global federation of LORs. As long as a global federation is not available, some

intermediate solutions are applied. For instance, Global Learning Objects Brokered Exchange (GLOBE)

is a federation of five well-known repositories, such as MERLOT and Ariadne. They have specified a

common query interface for inter-repository queries, called Simple Query Interface (SQI) [SMvA+05].

Meanwhile, a number of projects have adopted SQI. SQI is only a query interface, but not a query lan-

guage; it can be used for session management and for the transmission of queries and result sets. For

the actual query, another specification is required. Most SQI-compatible repositories use the Very Sim-

ple Query Language (VSQL) as their query language. VSQL allows only to search by a list of keywords

which are matched against some or all LOM entries for a particular learning resource. It is not possible

to search for specific LOM fields. The ProLearn project develops a new, more powerful query language

called ProLearn Query Language (PLQL) [CCD+07].

Besides central repositories, some peer-to-peer systems for storage and distribution of learning objects

have been developed, such as Edutella and LOMster [NWQ+02, TDV02]. In these systems, the central

repository is replaced by a large number of peers, which contribute their learning objects to the com-

9 IMS Digital Repositories Interoperability - Core Functions Information Model:
http://www.imsglobal.org/digitalrepositories/driv1p0/imsdri_infov1p0.html

10 http://www.contentsharing.com
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munity. Naturally, peer-to-peer systems focus more on sharing learning objects than on archiving them

persistently.

2.1.5 Reuse and Granularity in Other Areas

E-learning is not the first application area in which reuse plays an important role. Industrial manufactur-

ing has benefitted for a long time from standardized parts that can be assembled to different products.

Examples are the assembly of cars or personal computers, where most parts are obtained from suppliers.

However, this is a lopsided comparison, as the parts to assemble have to be physically built in order to

be used.

More similar to reuse in e-learning is code reuse in software development. Code reuse is a valuable

comparison particularly because it demonstrates the variety of what can be understood as reuse. First of

all, simply copying lines of code from one computer program to another one is already code reuse. And

this method is also likewise applied for authoring of e-learning contents. But software engineering soon

advanced to encapsulation of code to self-contained components, so that portions of code could be reused

several times without copy&paste. There are a lot of different approaches of encapsulation, leading also

to various forms of reusable code, called methods, classes, libraries, or components [Mey97]. Currently,

the concept of reusable Web services is en vogue [Alo04, Ber08]. Nevertheless, the basic principle remains

always the same: A portion of code is encapsulated and made available via an interface.

Though there are many parallels between reusable software components and reusable learning objects,

there are also differences. While software components manipulate mainly data, hiding the particular

implementation from the developer and user, learning objects interact with the learner. In consequence,

the implementation – that is, the contents of a learning object – is always visible to the user. This fact

will be important, when aggregation is discussed later.

Reusable software components can be aggregated. Methods may call other methods, classes may use

other classes, and Web services may be orchestrated. As mentioned above, the aggregation of software

code relies mainly on interfaces, hiding the actual implementation. A developer usually can infer from

the interface whether and how to use a software component. Sometimes, also the context and behavior

of a component may be specified (e. g. the Hoare logic [Hoa69] or Design by Contract [Mey97]). By

aggregation of software components, larger software components are created. In some cases, dedicated

types of components allow a distinction of granularity. But more often, granularity or complexity is not

explicitly distinguished (e. g. the composition of multiple Web services is again a Web service).

Another domain, which involves multiple levels of granularity is multimedia retrieval. Multimedia

archives store multimedia objects of different complexity. When a user searches for multimedia contents,

his query often does not address the whole multimedia object, as it is stored in the database, but possibly

only parts of it - for example only a particular frame or scene of a movie is of interest. Multimedia retrieval

systems cope with this granularity issue by segmentation of contents at different levels of granularity;

the segments are made individually retrievable [Sch05]. The same applies to the retrieval of e-books:

the user does not always want to retrieve a whole book, which contains his search terms spread over all

pages, but rather only few pages or a chapter [HTZH07].
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Figure 2.4: Classification of learning object definitions and content models.

2.2 Review of Existing Approaches and Derived Definitions of Reusability

As Section 2.1 has pointed out, reuse in e-learning involves different concepts: learning objects, reusabil-

ity, LORs, metadata, content models, and Web didactics. Unfortunately, for most of these concepts quite

different definitions and embodiments exists. This section resumes the observed definitions from the

previous section, tries to extract a consensus and derives definitions valid for this thesis.

The definitions of learning objects and learning resources should be reviewed with respect to content

models: Some definitions of a learning object relate to a particular pedagogical granularity within a given

(or implicit) content model [Hod02a]; other definitions consider learning object as an embracing term

for all entities of a content model [Hod02b].

2.2.1 Notions of Reusability

In fact, the requirements on learning objects from the various definitions can be classified in two dimen-

sions: a pedagogical and a technical dimension. Pedagogical requirements are, for instance, Polsani’s

demands for independence and the dedication to the purpose of learning, and the approach of Sicilia

and Sanchez-Alonso that learning objects perform a measurable transformation of a learner’s state of

knowledge. Technical requirements are e. g. accessibility and interoperability. Figure 2.4 illustrates what

requirements the various definitions of learning objects and content models contain with respect to the

technical and pedagogical dimensions. Interestingly, the most successful standards – LOM and SCORM –

do no make pedagogical demands on learning objects. Based on this finding, a broad definition without

strict pedagogical limitations will be used throughout this thesis. As a working definition, we define the

term learning resource (LR) as:

Definition 2.1 (learning resource)

A learning resource is a digital resource used for e-learning [RBH+05].
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The term learning resource instead of learning object has been chosen, because it emphasizes the re-

source character of our concept. Learning objects on the other hand are often associated with either

pedagogical properties or specific technical interfaces. In the remainder of this thesis, every digital re-

source used for learning is considered to be a learning resource. Where a narrower definition is needed,

it is specified in the respective chapter.

Tightly connected to learning object definitions is the notion of reuse and reusability. Again, there are a

pedagogical and a technical dimension of reusability. Furthermore, reusability can be understood either

as a property of a learning object, or as functionality of systems that deal with learning objects. From

a pedagogical point of view, reusability principally means that a learning object, which is pedagogically

useful for its original purpose, achieves either the same, or a different predictable pedagogical result

in another educational context. Typical pedagogical requirements found in reusability definitions are

independence, self-containment, or a defined learning objective.

More relevant for this thesis are technical properties of reusability. From the definitions of learning

objects and reusability, three major requirements for successful reuse can be extracted: interoperabil-

ity, availability and retrievability. As different definitions and meanings of these terms exist as well, a

definition valid for this thesis for them is given.

Interoperability: Interoperability means that a reusable learning resource can be exchanged between

two systems (e. g. authoring tools, repositories, learning management systems), which

both comply with a common specification. [Hod02a, Pol03, DH03]

Availability: Availability of a reusable learning resource is given if it is published either publicly or

to a restricted community, allowing users to physically access (i. e. use or download)

the learning resource. [Wil00, Pol03, Kop03]

Retrievability: A learning resource is retrievable, if a user, who would benefit from this learning re-

source, is able to find it. Retrievability demands first adequate metadata for a learning

resource, and second a retrieval system that makes use of this metadata for search

interfaces. [Hod02a, DH03]

Existing approaches for reuse of learning resources interpret reuse as simple reuse – that is, applying

a learning resource in a new educational scenario without changes to the learning resource. Changing a

learning resource before reuse is not covered by existing definitions of reuse.

Furthermore, there is a gap between the hierarchical approach of content models and systems support-

ing reusability. All content models, which have been presented in the previous section, intentionally aim

at enabling the creation of fine-grained contents, which can be reused in different combinations. This ap-

proach works fine within a given homogeneous system landscape. It is assumed that learning resources

that are already aggregated into larger structures are still separately stored in a repository in order to

be reused in another aggregation. A decomposition of aggregated structures into learning resources of

lower levels of granularity is not intended.

The interoperability requirement leads to another concept: modularity. Can modularity be a criterion

for reusability? And what means modularity with regard to learning resources? In order to answer these

questions, a definition of modularity has to be found.
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2.2.2 Definition of Modularity and Modular Operations

To approach what modularity means we take a look at the concepts of modularity in two other research

areas: system design and software engineering. The first excursion takes us into the design of systems,

such as computers or other complex industrial devices. According to Baldwin and Clark,

"Two subsidiary ideas are subsumed in the general concept [of modularity]. The first is the

idea of interdependence within and independence across modules. (...) The second idea is

captured by three terms: abstraction, information hiding and interface."[BC99]

Modularity is seen as a design principle, which splits a complex system into several modular com-

ponents, which each have less complexity. Modules have high internal and low external dependencies;

they provide an interface for communication with other components of the system. Thus, the module

concept of Baldwin and Clark is similar to the entities of content models in e-learning. The process of

transforming a design by increasing its modularity is called modularization. Baldwin and Clark specify

six basic modular operations, which are sufficient to describe all structural changes of an overall system.

These six modular operators are [BC99]:

• Splitting a design into modules

• Substituting one module design for another

• Augmenting – adding a new module to the system

• Excluding a module from a system

• Inverting to create new design rules

• Porting a module to another system

With this set of modular operators, all structural changes of a system design can be described. If this

notion of modularity is transferred to learning resources, a congruent set of structural operations should

exist for the constitution of learning resources.

The second reference is modularity in software engineering. There, modularity is for example defined

by Mikkonen and Taivalsaari as following:

"Modularity is the property of computer programs that measures the extent to which pro-

grams have been composed out of separate parts called modules. A module is generally de-

fined to be a self-contained component of a system, which has a well-defined interface to the

other components. Something is modular if it includes or uses modules which can be inter-

changed as units without disassembly of the module. The internal design of a module may

be complex, but this is not relevant; once the module exists, it can easily be connected to or

disconnected from the system."[MT07]

Again, the existence of interfaces, self-containment, and interchangeability are important attributes.

Furthermore, this definition demands that modules of a modular program can be exchanged without
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disassembling the program. If a program is not yet modular, it can be modularized (according to Baldwin

and Clark) in order to obtain a modular structure, which enables exchange (i. e. reuse) of modules.

Although reuse in industrial and software engineering is different from reuse in e-learning, the two

presented concepts of modularity may indicate the direction for modularity considerations in reuse of

learning resources. As in engineering, the reasons for modularization in e-learning are primarily the

reduction of costs and complexity. Costs can be reduced by avoiding production costs for new learning

resources as long, as the effort for reuse – retrieval costs, royalties, and re-purposing costs – is lower than

the production costs for a new learning resource. Content models for learning resources already apply

the concept of partitioning a learning resource for the same two purposes: reduction of complexity by

standardized aggregation structures and reduction of costs by reuse. To support reuse, it is necessary to

expose modular learning resources for exchange, to provide a clear interface, and to support abstraction

in order to reduce complexity for creation and re-authoring. Abstraction of learning resources comes in

the form of metadata. Ideally, it suffices to read the metadata record of a learning resource to know

whether and how the learning resource may be used – though in practice metadata is mostly not precise

enough.

What is missing in current content models and reuse definitions is the dynamic aspect of modulariza-

tion that the concept of Baldwin and Clark contains. Baldwin and Clark incorporate that the breakdown

of contents into modules can be changed by modular operators. Applied to learning resources this would

mean that a learning resource can be repartitioned. It should be possible to transform parts of a learning

resource into modules, to aggregate external modules, and to port modules within a learning resource to

other learning resources. Such a modularity property as complement to reusability would give authors,

tutors and other users more freedom of choice; they could chose the boundaries of modules to reuse.

Derived from the discussed modularity definitions, modularity of learning resources is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2 (modularity)

A content model or specification for learning resources is modular, if it allows to encapsulate, expose and sep-

arately reuse parts of a learning resource; these parts are called modules. Furthermore, modularity requires

that modular operations can be performed on these modules.

By means of these modular operations, the content of modules and the structure by which modules are

organized may change: the order of modules may change, modules may be removed, new modules may be

inserted, fragments of modules may become modules themselves, and modules may be adapted to fit the

surrounding modules.

Which modular operations are required is still left to be defined. Based on the modular operators of

Baldwin and Clark in conjunction with the open research issues of Duval and Hodgins [DH03] six mod-

ular operations for learning resources have been identified. These six operations allow a wide range of

changes of learning resources. However, the list is not meant to be complete; further modular operations

may be added. The six basic modular operations on learning resource are:

• Modularization

• Aggregation

• Exclusion (removal of modules)
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• Replacement (substitute one module by another)

• Reorganization (changing the order of modules)

• Adaptation (transformation of a module)

Having defined modularity as a new property of learning resource formats, reusability could be rede-

fined to put the envisioned choice of module boundaries into practice. The next subsection will analyze

how the definition and requirements of reusability can be extended to make use of learning resource

modularity.

2.2.3 Multi-Granularity Reuse

Modularity of a learning resource format has been defined in the previous section as the property of

allowing to encapsulate, expose and separately reuse parts of a learning resource. This property is already

more advanced than the notions of simple reuse that were examined before: the definition of modularity

allows to partition and repartition a learning resource into reusable modules. However, the definition of

modularity does not specify exactly which parts of a learning resource can be turned into modules. In this

perspective, modularity is a weak definition with respect to the goal of supporting reuse of fine-granular

learning resources. A stronger definition would claim that any part of a learning resource that is desired

to be reused can be transformed into a module.

If the creation of a learning resource is based on an underlying content model (cf. 2.1.3), this content

model specifies particular content element types of different levels of granularity that can be aggregated.

It can be assumed that at least all these elements of a content model may be parts that someone might

want to reuse. Ideally, reuse of learning resources of each aggregation level of an underlying content

model should be enabled. In order to approach a suitable definition of reusability that regards multiple

levels of granularity, we first define reusable fragments of learning resources:

Definition 2.3 (reusable fragment)

A reusable fragment of a learning resource is defined as each part of a learning resource, which is poten-

tially useful as either a separate learning resource or as a component for aggregation to a larger learning

resource. If a learning resource has been created according to an underlying content model, at least all

specified aggregation levels of the content model are considered relevant fragments.

What a reusable fragment is depends on the underlying (original) content model. Generally, the defi-

nition is not restricted to a particular content model. It can be assumed that all aggregation levels, which

are specified by a content model, are qualified for individual reuse. The granularity of a learning resource

indicates its complexity, in both a technical and pedagogical sense. Granularity can mean either the ag-

gregation level of a learning resource, or which educational functionality it provides. Multi-granularity

refers to the fact that learning resources are aggregations of multiple other learning resources, which

again may be aggregates, and so on. Content models (see Subsection 2.1.3) provide a formalization of

aggregation levels and corresponding learning resource types. Hence, multi-granularity reusability re-

quires that learning resources of all aggregation levels can be reused. This finally leads to the following

formal definition of multi-granularity reusability:
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Figure 2.5: Use case for multi-granularity reuse.

Definition 2.4 (multi-granularity reusability)

Multi-granularity reusability of learning resources means to generally enable reuse of learning resources

and all their reusable fragments at multiple levels of granularity as modules.

The definition of multi-granularity reusability is stronger than modularity. It ensures that all learning

resources of all aggregation levels of a content model can be reused. So far, we have a definition of

multi-granularity reusability. There are some challenges for realizing this property in practice. The next

section will describe these challenges and propose solutions.

2.3 Challenges and Own Approach for Supporting Multi-Granularity Reusability

In the previous section existing approaches of reusability have been analyzed. New definitions for modu-

larity of learning resources and multi-granularity reusability were introduced. These definitions – when

applied in practice – may arise some new challenges. This section analyzes which challenges are caused

by the demand for modularity and multi-granularity reusability.

First an example and a scenario for multi-granularity reuse is given. Based on this scenario the chal-

lenges of multi-granularity reusability are analyzed. Afterwards, a new approach is proposed that serves

as a foundation of actual solutions that are presented in subsequent chapters.
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2.3.1 An Example for Multi-Granularity Reuse

Sarah works as a research assistant at a university. After having successfully organized a workshop about

her research, she was asked to teach her colleagues how to organize a workshop. Sarah decides to create

a Web based training course, which will be made available for her colleagues. Because her time is short,

Sarah wants to reuse existing learning resources from other authors for her new course (see Figure 2.5).

In a public repository Sarah finds some learning resources about organizing events and particularly

workshops. She finally decides to use a course that has been provided for free by a company. However,

this course lacks some details that are important for workshop organization at Sarah’s institution. For

instance, the new course should contain descriptions of how to book conference rooms at the university,

where to order a catering service, and how to publish workshop proceedings.

A guideline for publishing proceedings is offered by a publisher; it is suited to be reused by Sarah for

her new course. The other two desired learning resources on room booking and catering are not so easy

to find. Sarah searches for such learning resources but cannot find anything useful. Finally she asks a

colleague who tells her that the university has a general learning resource called "handbook of university

services" that describes the various services offered by the university administration. This handbook also

contains information about booking conference rooms and ordering a catering service. Even though the

handbook is available as a digital learning resource, Sarah was not able to find it in her first search

because the details of the contents were not reflected in the metadata record of that learning resource.

Now that Sarah has obtained all required learning resources she starts to combine them into a new

learning resource. First she uses the general learning resource on workshop organization as basis. The

contents are mostly suitable, but Sarah has another structure in mind. She reorganizes the learning

resource by changing the order of fragments; a few parts are removed because they are not relevant for

her workshop scenario. Afterwards, she integrates the learning resource about publishing proceedings

into the course. She also wants to aggregate the contents from the handbook of university services. In

order to do so, she has to extract those fragments that she wants to reuse from the handbook. Finally,

the contents of the resulting learning resource are done. But the learning resource now contains parts

in different designs and different language styles. As a last step, Sarah adapts the learning resource to

unify the appearance of the course.

2.3.2 A Scenario for Multi-Granularity Reuse in Heterogeneous Systems

This thesis is based on an understanding of reuse that involves heterogenous system landscapes. A spe-

cial case of these heterogenous system landscapes is cross-organizational reuse, where multiple organi-

zations, companies, or individuals exchange and reuse learning resources. In the example in Subsection

2.3.1 Sarah had to reuse learning resources that were created by other companies. It is assumed that not

all actors involved in the exchange of learning resources use the same authoring tools, repositories or

learning management systems.

Actors or organizations want to reuse existing learning resources for various reasons: it may save pro-

duction costs, reduce maintenance efforts, or the required expertise for own authoring is not available.

In all these cases, different kinds of reuse are thinkable. A user could directly use a learning resource
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Due to this distinction and the definition of Re-Authoring we have to extend the Learning Resources 

Lifecycle, as shown in Figure 5. Re-Authoring has to be added as an additional step. After the Re-

Authoring of the Learning Resource the modified Learning Resource can be provided again or can be 

used for learning or teaching purposes immediately. 
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 Figure 5: Extended Lifecycle of Learning Resources 

3.3 Re-Authoring of Learning Resources 

In this section the process of Re-Authoring of Learning Resources shall be considered in detail. First 

we distinguish different kinds of Re-Authoring and define Re-Purposing. 

Re-Authoring can be done to update or correct an existing Learning Resource, if the Learning 

Resource is not up to date or mistakes are found inside the Learning Resource. A new version of the 

original Learning Resource is created. Furthermore Re-Authoring can be done to transform a Learning 

Resource to serve a new purpose, so that it suites a new learning or teaching context. Figure 6 shows 

the different kinds of Re-Authoring. 

Figure 2.6: A learning resource lifecycle [RBH+05].

unchanged for teaching (this is the use case assumed by related approaches); but he could also make

some modifications for adapting the learning resource for his particular purpose. A further use case is to

aggregate either a whole learning resource or even only parts of it to a new learning resource. In order to

differentiate between these different kinds of reuse in further chapters, they are defined here11. A more

detailed description of and examples for different kinds of reuse can be found in [RZM+08].

Definition 2.5 (reuse)

Reuse of learning resources is every kind of use of existing learning resources, which are already used in

a certain context. A learning resource may be reused in learning or teaching without any modification; a

learning resource may be reused in authoring by aggregation; a learning resource may be reused in re-

authoring.

If a learning resource is not immediately applicable in a target educational setting, it has to be modified

to better suit the requirements. A reuse that involves modification of the learning resource is generally

called re-authoring. An extended learning resource life cycle, which explicitly includes a re-authoring

phase, is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Definition 2.6 (re-authoring)

Re-authoring is the modification of an existing learning resource before the learning resource is used in

learning or teaching again. During the modification, parts of another (smaller) learning resource can be

re-used. Re-authoring is independent of the reason for a modification of the learning resource.

Modifications of a learning resource can be necessary for different reasons. An author might want to

correct errors, which he recently found, before using a learning resource again. Similarly, some facts

outdate over time and should be updated from time to time. Another motivation for modifications of

11 The definitions of different kinds of reuse have originally been published in [RBH+05].
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a learning resource is that it is intended to be used in a different educational context than before. The

latter case is also called re-purposing.

Definition 2.7 (re-purposing)

Re-purposing is the transformation of a learning resource to suit a new learning or teaching context, which

differs from the learning or teaching context the learning resource was created for.

Re-purposing of a learning resource can be composed of three types of processes: modularization,

aggregation and adaptation. These re-purposing processes are three of the six modular operations on

modular learning resources. In addition, by means of aggregation, also creation of new contents may be

involved in re-purposing.

Definition 2.8 (modularization)

Modularization means splitting a large learning resource into several smaller learning resources. The result

can be either separate individual learning resources or an aggregation of reusable learning resources.

Definition 2.9 (aggregation)

Aggregation is the process of combining small learning resources into a larger learning resource.

Definition 2.10 (adaptation)

Adaptation means changing a learning resource with regard to one aspect to make it fit into a new context

of use. Aspects are for example language, layout or terminology. To perform an adaptation an adaptation

process is executed.

The combination of all types of reuse – updates, corrections, modularization, aggregation, re-purposing

for new-contexts – leads to a variety of versions of (almost) the same contents. Two types of versions can

be distinguished: revisions (e. g. updates or corrections) replace previous versions, whereas variants are

versions that are meant to exist in parallel (e. g. a Spanish variant of an English learning resource).

Reuse and re-authoring involve mainly four user roles: authors, teachers, learners, and content finish-

ers. Authors originally create and distribute learning resources. Teachers obtain learning resources and

use them for teaching. Optionally, learners may obtain a learning resource for learning, without involve-

ment of a teacher. A content finisher is a special kind of author: he retrieves existing learning resources

and performs a re-authoring in order to redistribute (i. e. resell) the modified contents.

While traditional multi-granularity approaches for learning resource reuse assume controlled au-

thoring processes, tools and formats within a single organization, this thesis researches reuse and re-

authoring also across different systems. That means, that tools, systems, formats, and pedagogical meth-

ods are no longer unified. Instead, a heterogeneous scenario is the normal case. Especially the following

conditions are assumed:

• Different authoring tools

• Different pedagogical methods and content models

• Different learning object repositories

• Different learning management systems
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Using different authoring tools also inevitably leads to the usage of diverse content formats and visual

styles. Currently, this interoperability issue is solved by using a common exchange format. Most author-

ing tools are able to export a learning resource as a SCORM package, the de facto standard for Web

based learning resources. Therefore, SCORM is also assumed to be the central exchange format that is

understood by all involved systems of our scenario.

2.3.3 Definition of Requirements of Multi-Granularity Reusability

Multi-granularity reusability has been defined as enabling reuse of learning resources and all their

reusable fragments at multiple levels of granularity as modules. In Section 2.2.1 three main techni-

cal requirements of reusability were identified for the case of simple reuse. In the scenario description,

reuse was extended to cover different kinds of usage: simple reuse of an unmodified learning resource,

but also re-authoring and aggregation. Thus, multi-granularity reuse has to become a granularity aware

realization of simple reuse, as well as re-authoring, and aggregation.

Reusability is – as already discussed earlier – not only a property of a learning resource itself, but

also of the system, which enables and supports retrieval and reuse. Proceeding from simple reuse to

multi-granularity reuse, the impact of the system(s) on reusability increases; not only does the sheer

exploding number of learning resources put higher demands on retrieval systems – also system support

for modularization, aggregation and adaptation of learning resources is essential for successful reuse.

Basically, the technical reusability requirements that have been discussed in the previous section for

reuse in general can be applied as well for multi-granularity reuse. Yet, they are not sufficient to com-

pletely ensure multi-granularity reuse. Some of the requirements have to be adapted and extended. For

example, interoperability in the sense of multi-granularity reuse means more than being transferable

and executable in a different learning management system – multi-granularity interoperability premises

that an aggregation of multiple learning resources of similar complexity results again in a valid learn-

ing resource. As Section 2.2 has pointed out, there are three main properties that are often used to

characterize the technical dimension of reusability. These properties are interoperability, availability and

retrievability. Now, these properties can be concretized with regard to multi-granularity reuse.

Definition 2.11 (availability)

All fragments of a learning resource are individually available for reuse, and especially for aggregation to

larger learning resources.

Definition 2.12 (retrievability)

All fragments of a learning resource can be appropriately found and individually obtained by users. This

particularly requires that adequate metadata for each fragment is either already available or can be auto-

matically generated.

Definition 2.13 (interoperability)

All fragments of a learning resources can be separately reused, both individually and for aggregation. Aggre-

gations of learning resources or fragments of learning resources are required to be sound learning resources

themselves.
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These requirements are of technical nature; they do not directly address pedagogical issues. Assuming

that reusability – whether simple or multi-granularity – always depends strongly on pedagogical skills

of authors or teachers, this thesis leaves pedagogical tasks to human experts and focuses on technical

issues.

2.3.4 Building Blocks for Multi-Granularity Reusability

Enabling multi-granularity reusability across different systems is the main goal of this thesis. The chal-

lenge is the combination of multi-granularity reuse of learning resources with the heterogeneity of sys-

tems, formats and styles. There are two main aspects that have to be taken care of: technical require-

ments for multi-granularity reusability and modular operations. Supporting multi-granularity reuse in-

volves solutions that contribute to both aspects. The main technical aspects of reusability are availability,

retrievability and interoperability. As modular operations especially the non-trivial operations modular-

ization, aggregation and adaptation have to be supported. Figure 2.7 illustrates the fields to which this

thesis provides contributions.

There are five building blocks which contribute to these fields. The building blocks are:

1. Module concept. A module concept is introduced in Chapter 3 that supports availability and in-

teroperability of modular learning resources.

2. Modularization. In Chapter 3, existing approaches for modularization of learning resources are an-

alyzed. Based on this analysis a generic reference model for modularization processes is specified.

Modularization processes are considered to increase the availability of modular learning resources.

3. Aggregation. Aggregation as another modular operation is covered by Chapter 4. An existing ag-

gregation process is extended. In addition, methods for improving retrievability in combination

with aggregation are researched.

4. Adaptation. Adaptation is supported by an abstraction model for learning resource content rep-

resentation and modification. This building block can also be regarded as a contribution to inter-

operability, because it is a basis for unifying aggregated learning resources towards a consistent

appearance.

5. Metadata generation. Retrievability of learning resources is improved by the development of a

new automatic metadata generation method in Chapter 6. This method allows the classification of

learning resources according to their topics.

(1) The SCORM specification and current implementations of LORs do not support reuse and retrieval

of fragments of learning resources sufficiently. Although multiple levels of granularity can be represented

in SCORM, no support for separately reusing these fragments is provided; only whole packages can be

retrieved from learning object repositories. This thesis researches how reusability of fragments can be

improved and presents a module concept as an extension to SCORM in Chapter 3. The module concept

allows to explicitly expose fragments of a SCORM package for separate reuse.
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Figure 2.7: Requirements of multi-granularity reusability.

(2) Once such an extended standard is available, existing learning resources are still available only as

monolithic SCORM packages. Therefore, Chapter 3 also discusses how existing learning resources can

be transformed into aggregates of modular, reusable learning resources.

(3) When fine-grained learning resources are finally available, aggregation of these learning resources

gets into the focus. Authoring by aggregation is an authoring paradigm foremost based on creating a

learning resource out of existing ones of finer granularity. Chapter 4 shows how authoring by aggregation

can be applied to heterogeneous systems. Furthermore, retrieval as part of this authoring paradigm is

better integrated into the authoring process and improved by usage of context information about the

learning resource being created.

(4) A learning resource that is aggregated of several learning resources from different sources is likely

to appear as a patchwork: design, terminology, didactic style, etc. probably show differences, which may

interfere with the usability of the resulting learning resource. Thus, aggregated learning resources have

to be adapted to fit together. As a foundation of adaptations of learning resources, the architecture of a

re-purposing framework is specified in Chapter 4, upon which re-purposing applications can and have

been efficiently developed.

(5) Last but not least, retrievability strongly depends on good metadata. As authors often do not pro-

vide enough metadata, additional metadata has to be generated by automatic methods. A new method

of automatic metadata generation is developed and evaluated in Chapter 6: The knowledge of many

people, collected in the online encyclopedia Wikipedia, is used as a basis for determining the topic of a

learning resource.

2.4 Summary

In the beginning of this chapter, related work in the area of e-learning has been presented and discussed.

Several common definitions of learning resources have been compared. Along with learning resources,

reusability, learning object repositories and content models were explained.

Analyzing the scopes and limits of current related work on reuse of learning objects, a gap has been

identified between the concepts of multi-granularity reusability and modularity in closed systems and

the interoperability issue in heterogeneous systems. Multi-granularity reusability is currently not suffi-
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ciently supported for heterogeneous systems. Multi-granularity reuse is generally addressed by content

models, which specify multiple aggregation levels, allowing to aggregate learning resources of one level

of granularity into larger units. However, whenever a learning resource leaves the boundaries of a ho-

mogenous system, it is transformed into formats, which may no longer support efficient reuse of multiple

granularity levels at the same time.

Thus, improving support for multi-granularity reusability has been identified as the main goal of this

thesis. Multi-granularity reusability can be supported by improving technical reusability requirements

(availability, reusability and interoperability) on the one hand and modular operations on learning re-

sources (modularization, aggregation and adaptation) on the other hand. Five building blocks that each

support one or more of these aspects have been defined. These five building blocks are researched in this

thesis to finally achieve more efficient support for multi-granularity reuse.
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3 A SCORM Module Concept for Supporting Modularity and Modularization

Two technical requirements for reuse of learning resources are availability and interoperability (see

Figure 3.1). In the case of simple reuse, the challenges of availability and interoperability are solved:

learning resources are stored and published in a learning object repository, from which they can be

retrieved and aggregated [Hoe05, BLW99]. Ensuring availability and interoperability in the scenario of

this thesis – multi-granularity reusability in heterogeneous systems – is more complex.

Interoperability between heterogeneous systems is commonly solved by relying on SCORM as a de

facto standardized exchange format. However, exporting a learning resource from an original format

into a SCORM package foils the modularity property of all those learning resources the package consists

of. These fragments originally were modules that could be separately retrieved from a repository. After

the export they are no more modules; the fragments can be reused only as part of the overall SCORM

package.

The first contribution of this chapter is a module concept that extends SCORM to support modularity

that is introduced in Section 3.1.2. The module concept enables SCORM packages to consist of several

modules that can be reused separately. A second contribution is the definition of a process model for

modularization of learning resources in Section 3.2. Modularization means foremost to split a complex

learning resource into several reusable components. After this processing, the components are sepa-

rately reusable. Several existing modularization approaches are analyzed and a generic process model is

derived.

3.1 A Module Concept for SCORM-Compliant Learning Resources

There are already modular learning resource specifications. Could such a specification be used? Or could

a new specification be developed from scratch that ideally realizes all those requirements that were

defined in the previous chapter? In theory such a specification could perfectly match the modularity

multi-granularity reusability
& modularity

technical requirements modular operations

availabilityinteroperability retrievability modularization aggregation adaptation

Figure 3.1: Contributions of Chapter 3 to multi-granularity reusability.
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requirements. But the heterogeneity conditions of the underlying scenario would not be met. A het-

erogeneous system scenario, such as Chapter 2 describes, requires that a module concept considers the

restrictions of all involved components. A module concept that would break compatibility with exist-

ing authoring tools, learning management systems and learning object repositories would be a badly

designed concept. There are basically two ways to ensure compatibility with existing systems: either by

developing format transformations for all involved learning resource formats, or by relying on SCORM as

a de facto standard that is already supported by most relevant systems. In practice, SCORM is the de facto

standard for Web based learning resources. Almost each system for Web based e-learning – whether au-

thoring tool, repository or learning management system – is able to handle SCORM compliant contents.

This wide-spread SCORM compliance is a welcome situation, which may support the interoperability of

modular learning resources. Breaking with SCORM compliance would nullify this opportunity.

Thus, SCORM has been chosen as the base specification for modular learning resources. First, the

SCORM specification is analyzed regarding its current support for modularity. Afterwards a concept for

modular learning resources as an extension to SCORM is developed. Finally, the module concept is

reviewed regarding its suitability for modular reuse.

3.1.1 Analysis of Modularity in SCORM

SCORM has been chosen as basis for a module concept. Therefore, the SCORM specification has to be

compared to the requirements of modularity. Modularity of a learning resource specification is defined

by two properties: first it has to enable encapsulation, exposure and separate reuse of parts of a learning

resource. And second, modular operations have to be possible. SCORM would be considered a modular

specification if it fulfills these two properties.

First, the requirement of encapsulation, exposition and separate reuse of fragments is to be checked.

A whole SCORM package is encapsulated and exposed via an interface. SCORM as well defines a con-

tent aggregation model and provides interface specifications for fragments of a SCORM package (SCOs,

assets, activities). Thus, these fragments can be encapsulated and exposed. However, the SCORM spec-

ification does not meet the requirement of enabling the separate reuse of these fragments. Therefore,

SCOs, assets and activities of a SCORM package are not modules according to the above definition. Even

though a SCORM package has an inner structure that reflects structural aspects of an original content

model, the aggregation elements of a SCORM package are not full-fledged modules (these elements lack

the property of separate reusability).

Content aggregation elements of SCORM are SCOs, assets and activities (so called items in a manifest).

All of these element types are specified in the manifest of a SCORM package and may optionally be

described by a separate metadata record. However, such an element cannot be extracted for separate

reuse or exchanged without a thorough analysis of the actual contents. The reason for this nuisance is

that the actual content files are sometimes not assigned to the corresponding aggregation element. Even

worse, some files, such as style sheets and particular images, are used by multiple elements. It is not

necessarily bad to use only a single instance of a style sheet or logo for a whole learning resource; on the

contrary, it often makes sense to avoid redundancy. But if parts of a SCORM package should be handled
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as modules (e. g. a particular SCO is worth to be separately reused, replaced or updated), these shared

resources impair modularity.

3.1.2 Requirements on a Module Concept

As the analysis in the previous subsection has shown, SCORM does not fully meet the modularity prop-

erty. What SCORM particularly lacks is the exposition and separate reusability of fragments. Although

SCORM uses a content model, the elements within a SCORM package are not ready to be separately

reused. Aggregation elements of a SCORM package can neither be individually retrieved from learning

object repositories, nor can they be immediately reused without the containing package. Other content

models discussed in Chapter 2 meet the modularity requirements, but cannot be used in a heterogeneous

scenario, because they are understood only by few authoring tools and learning management systems.

Therefore, a new concept of modular learning resources is needed, which suits both, the theoretical de-

mands of modularity and the practical situation of a variety of existing systems for creation, distribution

and usage of learning resources. The module concept has to particularly establish a separate reusability

of fragments of a learning resource, as this is a shortcoming of the current SCORM specification. But

other properties have to be fulfilled by a module concept as well. One of these properties is, for instance,

the downward compatibility of a new module concept with standard SCORM implementations. Also a

separate exposition of learning resource fragments via individual metadata records has to be supported.

In total, six requirements have been identified that have to be fulfilled in order realize modularity in

SCORM. These requirements are

1. SCORM compliance. The first requirement – SCORM compliance – means that a system, which

does not support the modularity extension, can handle a modular learning resource as a standard

SCORM package. This feature ensures interoperability with existing systems.

2. Modularity requirements (according to Section 2.2.2). Modular learning resource have to meet

the modularity requirements that have been specified above. The concept has to enable that a

learning resource may consist of several modules of different complexities. Ideally, each aggrega-

tion element of the SCORM CAM could be a reusable module.

3. Support for metadata. It is undoubted that learning resources have to be described with metadata

for enabling efficient reuse. Consistently, it is necessary that each module within a modular learning

resource is described by and delivered with a separate metadata record.

4. Enable modularity-awareness of repositories. And finally, the concept has to support that repos-

itories can be aware of modularity and modules. If a learning resources stored in a LOR is aggre-

gated of multiple modules, the repository should know about and make the modules separately

accessible. Users should be able to find and download these modules independently of the enclos-

ing learning resource.

5. Support for modular operations. The concept must be also designed to allow modular operations

on learning resources. These operations have been named in Section 2.2.2. Modular operations

are, for instance, modularization, aggregation or adaptation.
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6. Support for versions and updates. The module format should also support the existence of mul-

tiple versions of the same module. Versions can be divided into revisions, which are consecutive

updates replacing the previous revision, and variants, which are parallel versions (e. g. a German

variant of an English learning resource). Different versions of one module may exist at the same

time. When a new version of a module becomes available users should have the choice to option-

ally substitute the old with the new version. When a module is changed, a new version – either a

revision or variant – should be automatically generated.

These requirements may serve as a guidance for the specification of a module concept that combines

modularity of learning resources and a downward compatibility with existing SCORM compliant systems.

3.1.3 The Module Concept

The concept for modular learning resources extends SCORM in order to fulfill the requirements specified

above. For the rest of this thesis the use of SCORM version 1.2 is assumed; this is still the most commonly

used version, although a newer SCORM specification (SCORM 2004) has been existing for some years.

The resulting concept has three parts: first, it consists of a rather conceptual understanding of what

modular learning resources should be like; this part is reflected mainly by the requirements and by some

further properties that can be observed from the actual implementation. Second, the concept comprises

a tangible realization in the form of a specification of an extension to the SCORM format. And third,

the concept includes also instructions for how modular operations on these learning resources can be

performed.

Combining the Concept of Modules with SCORM

Module
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Metadata 
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is version of

Figure 3.2: UML diagram of module concept.

There are two possible approaches for aggregation of learning resources: aggregation by copy and

aggregation by reference. Aggregation by copy is what SCORM does right now – all contents are copied
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into a SCORM package and cannot be easily separated afterwards. Other content models, for instance the

ResourceCenter content model, represent the aggregation of learning resources as references [Hoe05].

The concept proposed in this thesis is based on aggregation by reference; modules are aggregated by

referencing the included module (see Figure 3.2). The involved systems have to ensure that all required

modules are correctly delivered in the end. The advantage is that modules can more easily be aggregated,

updated, or separately reused. In order to enable references and the tracking of different versions of

modules, each module needs to have a unique identifier.

The basic idea is that all modules virtually share a common file space. Thus, relative references be-

tween modules are possible; for instance, an HTML page of one module may link to an image located in

another module (given that both modules are delivered together). Adapted from the learning resource

format of the L3 project [TA03], each module is supposed to have a distinct namespace. Two kinds of

namespaces are envisioned: the first one is derived from the internet domain system: similar to the nam-

ing of, for instance, packages in the Java programming language, folders are named by domains and

sub domains belonging to the author. An author working for SAP could for example create a module in

the folder "/com/sap/module42". Because domain names are used, it is unlikely that namespace con-

flicts occur. The second namespace convention is a flat model, where the module identifier is used as

the folder name. The advantage is that module identifiers have to be globally unique, anyway. On the

other hand, these folder names can hardly be associated with their probable contents by humans. The

module concept allows both namespace concepts in parallel. However, the identifier based namespace is

preferred, because it avoids the risk of duplicate folder names.

For the implementation a module is equivalent to an unzipped SCORM package moved into a particular

sub folder relative to a root (this sub folder is the module namespace). Thus, the obligatory SCORM

manifest is also located in that folder. Because a SCORM manifest may contain a LOM record, this

is the place to put the module metadata. Aggregation of modules is realized by references between

manifests and entities within them; this is described in more detail below. The relation category of LOM
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is intended to express references to other learning resources [Hod02b]; the SCORM specification is also

designed to specify references between content elements. The novel approach of this module concept is

the combination of three different types of references and the semantic assigned to these references. For

distribution of modules, the contents of one or multiple modules are packaged into a zip archive file.

Generally, it is possible to package any modules together, no matter whether they are related to each

other. In practice, an archive will normally contain only modules that belong together. Particularly, when

a module is needed to be transported to another repository or tool, all dependencies to required modules

are recursively resolved and included in the transport package. The separation of folder namespaces

ensures that no conflicts of overlapping modules occur. A transport package may also be transformed

into a compliant SCORM package to support modularity-unaware systems. In this case, a flat manifest

file is generated, which describes the structure of a whole module and included modules in a single

manifest document.

The aggregation by reference of modules is performed on three layers (see Figure 3.3). These three lay-

ers serve different purposes. The first layer is the metadata layer: The LOM record of a module contains

typed relation entries for all directly included modules. The relation entry contains only the identifier of

an included module and can be used by repositories and other systems to easily identify which modules

are to be delivered together as a bundle. The second layer, manifest aggregation, uses an option of the

IMS Content Packaging (IMS CP) specification [IMS01]. IMS CP optionally allows to use so called xin-

clude tags [MO06]; xinclude is a mechanism for merging multiple XML documents into a single one. For

the aggregation of modules, xinclude tags are used to merge all manifest documents of included mod-

ules into the aggregating module manifest. In fact, a virtual manifest for the whole aggregated learning

resource is generated12. Within this virtual manifest, it is now possible to utilize the activities, SCOs and

resources of other modules inside the organizational structure of the aggregating module. This utiliza-

tion finally is the third aggregation layer. By integrating activities or SCOs of other modules into the

course structure, aggregation of learning resources can be achieved.

12 The virtual manifest is a document that is present only in main memory while tools process aggregated modules. However,
the virtual manifest may become a physical document (the compatibility manifest) when an aggregated learning resource
is exported as a SCORM compatible exchange package.
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Compliance with the SCORM Specification as Fallback

An important requirement is SCORM compliance in order to be interoperable with existing systems.

Therefore, the modularity extension supports compatibility manifests. It has already been mentioned

above, that virtual manifest documents are constructed by means of xinclude tags. For compatibility rea-

sons, it is also possible to process the inclusions and generate a single physical manifest file for the whole

aggregated learning resource. This compatibility manifest can be stored in the root of a a distribution

package as a regular SCORM manifest. While an compatibility manifest is ignored by modularity-aware

systems, the package is at the same time considered a conform SCORM package by modularity-unaware

systems. Thus, a modular transport package can be processed by both, aware and unaware systems. The

creation and location of compatibility manifests is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

A compatibility manifest is marked as such in the metadata record. Therefore, modularity-aware repos-

itories can detect a modular transport package and treat it in a special way. The transport package is split

into its constitutive modules and the compatibility manifest gets discarded. As module folder namespaces

are assumed to not be nested the repository has to recurse into all folders of the package until a manifest

is found. Each folder containing a module manifest is treated as a distinct module including all subfold-

ers. Thus, repositories are enabled to manage, provide and make retrievable all modules separately, once

they are uploaded to the repository.

The creation and tracking of versions is also realized via metadata relations. Whenever a revision or

variant is derived from an existing module, the module identifier of the original version is written as a

predecessor relation to the metadata record of the new version. As long as all consecutive versions of a

module are available in one repository, it is possible to track the evolution of versions of a module. Hence,

if a user wants to see whether his formerly obtained modules are outdated, he may query a repository

for newer revisions.

Realization of Modular Operations

In Section 2.2.2 six modular operations on learning resources have been identified. These operations

should be – according to the requirements – be supported by the module concept proposed in this

section. Therefore, a description of whether and how these operations are supported is given below. The

six modular operations are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.5.

• Modularization. Modularization is the process of splitting a learning resource into multiple smaller

modules. As SCORM is the base format, especially a separation of existing aggregation elements

(SCOs, assets, activities) is of interest. For a successful modularization of these elements, the de-

pendencies between activities, SCOs, assets and finally resources have to be resolved. All resources

an element depends on have to be identified and transferred to an outsourced module. Often, some

files are required by several elements – in that case, the resources have to be copied to all modules

that require these resources. The analysis of dependencies cannot rely on the SCORM manifest

alone. We have observed that sometimes not all required physical files are correctly assigned in the

manifest document. Therefore, it is necessary to parse content files (e. g. HTML documents) for

references and inclusions of other files. In some cases, other module boundaries than the internal
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of modular operations.

structure of a SCORM course are desired. A SCO often consists of multiple HTML documents. If

these documents are desired to be separatly reused, modularization becomes more complex. An

extensive analysis of content files and their internal structure (e. g. links and menus of HTML con-

glomerates) is inevitable. Modularization can then be implemented in two consecutive steps. In a

first step, the internal structure of a SCO is externalized into the SCORM manifest; the second step

transforms the elements into separate modules.

• Aggregation. The aggregation of modules is well supported on the level of SCORM elements. The

aggregation of manifests allows to reuse contents from single resources over assets and SCOs to

whole activities in the context of a larger learning resources. These elements can be used equiva-

lently to local elements by modularity-aware authoring and re-purposing tools.

• Exclusion (removal of modules). Exclusion of modules is a trivial operation. A module is excluded

by removing the links on all three aggregation levels.

• Replacement (substitute one module by another). Replacement of modules is mainly required

for either applying an update (revision) for an already used module, or for substituting a module

by a more suitable variant. But a replacement with a completely different module is also possible.

Technically, a replacement is performed by changing the aggregation links. On two of the layers

– the relation metadata and the manifest inclusion – a replacement is equivalent to the removal

of the old module and the aggregation of a new one. Only the third layer is more challenging.

Elements of the two modules (old and new) might have different identifiers. Another challenge is

that references between content documents have to be rewritten: for example a HTML document

from one module includes an image or animation from a different module. When the module

containing the image is replaced by a new version, the reference to the image has to be changed

in the HTML document. These kinds of operations make an analysis and modification of content

documents necessary.

• Reorganization (changing the order of modules). Reorganization of modules is primarily a struc-

tural modification of the SCORM manifest of an aggregating module. In fact, the aggregation of
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modules is not ordered as such. Only the third aggregation level, element references within a mani-

fest, affects the order in which contents are presented to the learner. In this regard, a reorganization

of modules is practically a simple reorganization of aggregation elements in a SCORM manifest.

• Adaptation (transformation of a module). The last modular operation to be supported, adapta-

tion of a module, means that a module is replaced by a newly created version derived from that

module. Thus, adaptation breaks down into creating a new variant of an existing module and re-

placing the module’s original version by the new one in an aggregate. Technically, the module is

simply modified and the metadata records of the adapted module and the aggregating module are

updated.

As the description above has shown, the presented module concept enables the six relevant mod-

ular operations to be performed. On the level of modules, the basic operations splitting, aggregating,

and replacement are the foundation of all modular operations. In addition, some processing of SCORM

manifests and content documents is required to complete the realization of all six modular operations.

3.1.4 Review of Requirements for a New SCORM Module Concept

The intention behind the module concept is to enable modular reuse of learning resources in hetero-

geneous systems. Is this goal achieved by the developed module concept? That question is analyzed by

checking if the previously defined requirements on such a concept are matched.

1. SCORM compliance. SCORM compliance ensures continuity by interoperability with existing sys-

tems. The module concept supports the creation of a compatibility manifest for being SCORM com-

pliant. SCORM-enabled systems can handle a modular transport package as a traditional SCORM

package.

2. Modularity requirements. Modularity is extensively supported by the concept. It allows the cre-

ation of modular learning resources, which are composed of several modules of varying complex-

ities. These modules cannot only be used as part of the original aggregation, but can be made

available separately by learning object repositories. It is then possible to use these modules as

stand-alone contents or to integrate them into another learning resource.

3. Support for metadata. Each module contains a metadata record according to the LOM standard.

The metadata record of the top module of an aggregation hierarchy is at the same time understood

as the effective metadata record of the whole aggregate. Thus, metadata is supported for both, the

modularity mode and the SCORM-compliance mode.

4. Enabling modularity-awareness of repositories. When a modular transport package is uploaded

to a repository, it can be identified by the repository, because the compatibility manifest is marked.

The individual modules can be extracted from the transport package and handled by the repository

as separate objects. For delivery of a module, all aggregation dependencies from the metadata

records have to be resolved recursively to ship all required modules in one package. Also, the

repository has to create a new compatibility manifest during the delivery process.
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5. Support for modular operations. Modularity also comprises support for modular operations; only

if modules can be processed by an effective set of operators, modularity is actually ensured. All six

relevant modular operations on learning resources are supported by the concept. For each of the

operations the previous subsection has proposed a feasible implementation of that operation on

the basis of the modular concept.

6. Support for versions and updates. Revision control is supported by new types of metadata rela-

tions. A version is technically a new module, which knows its immediate predecessor. By collecting

the version relations of all modules within a repository, the history of a module can be tracked

and presented to the user. A drawback of storing only the immediate predecessor in the metadata

record is that version chains may get broken. If not all modules in a version chain are available in

the repository, it becomes hard to find newer versions of a given module. Updates are supported by

tracking revisions of a module and afterwards performing a replacement operation of the module.

All six requirements are fulfilled by the presented module concept. There is a minor shortcoming of

the versioning system: the whole sequence of versions has to be available in order to track these relations

from end to end. An alternative could be to store the whole history (all predecessors) in every module;

however, this could lead to much larger metadata records.

Chapter 7 describes an implementation of the module concept and a tool that supports modular oper-

ations on learning resources. In that chapter, the module concept is evaluated regarding its usefulness in

practice.

3.2 Modularization Methods and Processes

An important modular operation is the modularization of learning resources. Modularization is the pro-

cess of splitting a learning resource into an aggregation of multiple modules. This section deals with this

modularization operation, which is also called post-production modularization to distinguish it from a

systematic design and authoring of modular learning resources. First, post-production modularization

is discussed in general. Afterwards, a reference process model for modularization is introduced. Finally,

also a concept for automatic modularization is presented.

3.2.1 Existing Modularization Methods

Modularization is the process of transforming a learning resource into an aggregation of multiple smaller

learning resources. The necessity for modularization of learning resources is highlighted for example

by Duval and Hodgins [DH03], though they name this process decomposition. The difference between

modularization and decomposition is that modularization results in the same learning resource with a

higher degree of modularity, whereas decomposition produces multiple unconnected learning resources.

Some authoring tools for learning resources also support splitting SCORM-based learning resources

into smaller ones. An example for such a functionality is the Reload Editor13. But this functionality is

restricted to selecting a subtree of the SCORM package and manually exporting it as a new package.

13 http://www.reload.ac.uk/editor.html
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The result is not a modular learning resource (in such a way that it is a learning resource consisting of

multiple smaller learning resources), but only an exported part of the original course. Another authoring

tool is the Phoenix editor [FMMF05], which is used to create documents enriched with pedagogical

markup. Phoenix supports the decomposition of a document into multiple pedagogical units, if they

have been marked as such with markup. Again, no modular learning resource is produced as a result of

the decomposition process. Another example for decomposition is the Abstract Learning Object Content

Model (ALOCoM) framework [VJD+06]. ALOCoM comprises a content model, a storage infrastructure

for learning resources conforming to that content model, and decomposition tools. The core idea of

ALOCoM is that a learning resource is decomposed into small fragments. These fragments are stored in a

central repository, and can be reused in the authoring process of new learning resources. The main tools

for decomposition and aggregation are plug-ins for Microsoft PowerPoint and Word, but other formats,

such as SCORM, are also supported.

Three more approaches have to be mentioned, that aim at a slightly different goal. They transform

arbitrary resources into a more pedagogical and formalized representation. Doan et al. extract learning

resources from Web pages by applying pattern matching algorithms. They transform the contents and

store the resulting learning resources in a repository [DBD06]. A similar approach is the workflow em-

bedded authoring that Rostanin describes [RL07]. He identifies that especially small companies need to

integrate learning into work processes. But not only learning, also authoring is integrated by Rostanin

into workflows. He assumes that learning objects need not be created from scratch, but can be extracted

from existing documents or Web pages. These documents are transformed into fine-grained learning

objects, which are suited for workflow embedded learning. The third related work on transformation of

learning objects is a guideline by Doorten et al. [DGJ+04]. They describe how learning contents from tra-

ditional university education can be decomposed into reusable learning objects. This guideline focuses on

how the pedagogical usefulness of the resulting learning resources can be achieved. The decomposition

is reported as a manual process that has to be performed by a subject matter expert.

Segmentation of Multimedia Content

Aside from the e-learning field, there are some further methods worth to be mentioned: segmentation

methods. Segmentation means splitting a resource into several segments. Segmentation methods are

known particularly for video, audio and text resources.

Digital video segmentation is "the problem of decomposing a video into its component units" [HWJ94].

Typically, a video is decomposed into shots; segmentation methods aim at identifying the boundaries

between subsequent shots. The identified segment boundaries can for instance be used for creating

better visual presentations of a video [Man98, Ste99].

Audio segmentation is performed slightly different. In contrast to video segmentation, boundaries

between multiple recording phases are seldom useful. Audio segmentation can be based on different

concepts, for instance different speakers, topic of speech, or audio type (music, speech, silence, etc.). Seg-

mentation by speaker or audio type are typical classification tasks, which can be performed by machine

learning methods (e. g. support vector machines) using audio content based features [MN03, LLZ01].
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Segmentation by topic first requires a transformation; an audio stream is transcribed into a textual rep-

resentation of the speech. Afterwards, the segmentation algorithm is applied to the transcript [PC97].

Thus, segmentation of audio streams based on transcripts leads to another type of segmentation meth-

ods: text segmentation. Text segmentation methods principally split texts into multiple coherent blocks.

While some methods utilize known linguistic structures, such as sentences or paragraphs, others regard a

text simply as a sequence of words. The task of a text segmentation method is to identify boundaries be-

tween blocks of text, where the text within each block is coherent, and two adjacent blocks are relatively

incoherent. Two exemplary text segmentation methods are the one by Ponte and Croft [PC97], and the

TextTiling algorithm by Hearst [Hea94]. Both methods perform the segmentation in three steps. First the

text is divided into a large number of small text blocks. Then, for each pair of adjacent blocks a similarity

score is calculated. The resulting distribution of similarity scores over the whole text is used to identify

those positions, where coherence is lowest; these positions are interpreted as segment boundaries.

Documents consist not only of a sequence of words, but also of structure. This structure can be ei-

ther markup or a visual layout. Document can be segmented either based on an analysis and available

knowledge of the structure, or by an analysis of the visual arrangement of texts and other elements.

Layout analysis relies on the discovery of geometric and linguistic patterns in a visual representation of

a document [Sum98]. Often, optical character recognition is performed before as preparation. Analysis

of markup can be used for instance for separating real contents of a document (e. g. a Web page) from

advertisements, menus and other irrelevant parts [KY07]. Markup-based segmentation methods can be

divided into site-independent methods and methods that consider only Web pages of the same site.

The difference between segmentation methods and modularization is mainly the structure of the re-

spective documents. Multimedia contents, such as video or audio documents are linearly organized,

whereas learning resources typically provide a tree structure. In audio and video documents, there are

breaks, such as shot boundaries in video footage or topic shifts in audio streams. By contrast, learning

resources often cover a single topic; module boundaries are aligned with pedagogic structures.

3.2.2 Post-Production Modularization

The focus of this section is post-production modularization, which is one of the previously described

modular operations on learning resources. Thus, post-production is concerned with the splitting of al-

ready existing learning resources into multiple modules. Some people use the term modularization for

the systematic design and creation of modules from scratch. This meaning is not considered within this

thesis. Modularization is regarded strictly as the process of splitting an existing learning resource into

several modules.

In our example from Subsection 2.3.1 there is a handbook of university services that contains some

parts, which are desired to be reused by Sarah. This example highlights our notion of modularization:

Sarah has to modularize the handbook. As a result of the modularization process the contained parts on

booking conference rooms and ordering a catering service on the campus are made available as separately

reusable modules.

There exist different approaches for post-production modularization. They can be classified according

to different aspects, for instance
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• The phase of the dissemination of a learning resource (before dissemination to a repository, during

its storage in the repository, or after the retrieval by a re-user)

• The actor, who performs the modularization (author/owner, re-user, reauthor, third person, e. g.

third party service)

• The intention of the modularization process (improving suitability for target educational context,

increasing the sales volume, copyright issues)

• The degree of interaction with users

These aspects are linked to each other. For instance, the role of an author performs modularization be-

fore the dissemination, intending to increase his sales; maybe he is triggered by a potential customer, who

is interested in fragments of a learning resource, but cannot perform the modularization himself. A re-

user instead has in mind to maximize the suitability for his intended educational scenario and performs

the modularization after the retrieval of a learning resource. These dependencies between the aspects

have led to a reduction of generic modularization approaches to three archetypes. The archetypes – in

the following also called modularization modes – are named by the actor as modularization by producer,

modularization by repository and modularization by recipient. The three modes are listed in Table 3.1. For

each modularization mode the table shows the dissemination phase in which the modularization takes

place, the actor who performs the modularization and the possible degree of interactivity. Figure 3.6

illustrates the three modularization modes. A short description of all three modes is given below.

Modularization by Producer – In the first case, the content producer (author) modularizes the contents

he has produced to allow recipients to reuse particular parts of his contents separately. The producer
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Table 3.1: Modularization modes

Modularization Mode Dissemination Phase Actor Interactivity Mode

Modularization by Producer Before upload to repository Content Producer Interactive

Modularization by Repository At repository, after upload System (LOR) Automatic

Modularization by Recipient After delivery Reusing Author Interactive

retains control about which parts may be separately used and which not; he might even apply different

licenses. This mode, though, does not regard the reusing author’s needs; the recipient has no influence

on granularity and number of target modules.

Modularization by Repository – If modularization takes place after a content producer has submitted a

learning resource to the repository, the mode is called modularization by repository. The system is the

actor and decides on what and how to modularize. Human users cannot directly influence the process,

neither producers nor recipients. The only way to influence the modularization is to specify general

algorithmic parameters for modularization. On the other hand, the achieved automation is potentially

the most time efficient modularization method for the involved human actors. In addition, a standardized

procedure may improve the overall quality and availability of modularized learning resources.

Modularization by Recipient – The third modus operandi is to let the reusing author modularize a

learning resource according to his particular requirements. This approach allows the content recipient

to extract and reuse exactly the contents he needs. However, this mode is more time-consuming for the

recipient than to simply download already modularized learning resources. Drawbacks of this approach

are that the user has to obtain (download and possibly pay) a large learning resource of which only a

small part is of interest and that it becomes more difficult to find learning resources, which contain the

desired contents.

In summary, all three modes make sense in particular scenarios. There is not one superior mode, but

all modes have advantages and disadvantages for the involved human actors. The choice of a modular-

ization mode depends on the particular interests of content producers and potential recipients and their

influence on the decision. The following subsection describes a reference model for modularization pro-

cesses that can be performed either by content producers before the dissemination of a learning resource

or by content re-users after obtaining it. Afterwards, automatic modularization is discussed.

3.2.3 Requirements on a Process Model for Modularization

Most related works consider modularization only as a technical decomposition of well-specified elements

[FMMF05, VJD+06]. This point of view neglects that the complete modularization process includes more

tasks, for instance the finding and definition of the modularization goal, the decision making about the

intended module boundaries, or the creation of metadata. Thus, technical decomposition is only one of

several tasks that have to take place during the whole modularization process.

Doorten et al. [DGJ+04] have described a particular process for transforming classroom learning re-

sources into digital learning resources. This description is closest to a modularization process of all

known related work. However, it is a very specific approach that can hardly be applied for other scenar-
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ios. But a generic process model for modularization processes would be a good foundation for designing

and comparing different modularization processes. Starting with an analysis of the goals of process

modeling, requirements on modularization processes are derived. These requirements lead to a generic

modularization process model.

Process Modeling

Humphrey and Feiler have defined a process as "a set of partially ordered steps intended to reach a goal"

[FH92]. Splitting a learning resource into several smaller learning resources (modularization) could

be such a goal; the activity of modularization may be called modularization process if it consists of

partially ordered steps. According to Curtis et al. a process model is "an abstract description of an actual or

proposed process that represents selected process elements that are considered important to the purpose

of the model and can be enacted by a human or machine" [CKO92]. In other words, a process model is

a generic blueprint from which tangible, more detailed processes can be derived. Curtis et al. name five

basic uses of process modeling:

• Facilitate human understanding and communication

• Support process improvements

• Support process management

• Automate process guidance

• Automate execution support

Having a process model particularly allows to compare alternative actual processes that pursue the

same goal and to improve the effectiveness and quality of processes. A generic model of modularization

processes may help to compare existing modularization processes. Furthermore, the process model can

serve as a foundation for improving existing modularization processes.

Requirements for a Modularization Process Model

The creation of a generic modularization process strives for multiple goals. The first one is quality con-

trol: whether modularization is performed manually or automatically, the quality of modularization can

be increased by sticking to a process model. The user is aware of the necessary steps and can keep the

proposed order; furthermore, the execution of the individual process steps can be logged and provides

an opportunity to be checked later for quality assurance. The generic modularization process can be con-

cretized for particular formats, purposes and tools. A second goal is the development and optimization

of modularization tools. Based on a modularization process a tool for supporting this process can be

implemented. The existing tools mostly offer only a limited (merely technical decomposition) support of

modularization. A process model can help to build tools that cover the whole modularization process.

And finally modularization tools can be optimized by systematic analysis and improvement of process

steps, which turn out to be either labor intensive or error-prone.
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The basic requirement on a generic modularization process model is independence from used tools,

formats, pedagogical methods, and also the technical realization of the process instances. The process

has to be modeled in such a way, that the whole process and also each individual step can be imple-

mented manually, automatically or semi-automatically. Manually means, that a user performs a task

without technical support; automatic steps require no input from the user; semi-automatic implementa-

tions provide technical support, but rely on interaction with the user. Subject matter of the process is the

modularization of learning resources according to the definition of Chapter 2. The process has to be suit-

able particular for digital Web based learning resources, such as learning resources complying with the

SCORM specification. However, the process should be applicable also to other learning resources that are

mainly based on text and static media. Static, continuous and interactive media (such as images, videos

and flash animations) are considered as inseparable artifacts, which cannot be further modularized.

Modularization is regarded from the point of view of both content producer and content re-user.

Especially re-users want to modularize, because they want to reuse only parts of a learning resource.

Regarding the theoretical foundation, the reuse of only parts of a learning resource requires two modular

operations – modularization and exclusion – to be performed. Thus, exclusion has to be kept in mind as

a consecutive step. Even better is to include it optionally in the modularization process.

The generic process model is required to be pedagogically neutral. The process is not restricted to

a particular pedagogical approach; however, it is assumed that each learning resource is based on a

pedagogical content model – whether the content model is implicit or explicit14. Besides the content

model, a learning resource always complies to a document model; in some cases, a finite number of

document models are applied. A document model is a specification of the syntactical structure of a

document. For instance, HTML, XML schemata or the Portable Document Format (PDF) specification are

document models.

3.2.4 Review of Existing Modularization Approaches

The known existing modularization approaches have to be examined with regard to which tasks they

involve and to what extend the requirements of a process model are already realized. Some approaches

or tools, such as the Reload editor, allows the decomposition of learning resources, but this is only a

partial aspect of the whole modularization. The ALOCoM framework provides plug-ins for Microsoft

Office (MS PowerPoint, MS Word) for decomposing documents and presentations into smaller units

(slides, paragraphs, media assets), and uploading them to a repository [VJD+06]. The extraction tool of

Doan et al. performs automatic decomposition based on predefined extraction rules [DBD06].

The guideline of Doorten et al. focusses on the analysis of learning resources and how to determine

good learning object boundaries [DGJ+04]. However, it is only a manual process, which has to be per-

formed by subject matter experts. In terms of modular operations, the approach is a mix of modulariza-

tion and exclusion. The core principle of this approach is to perform checks, analyzes and finally make

decisions. Doorten et al. , too, express the need to clean up modules after the decomposition, e. g. by

removing external references.

14 A content model is explicit, if the learning resource format reflects the entities of the content model. An implicit con-
tent model is not reflected by the learning resource format, although the resulting learning resource structure might be
reflected.
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Rostanin et al. describe the SLEAM process [RL07], a process which supports workflow-embedded

learning combined with the extraction and reuse of learning resources. SLEAM is a linear process, where

each step has a clear outcome. Though this process is not a pure modularization process, it contains

interesting elements. For example, the SLEAM process begins with the identification of a knowledge gap;

this can be interpreted as the planning of a modularization goal. Two further steps of SLEAM, extraction

and annotation are similar to decomposition and metadata creation.

There is a reference model for quality management of planing, development, execution and evaluation

of educational processes, called PAS1032-1 [Ham04]. However, this reference model is too generic; it

does not contain relevant process steps that occur in modularization. PAS 1032-1 was originally intended

for the description and documentation of processes for creating new learning resources or learning

services from scratch. However, with some adjustments, the specification could also be interpreted for

the creation of modular learning resources out of existing ones.

A reasonable approach for a generic modularization process is a combination of the approaches of

Doorten et al. , Rostanin et al. and the PAS 1032-1. The universality claim and flexibility of the DIN PAS

1032-1 should be combined with the thorough analysis and decision making of Doorten et al. . From

Rostanin, the process orientation and the alignment with a user’s goals can be adopted.

The review of existing modularization approaches disclosed that a lot of different tasks could be in-

volved in modularization. Some of these tasks appear in the different approaches in a very similar form.

For example, the definition of an intended goal is frequently mentioned; also the analysis and decom-

position is often relevant. Other tasks are required only in particular settings. For instance, a separation

of content and activities is performed only by Doorten. A modularization process may comprise differ-

ent tasks. The quality of the modularization result is influenced mainly not by the decomposition, but

by the accompanying tasks. Potential tasks that have to be obtained from the above review of existing

modularization approaches are e. g.

• Planning and goal definition: The user specifies on a high level which contents he wants to reuse

and what for [Ham04, RL07].

• Analysis of the learning resource: The user has to get to know the contents of the learning resource.

Either he views and assesses the learning resource manually, or he is provided a summary of the

contents by a supporting tool [DGJ+04].

• Decision making: Knowing the contents of the learning resource and a modularization goal, the

user decides the intended module boundaries [DGJ+04, Ham04].

• Decomposition: The technical decomposition is the realization of previously determined module

boundaries. The contents are distributed to multiple separate modules [VJD+06, DBD06, RL07].

• Error detection and correction: Modularization might lead to errors in the resulting modular struc-

ture. Errors can be technical defects, such as void references, or errors regarding the contents.

Particularly a combination of modularization and exclusion can easily lead to broken textual ref-

erences to other parts of the original learning resource, which are no longer guaranteed to exist

[DGJ+04].
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• Metadata generation: Each new module requires an individual metadata record. The generation of

metadata is considered to be integral part of the modularization. Metadata generation should be

performed along with the modularization, because users otherwise tend to forget the creation of

metadata [RL07, VJD+06].

Based on these observed tasks, a generic modularization process model can be constructed. This

generic process model conceptually covers the whole modularization process from goal definition to

final post-processing tasks. The process model should not describe concrete tasks to be performed, but

abstract process steps, which serve as categories covering different potential tasks.

3.2.5 A Generic Reference Model for Modularization Processes

The above requirements and identified modularization tasks have resulted in a generic process model

for the modularization of learning resources (see Figure 3.7). The process model is designed as a linear

sequence of six process steps. A linear order facilitates comparisons of different processes. Furthermore it

ensures repeatability of results if process steps are always executed in the same order. Besides rearrange-

ments of process steps, it may also happen that particular steps are omitted in implementations. The

given order has been chosen because of potential dependencies between the involved tasks. For exam-

ple, it is hardly possible to determine module boundaries without having analyzed the learning resource

before. If the order of process steps in a process instance differs from the reference process model, the

reasons for the change should be documented.

Each process step stands for different tasks that may be performed in that step, depending on the par-

ticular situation. There is no a priori list of potential tasks; the tasks to perform have to be analyzed and

implemented depending on the environment and parameters of the modularization. The existing mod-

ularization approaches, which have been reviewed above, can be expressed as instances of the generic

process model. For this purpose, the approaches have to be decomposed into tasks that each fit into one

of the process steps.

Process Steps of the Modularization Process Model

A modularization process starts with the planning of the modularization and ends with finalizing post-

processing tasks. The six process steps (see Figure 3.7) of the process model are specified as follows:

I – Planning. In the planning phase, the modularization goal has to be specified and methods and cri-

teria to apply have to be identified. This includes the intended re-use purpose for the
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resulting modules (simple reuse or aggregation; relevant properties of target group and

scenario) and also the question of which criteria to apply (contents, didactic and media

criteria) and which module granularity to chose.

II – Preparation. Before modularization can take place, preparation may be required. If a learning re-

source exists in an arbitrary format, it might be desired to transform it into a format that

is better suited for re-use. Implicit course structures may be made explicit and can then be

used for determining suitable fragments.

III – Content analysis. In a further step, the learning resource and its constituting elements are analyzed

regarding different criteria, which may have an impact on the determination of reusable

fragments. The analysis comprises properties of the contents of fragments, their peda-

gogic functions and media properties (e. g. usage of particular media formats). Content

properties, for example, may be topics covered, similarity of fragments or references be-

tween fragments. Pedagogical properties are e. g. the didactic function of a section, such

as theory, example or overview knowledge. Information about the involved document and

media formats can provide valuable hints for the determination of module boundaries.

IV – Boundary determination. Based on the information, which has been collected in the previous pro-

cess steps, the fragments that are to be transformed into modules are chosen. Boundaries

for the resulting modules are determined by either the user or an algorithm. Usually, re-

sulting modules are supposed to be consistent and self-contained; but depending on the

reuse purpose, a deviation from this principle can be acceptable .

Two different modular operations can occur: modularization and exclusion; though these

two operations are supposed to appear combined in practice. Modularization is a par-

titioning of a learning resource into several modules, whereas exclusion decides which

fragments are removed from the overall learning resource and which are not. That is,

exclusion may result in only one target module. In contrast, each fragment of a learning

resource is assigned to one of the resulting modules by a pure modularization method. In

the case that no exclusion occurs, the boundary determination is also called segmentation.

V – Technical decomposition. The decomposition step realizes the determined module boundaries by

splitting the learning resource. The resulting modules are made compatible to a predefined

modular learning resource format, which is suitable for the intended use. If, for example,

the result is supposed to be integrated into a larger course, the module format should

allow the aggregation of modules. Contents – snippets or whole files – are distributed to

the to-be modules; contents should become redundant only in those cases, where this is

necessary to ensure the consistency of the new modules.

VI – Post-processing. The results of decomposition are very often not yet completely suitable for re-use.

There are still references from one content fragment to another one, which no longer exist

in the same module, contents have become inconsistent, and old metadata records do no

longer correctly describe the new modules. These shortcomings have to be eliminated in
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a post-processing step. Not all of these tasks can be automated - some require a manual

intervention of the user.

The whole process, but also each individual process step can be implemented as a manual, semi-

automatic or automatic tool. A manual implementation leaves the execution of the tasks completely to

the user; it gives only a guideline what and how to do. An automatic implementation provides a tool,

which performs the process or process step without interaction with the user. Though, it is possible to

define general parameters that control the behavior of the tool. Semi-automatic implementations support

the user; the user is guided through the whole process, but is enabled to interactively control the process

flow, the executed tasks and their parameters.

In practice, not all process steps have to be implemented. But it is recommended to arrange at least a

manual check of all process steps to ensure that the user is aware of necessary manual tasks. Ideally, the

modularization process gets along without iterations. However, implementations can introduce feedback

cycles in order to allow a revision of previously made decisions. If decisions are changed, subsequent

steps potentially have to be repeated to avoid inconsistencies. Figure 3.8 shows a modularization process

with feedback cycles.

Application Example: Modularizing SCORM

The generic process model has to be instantiated as a particular modularization process that suits the

general conditions and goals of the scenario. Different considerations and parameters influence how the

process steps are to be implemented. For the reuse scenario of Chapter 2 and SCORM as a learning

resource format some exemplary considerations are presented here.

How can the generic modularization process be applied to the modularization of SCORM based learn-

ing resources? The implementation of a SCORM modularization depends on the intended module gran-

ularity. Three cases can be differentiated:

• The module boundaries align with the existing organizational structure of the SCORM package.

• The module boundaries cut the smallest elements of the organizational SCORM structure.

• Media assets are desired to be reused as separate modules.

The first case can be handled in a straightforward way. The user views the package structure and

assigns structural elements to new modules. In case of exclusion, he may also decide which elements to

remove. Decomposition is performed by moving SCORM elements with all recursive dependencies to a
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newly created module. Metadata for the new module is either automatically generated or entered by the

user.

The second case, modules boundaries cutting elements, is harder to cope with. The internal structure

of a structural element (typically a SCO), has to be analyzed and presented to the user. In the decom-

position phase, the contents have to be separated, and internal navigation elements of the SCO have to

be adapted. It is also possible to split SCOs already in the preparation phase into multiple assets. The

resulting structure is more likely to be modularized according to the first case.

In the case of reusable media assets, the SCORM structure is less relevant. A possible realization of the

modularization process is to identify all media resources (images, audio, video, interactive media) and

present them as a sequential list to the user. Attributes and metadata of each resource can be used for

sorting and filtering the list. A preview function could also facilitate the decision-making.

Two implementations of a modularization process for SCORM learning resources are described in

Chapter 7. The implementation and experiences gathered in the Content Sharing15 project are discussed

and compared in that chapter in detail.

3.2.6 Automatic Modularization

The generic modularization process is mainly intended for interactive modularization, where the user

can influence the resulting modules. But interactive modularization is not always the best choice. In some

cases, fully automatic modularization is required. Interactive modularization requires a user to perform

the time-intensive modularization and to intentionally define a modularization goal. The two interactive

modularization modes are modularization by producer and modularization by recipient. The producer

often does not want to spend more time than necessary. But on the other hand, recipients often wish to

retrieve already modularized contents. Furthermore, small modules might be easier to retrieve than a

large learning resource containing only a small fragment of interest. Considering the trade-off between

effort and resulting module quality (in terms of congruence of reuse goal and module boundaries),

automatic modularization may become the favored mode.

Another reason for automatic modularization is that interactive modularization is a bottleneck for

availability. Producers often do not know which parts of a large learning resource are desired for reuse

by other authors or teachers. Also, even if an author selects some potentially reusable parts and makes

them separately available, there may still be more parts that could be reused later.

In consequence, a large number of fragments of a learning resource are potentially reusable. As de-

scribed in Chapter 2, learning resources are often hierarchically organized with regard to a content

model. Availability can be maximized by making all fragments of a learning resource at each aggre-

gation level of a content model separately available. This task no longer requires the interaction of a

person; this kind of modularization can be performed automatically. Ideally, this full modularization is

performed within a repository immediately after a learning resource has been uploaded. A drawback

of generating a maximum number of modules is that retrieval performance could suffer because of the

increased total number of learning resources in a repository.

15 http://www.contentsharing.com
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To implement automatic modularization completely, the generic modularization process can also serve

as a foundation. The planning step has to happen in advance, by defining system parameters that ap-

ply to the modularization of all provisioned learning resources. Preparation, content analysis and the

determination of module boundaries happen completely automatically based on the predefined param-

eters and methods. Technical decomposition is the same as in the interactive process, as it requires only

the determined boundaries as input. Post-processing also needs to be performed automatically, though

the quality of completely automatic post-processing is supposed to fall behind a human quality check.

When modularization is performed in an automatic way, there is no user, who may enter metadata for all

the new, small modules. Hence it is necessary to automatically generate metadata. Automatic metadata

generation is addressed in Chapter 6.

3.3 Summary

Two contributions have been made by this chapter: a module concept for learning resources as a founda-

tion of modular learning resources; and a generic modularization process as one of the key modular oper-

ations on and towards modular learning resources. The module concept builds upon the existing SCORM

specification, keeps compatibility for existing SCORM-compliant systems, and therefore increases the

modularity of SCORM-based learning resources. It is now possible to modularize and aggregate SCORM

packages beyond the traditional copy&paste approach. Having this module concept available, modular-

ization – the process of splitting a learning resource into multiple modules – was researched. Some ap-

proaches for learning resource modularization (also known as decomposition) can be found in literature.

As a synthesis of the aspects of known decomposition approaches, a generic reference process model for

modularization of learning resources has been developed. This reference model covers the whole mod-

ularization process including goal specification, decision-making, as well as pre- and post-processing. A

proof-of-concept implementation of the module concept and the modularization process in form of a

modular SCORM editor combined with a re-purposing tool – enabling modularization, aggregation and

adaptation of learning resources – is presented in Chapter 7.
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4 Aggregation of Modular Learning Resources & Retrieval for Aggregation

There are six modular operations on learning resources. Modularization as one of these operations has

already been covered in the previous chapter. This chapter now investigates aggregation as a further

modular operation. Aggregation has been defined in Chapter 2 as the process of combining small learning

resources into a larger learning resource. In our example from Subsection 2.3.1 Sarah wants to aggregate

several existing learning resources in order to create a new learning resource on organizing a workshop.

There are many examples of tools in the area of e-learning, which enable users to aggregate learning

resources. For instance, Sanchez and Sicilia describe a system that automatically aggregates learning

resources, which in combination help to achieve a given learning objective [SS04]. Aggregation is also

strongly related to content models (cf. Chapter 2). Content models describe the different types of learning

resources and how they may be validly aggregated. A particular type of aggregation is authoring by

aggregation – an authoring paradigm founded on aggregation as main construction operation.

The first section of this chapter reviews existing authoring by aggregation systems. An extension to

these authoring by aggregation systems is proposed in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 presents improve-

ments of retrieval for aggregation. This chapter contributes to the overall goal of the thesis by improving

availability and aggregation, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.1 Authoring by Aggregation Systems – Related Work and a Scenario

The production of learning resources is often based on didactic guidelines, following well-known best

practices. Especially large content producers rely on content models as blueprints for didactically well-

structured courses. Some of these content models have been presented in Chapter 2.

When learning resources are assumed to be structured, authoring tools can and should also support

a structured authoring process. There are different kinds of authoring processes, depending on which

and how many learning resources are produced, which and how many roles are involved and last but

technical requirements modular operations

availabilityinteroperability retrievability modularization aggregation adaptation

multi-granularity reusability
& modularity

Figure 4.1: Contributions of Chapter 4 to multi-granularity reusability.
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Figure 4.2: ADDIE process [NHHM+04].

not least which tools are used. Authoring by aggregation is one of these authoring processes. As defined

by Duval and Hodgins authoring by aggregation means that learning resources "are created by selecting

content/information objects from a repository, usually with the significant assistance of metadata and

profiles to do so." These content objects (which are also learning resources according to the definition of

this thesis) are assembled to form a new learning resource [DH03].

4.1.1 Review of Existing Authoring by Aggregation Systems

Production of learning resources can be organized and performed in many different ways. The different

approaches differ in various aspects, depending on the intended use. Some of these differing aspects are:

• Single vs. multi user system (number of roles)

• Number of separate consecutive production phases (separation of concerns)

• Support of didactic design

• Reuse of existing contents at different levels of granularity

• Access to local vs. remote and homogeneous vs. heterogeneous repositories

• Support for adaptation of reused contents

• Integration of third party tools

Instructional design often follows the ADDIE model [NHHM+04]. ADDIE stands for five developments

phases for the development of learning resources; the phases are analysis, design, development, imple-

mentation and evaluation (see Figure 4.2). The ADDIE model has evolved over time and has become

commonly accepted as design principle [Mol03].

Authoring by aggregation is an authoring paradigm that is primarily based on reuse of existing con-

tents. The term authoring by aggregation has been mentioned first by Duval and Hodgins [DH03]. It has

been realized as an authoring system by Hoermann in the ResourceCenter [HHRS05]. The Resource-

Center is an integrated repository and authoring tool, which is used mainly by university lecturers for

creating Web based trainings. The ResourceCenter has a proprietary content format and allows to export

courses into the SCORM format. A second system supporting authoring by aggregation is the ALOCoM

framework [VJD+06]. ALOCoM facilitates the reuse of Microsoft PowerPoint slides and slide fragments.

Slides and paragraphs are stored in a repository and can easily be added to a new slide set by a Power-

Point plug-in. A second add-in for Microsoft Word has also been published recently.

Hoermann has designed two versions of an authoring process for his system [Hoe05]. The first process

is an abstract process that describes the basic functionality of the authoring of a learning resource. This
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Figure 4.3: Extended authoring process as defined by Hoermann [Hoe05].

process serves as the theoretical foundation of the system. The extended authoring process relaxes the

order in which activities are performed. This extended process has been reported to be more suitable in

practice. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

4.1.2 A Scenario for Authoring by Aggregation

According to the scenario described in Section 2.3.1 a user called Sarah has to create a learning resource

on workshop organization. She wants to reuse existing learning resources that are stored in different

repositories. It can be assumed for now that the learning resources have already been modularized.

Thus, the reusable contents are all available at the proper granularity.

Sarah is a semiprofessional author – authoring of learning resources is not her primary profession.

She is subject matter expert, author, instructional designer, content developer and media developer in

a single person. She does not have to coordinate her work with other persons; there is no need for a

documentation of the learning resource development; implementation and evaluation of the learning

resource are also out of scope of the original development. The author has a rough idea in mind of what

the new learning resource should be about and what the structure of such a learning resource could be.

How would Sarah perform the authoring using one of the existing authoring by aggregation systems?

She starts with an idea in her mind about the structure of the learning resource; an analysis phase

according to the ADDIE model has already happened informally before. Perhaps she even sketches the

structure of the learning resource on a sheet of paper, taking some notes about topics that might already

exist as reusable learning resources. The sketching and note taking matches the ADDIE design phase.

Support of current authoring by aggregation systems start only after the first to development phases

have passed.
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Now, Sarah accesses various repositories in order to search for learning resources that might be suitable

for aggregation. She has to use the search functionality of different repositories for finding suitable

learning resources. As she does not know which learning resources are available in advance, she has to

search for all partial topics of her course that she has on her list. Apparently, searching for a large number

of modules might become very time consuming.

After some time, Sarah has found three reusable learning resources: a guideline for publishing work-

shop proceedings, and two parts of a university service handbook covering room booking and catering

services on her campus. She is also now aware that no other reusable learning resources for her purpose

exist. Sarah downloads the three learning resources and imports them into her authoring by aggregation

system for aggregation.

As this use case demonstrates existing authoring by aggregation systems support only the development

phase of in the narrow sense. The previous phases of analysis and design are not reflected by the func-

tionality of authoring by aggregation tools. There is potential for improving authoring by aggregation by

also supporting these tasks.

4.1.3 Challenges for Authoring by Aggregation

There are two challenges that this chapter addresses: the unobtrusive integration of further development

phases, and the improvement of retrieval for aggregation.

Authoring by aggregation is a light-weight authoring approach that is particulary based on the selec-

tion and aggregation of existing learning resources. One characteristic of existing authoring by aggrega-

tion approaches is that they are narrowed to the development phase of the ADDIE model. Particularly,

extensive instructional design tasks are left out in order to achieve lean tools.

However, including technical support for the first ADDIE phases – analysis and design – could im-

prove authoring by aggregation. The support should be unobtrusive and optional in order to retain the

light-weight characteristic of the authoring by aggregation approach. Thus it is a challenge to integrate

analysis and instructional design in an unobtrusive way into authoring by aggregation processes.

There are other professional authoring systems and processes, which allow sophisticated planning

of content production, providing multiple roles16, different production phases, resource planning and

scheduling. One of these systems is currently developed in the Explain project [ZBC+05]. However,

these professional systems are an overkill for occasional authors. What is needed is a combination of the

simplicity of authoring by aggregation tools and the support of different development phases provided

by professional authoring systems.

Another shortcoming of existing authoring by aggregation systems is that the search for existing learn-

ing resources in repositories does not utilize information that may be available from the analysis and

design phases. In the analysis phase of learning resource development, conditions and parameters of a

new learning resource are specified – for instance information about the target learning environment

and target groups. The design phase specifies additional information of content elements of the learning

resource. For instance, the granularity, didactic purpose and hints on the topics could be present for each

planned content element. This information could be utilized for retrieval.

16 A general role concept for the authoring of multimedia content has been developed by Liepert [Lie01].
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4.2 An Extension to Existing Authoring by Aggregation Processes

There are two challenges that were identified for authoring by aggregation. The first challenge is to inte-

grate further development phases (particularly the design phase) into authoring by aggregation systems.

And second, information from the analysis and design phases should be utilized for retrieval of learning

resources. This section introduces an extended authoring by aggregation process that takes the need for

a separate design phase into account.

The authoring by aggregation process presented in this section has to be understood as an evolution

of a process rather than the introduction of a completely new process. Duval and Hodgins have laid

the foundation for authoring by aggregation in the LOM Research Agenda [DH03]. They describe the

concept of authoring by aggregation as the creation of a learning resource by selection and composition

of existing learning resources from a repository. The LOM Research Agenda does not mention whether

(and how) selection of existing learning resources and creation of missing contents coexist. Hoermann

has recognized that although the reuse of existing learning resources is the foundation of authoring by

aggregation, there are most often still gaps that have to be filled with new contents. Consequently, Hoer-

mann’s authoring by aggregation process lets the author choose between selecting an existing learning

resource and creating a new one for each position until the learning resource is complete. The concept of

parallelizing reuse and creation has proved to be reasonable. Hoermann’s process requires that the au-

thor creates the structure of a learning resource and the contents at the same time. But this concurrency

prevents the author to thoroughly design the didactic structure of the learning resource. This shortcom-

ing is eliminated by an improved authoring by aggregation process: A separate didactic design phase is

scheduled to take place before the content authoring.

Also, the user does not first have to choose whether he wants to reuse an existing module or create

a new one – in the didactic design phase the author creates only a placeholder, afterwards he tries to

retrieve a suitable existing module for this placeholder; if no suitable module exists the placeholder

remains empty and has to be filled with new contents later. A placeholder is described with various

attributes that indicate intended instructional and topical properties. These attributes are available in

the retrieval phase as additional information.

The improved process also contains a further phase for adaptation of included modules. The need

for this adaptation phase originates from the heterogeneous scenario of this thesis: when modules from

different sources are combined, the mosaic effect occurs and has to be corrected. The mosaic effect and

adaptations are dealt with in more detail in Section 5.1. A further improvement to be introduced is

the stronger integration of retrieval into the authoring by aggregation process. The Hoermann process,

for example, assumes that all modules are already available in the authoring environment. Learning re-

sources from different repositories have to be retrieved and imported first in the authoring environment.

The new authoring process instead assumes that the potentially useful modules are possibly spread over

several heterogeneous repositories. It is a function of the authoring process to provide access to these

repositories and let the user directly retrieve and reuse modules from these repositories. It should be no

longer necessary to switch between the authoring environment and retrieval interfaces of repositories.
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Figure 4.4: Improved strict authoring by aggregation process.

4.2.1 Authoring Phases of the Authoring by Aggregation Process

In total there are five authoring phases: the didactic design phase, the retrieval & replacement phase,

the adaptation phase, the content creation phase and the publishing phase. These phases are described

as follows.

• Didactic design phase. In this phase the author plans the structure of the learning resource. Ac-

cording to the structure of SCORM courses, the structure of learning resources is designed as a

tree. It consists of placeholder elements, which will be replaced by existing modules or new con-

tent later. Each placeholder element has to be described in this phase to support the subsequent

phases. An element is specified by a brief description of its contents (keywords or short phrases)

and didactic attributes according to the underlying didactic content model (e.g. from a didactic on-

tology [Med00]). Didactic attributes are especially the intended granularity and - where applicable

- a didactic type, such as ’introduction’, ’theorem’ or ’exercise’.

• Retrieval & replacement phase. After the structure has been designed, the attached repositories

are searched for suitable existing learning resources. The specified attributes of a placeholder ele-

ment are used as search terms. Additionally, further information (cf. Section 4.3) may be used for

optimizing the queries. A list of suitable learning resources for each element is presented to the

author. He may either select one of these learning resources for reuse or mark the placeholder for

production of new contents. If the list contains a large number of learning resources it has to be

ranked appropriately.

• Adaptation phase. If contents from different authors and possibly created by different authoring

tools are aggregated, the result might look like patchwork in the first place. It is necessary to unify

the contents. In the adaptation phase contents are transformed into a unified representation. A

detailed description of content adaptation methods can be found in [ZRS06, ZBRS06].

• Content authoring phase. Typically not all placeholders may be replaced by existing contents.

Some placeholder elements remain even after the replacement phase. For these elements, new

content has to be created by the author. In contrast to the Hoermann process, no recursion takes

place, as the complete structure has already been specified in the first phase. External editors may

be integrated for creating and editing the content.

• Publishing phase. In the final phase the new learning resource is published. The publishing phase

includes creating a metadata record for the learning resource and transferring it to a repository

from where it can be used and reused.
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Figure 4.5: Relaxed authoring by aggregation process.

4.2.2 Strict and Relaxed Process Implementation

The described phases may be arranged in a strictly sequential way. Each phase has to be completed

before the author may proceed to the next one. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the strict authoring process. However,

the strict implementation is mainly intended as a theoretical concept.

In practice, the author will not always be able to finish the phases one after another. Imagine that an

author has designed a course structure, replaced most placeholders, adapted the contents and is now

creating the missing contents. Suddenly he realizes that an exercise is missing in his structure. The strict

process would not allow to go back and change the structure. Therefore we define a relaxed process,

which allows iterations of authoring phases. In the relaxed process, the first four phases may be repeated

in any order. The author may choose at any time to either edit the course structure, to replace placeholder

items with existing learning resources, to adapt a learning resource or to create new content. When the

author has decided that the learning resource is finished he invokes the publishing phase and thereby

ends the process. The relaxed process is shown in Figure 4.5.

4.3 Improving Retrieval for Aggregation

One of the phases of the introduced authoring by aggregation process is retrieval of reusable learning

resources. Particularly when a lot of learning resources need to be found one after the other, the success

of reuse depends on effective and efficient retrieval methods. This section analyzes how retrieval in LORs

has been performed in the past and which recent approaches have emerged. Known approaches from

information retrieval and multimedia information retrieval are taken into consideration for the applica-

tion in LORs. An improvement of LR retrieval based on the usage of aggregation context information is

introduced.
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4.3.1 Retrieval of Learning Resources for Aggregation

Retrieval has been a research topic long before it became relevant in the area of e-learning. Information

retrieval deals mainly with search and clustering of text documents whereas multimedia information re-

trieval also takes into account non-textual attributes of multimedia objects [Sch05]. Retrieval of learning

resources can be considered as a special case of multimedia information retrieval. Hence, many sophis-

ticated concepts for retrieval of multimedia objects could be transferred from multimedia information

retrieval to retrieval of learning resources.

Existing repositories usually provide a retrieval interface in one of two modes: either a pure keyword

search, or a complex form, which allows to specify values for several metadata fields to match. Besides

graphical user interfaces (e. g. via a Web form) there are also query protocols that enable to query a

remote LOR. An example for such a protocol is the Simple Query Interface (SQI) [SMvA+05]. SQI does

not provide a query language but only specifies how a query and the results are transmitted. The most

commonly used query language in combination with SQI is the Very Simple Query Language (VSQL), a

query language that restricts queries to a set of keywords. With the ProLearn Query Language (PLQL),

a new query language for learning object repositories has recently been developed [TMC+08]. PLQL

supports different query levels with increasing complexity. Up to now, three levels (0 to 2) have been

specified; more complex query levels are yet to come. PLQL query level 2 supports hierarchical metadata

specifications (such as LOM) and also range comparisons (>,<,>=,<=). However, queries of level 2

still generate only a separation of all learning resources into two sets: learning resources that match

the query and learning resources that do not. PLQL does not specify how ranking of the result list is

performed.

Parallel to solutions presented in this thesis, Ochoa et al. have recently introduced ranking metrics

for learning resource queries [OD07]: several ranking metrics are given, which are based on usage

relations between learning resources, on the history of learning resource usage by the querying user

or similar users, and on the context a learning resource is intended for. Ochoa builds upon known

ranking methods from general information retrieval and interprets them for the particular requirements

of learning resource retrieval. An evaluation has led to the conclusion that a linear combination of several

metrics is best suited for practical application. A prerequisite for the application of Ochoa’s metrics

is that usage relations between learning resources are tracked and are available at the repository for

rank calculations. A system for the tracking of usage and reuse relations is, for instance, the Lifecycle

Information System developed by Lehmann et al. [LHRS07].

One focus of information retrieval research, which has gained importance over the last years, is query

expansion [MSB98]. Query expansion is a method of adding further search terms to a query to enhance

the effectiveness – precision, recall or both – of query results. The additional query components may be

used to either filter the result set, to enlarge it or to change the ranking of the result set. Recently, a

new framework for learning resource retrieval has been developed by Dolog et al. that supports query

rewriting and ranking-based recommendations [DSNK08].

While information retrieval deals mainly with pure text, multimedia objects have different attributes

that may be relevant for a query. Therefore, complex multi-attribute and similarity-based query languages

have been developed. An example for such a query language is WS-QBE [SSH05]. Some of the features
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of the language, such as usage of similarity functions or preference values could be very useful in the

area of LOR queries, too.

Relevance feedback systems are used for iterative optimization of queries based on the user’s evalua-

tion of query results. The system presents query results to the user, who then may give feedback about

the quality of each result element. In practice, relevance feedback methods often generate additional

search terms for query expansion.

Concepts for retrieval systems, such as ranking, fuzzy search, query expansion or relevance feedback

are still not commonly used in learning object repositories, even if the technologies have been available

for years in other research areas. It should be one goal of future e-learning research to leverage this

potential.

Based on existing methods from (multimedia) information retrieval, some new approaches for improv-

ing learning resource retrieval could be:

(a) Complex query languages, which allow to combine several LOM fields. A query language should

also support similarity-based search, as well as preference values for individual components of a

query. Distance or similarity functions have to be specified for the various different LOM fields and

their possible values to overcome the limitation to binary comparisons.

(b) An alternative approach for similarity-based search would be to use adaptation effort as measure.

Known approaches for similarity functions only compute how much a LOM record deviates from a

query. The alternative measure would estimate the adaptation effort that is required to transform

a particular learning resource into one, which fully complies to the query.

(c) The context of an authoring environment could be used as input for query expansion methods.

Especially metadata from already loaded learning resources may be used to search for learning

resources, which better harmonize with the existing ones.

The last two mentioned approaches, utilizing adaptation effort estimations and aggregation context

information for improving retrieval, will be discussed further in this section.

4.3.2 Retrieval Based on Aggregation Context

As mentioned in the previous subsection retrieval methods for learning object repositories still lack some

functionality. This section focusses on how the aggregation context of an authoring process can be used

for query refinement.

Search result lists of LOM queries may become quite large. Especially if a user searches for multiple

learning resources one after another, the required time adds to the production costs and may make reuse

of learning resources inefficient. Query expansion, which has been explained in the previous subsection,

could improve the quality of retrieval results and thereby reestablish the economical benefit of reuse.

Context and Aggregation Context

Context information from authoring environments and relevance feedback mechanisms are promising

candidates for query expansion. There are various notions and definitions of what context is [G0̈5,
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Figure 4.6: Usage of context information as input for query expansion.

Wes05]. Context is understood in this thesis as any information that is known about the author, his

authoring environment and the tasks he is performing. Analog to the definition of Görtz [G0̈5], a con-

text consists of a large number of context attributes. We assume that the metadata record of a learning

resource can be considered as an approximation of context; metadata fields are context attributes in that

sense. Different types of context information are imaginable, particularly system context, explicit project

context and aggregation context (see Fig. 4.6).

As system context we subsume all information about the user, the tools and systems he uses and what

he has generally done in the past. Exemplary system context information is for instance technological

restrictions of his authoring system (e.g. which image and video formats are supported).

Explicit project context is all information, which has been explicitly specified by the author about

the project he is currently working on. Project here typically refers to a particular learning resource the

author is working on. Examples for project context are the intended course language, target document

formats, target group (age, role, difficulty level, interaction level, etc.). Also, limits for the total amount

of learning time or acquisition costs may have an impact on which learning resources are suitable for

aggregation. This information may be the written outcome of an analysis phase of learning resource

development.

Aggregation context – which may also be called implicit project context – is information about the

current project, which is deduced from the contents already existing in the project. Aggregation context

information may be deduced either from the contents itself or their metadata records; in practice, meta-

data will be easier to use. The more learning resources are aggregated in a project over time, the better

the aggregation context may be automatically determined.
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Which metadata fields are suited for determining the aggregation context? Especially those fields that

are typically the same for the whole assembled learning resource; for instance the language, coverage,

target group, presentation form or technical requirements are suited. In some cases the origin (author,

catalog, etc.) of a learning resource or its classification might also give valuable hints. Besides the signifi-

cance of a value as such, the format of a metadata field is also an important criterion. Metadata fields are

only useful as context source if syntax and semantics are clearly specified and can be compared. Consider

as example that one learning resource has a coverage specified as "16th century France" and another one

is described as "Paris, 1537". A human could easily recognize the second description as subset of the first

one; achieving an automatic matching by algorithms, though, would be very tricky.

Context information of the three types can be merged into combined context constraints. These context

constraints are then used for query expansion, either for filtering (removing of result entries) or for

improving the result ranking. Additionally, relevance feedback may be used to rewrite queries according

to a user’s feedback regarding previous query results.

A similar approach has already been proposed by Sanchez and Sicilia [SS04]. They apply the design by

contract paradigm from object-oriented software construction to the composition of learning resources.

Their goal is to automatically select and aggregate learning resources for a given learning objective.

Beside other constraints they also use aggregation constraints to select suitable learning resources. How-

ever, because of the logic-based design-by-contract paradigm the approach supports only a binary match-

ing: either a learning resource fits or it does not. Furthermore, a formal contract has to be specified for

each learning resource; thus, the method is not applicable to conventional LOM records.

In reality, learning resources – and their metadata records – are rarely perfectly fitting. But a near

enough match is often still satisfying. Moreover, learning resources can be adapted to better fit into the

new course [ZRS06]. Therefore, fuzzy queries, which produce a ranked result set, are better suited than

strict matching. Otherwise, many relevant objects would be missing in the result sets. For the rest of

this paper it is assumed that query expansion affects only the ranking of learning resources but does

not exclude learning resources from the result set. Query expansion is achieved by determining the

aggregation context and adding these context features to the query.

Determination of Aggregation Context

The retrieval of learning resources is mainly based on query terms that have been explicitly specified by

the author. However, with a growing amount of modules, which have already been aggregated, there

are more and more implicit constraints that impact the suitability of other modules. For instance, if

most existing modules are known to be specifically designed for schoolchildren, a module from adult

education will less likely fit in. Many other metadata can be used similarly to judge the suitability of

further modules, such as language, format or difficulty level. Some metadata fields, such as the difficulty

level, are restricted to a specific vocabulary. Thus, these values are easy to use. Other fields, for instance

the coverage field, are free text fields. Extracting semantics from free text entries from different authors

is somewhere between tricky and nearly impossible. At least for fields like an age range, which is formally

a free text field, a certain syntax might be implicitly followed.
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As a method for formally determining the aggregation context, a selection Fcand of candidate metadata

fields of present modules is analyzed for frequent values. A threshold T is applied for considering a re-

peatedly occurring metadata value as context constraint. That is, if for a metadata field a particular value

v occurs in at least a certain percentage of all aggregated modules, it is used as an context constraint. The

threshold is suggested for tolerating false or missing metadata to a certain degree. Otherwise a single

module with no or poor metadata would prevent that any aggregation context could be determined. Ad-

ditionally, aggregation context should be utilized for retrieval only if some modules are already present

in the aggregation.

A second implementation consideration is how context constraints are handled. They can be treated ei-

ther as additional search terms or be weighted differently. The approach chosen here is to use a weighted

formula. The query generates a score for each module; modules are ranked by a decreasing score.

score = α ∗match(query terms) + (1−α) ∗match(context) (4.1)

The weight α can be configured depending on how strong the influence of aggregation context should

be in relation to original query components. A α value near 1.0 ensures that a change in the order occurs

only if the original query matches similarly. It is assumed that original query terms are still more relevant

than the context. An optimal value for α could be determined by a large scale experiment, by measuring

the ranking performance of different values for a large number of queries.

The presented approach for utilizing aggregation context for query expansion is similar to the course-

content situational relevance ranking metric by Ochoa et al. [OD07]. In contrast to Ochoa’s metric, the

method provided here does not take all metadata fields into account, but only a set of selected fields.

These fields are considered to be consistent for a whole learning resource, such as language or the end

user role. Other fields, such as learning resource identifier, creation time, or the typical learning time are

supposed to differ too much. Ochoa uses metadata of existing course content for query ranking, which

requires that the query processor is able to apply this measure. The approach of this thesis considers

query expansion as a mechanism – query expansion can be used even if the query processor is not

aware of aggregation context, because the client sends an expanded query to the processor. Thus, query

expansion is suited to be used with existing repositories, which can be, for instance, accessed via SQI.

4.3.3 Improving Retrieval of Learning Resource by Estimating Adaptation Effort

Another way to improve retrieval of learning resources is to consider the costs that the usage of a par-

ticular learning resource causes. Learning resources are often required to be adapted in order to fit into

an aggregation (details of adaptations are covered by Chapter 5). Each adaptation of a reused learning

resource generates additional effort that has to be taken into account. The more adaptation effort a

learning resource makes in a particular aggregation, the less useful it is assumed to be.

Consider an example of a user searching for a learning resource about business conventions in China.

As the user wants to include the learning resource in a larger aggregation, the learning resource should

follow his company’s corporate design, be available in English and be intended for usage in on-the-job
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training. What if the result of his query contains two learning resources, which both do not perfectly

fit: one learning resource in German, and the other one designed for university teaching. Both learning

resources cannot be applied unchanged; it is required to adapt them to the new context. But which one

should be chosen?

This leads to a new metric for learning resource ranking. All known ranking metrics estimate how well

a learning resource might be applied for a given task under the assumption that it remains unchanged.

These ranking functions measure the usability of a fixed learning resource for a fixed task. The new

metric instead estimates adaptation costs, or in other words, how much effort is needed for transforming

a given learning resource to match the intended task. The assumption of this metric is that a given

learning resource can possibly be adapted to suit a given task; and the costs of this transformation

depends on which kind of adaptations have to be performed.

Definition 4.1 (adaptation cost metric)

The adaptation costs metric ranks by increasing costs for transforming a learning resource to satisfactory

match a given usage scenario. An optimal learning resource requires no adaptation costs at all.

Foundation of this adaptation costs metric is Zimmermann’s list of 15 relevant adaptation processes

[ZBRS06]. The transformation of a learning resource into the desired state is performed by a sequence

of some or all of the 15 adaptation processes. Adaptation costs are estimated by inferring the required

adaptations from differences in particular metadata fields.

The need na for performing an adaptation a of module m into the target state t is calculated as

the product of the metadata distance vector ~dm,t between m and t and an involvement filter vector fa

vector for adaptation a. The involvement filter vector contains values between 0 (metadata field has no

impact on adaptation a) and 1 (a difference in this metadata field certainly requires the adaptation to be

performed). The result is a scalar value that indicates if and to which degree this adaptation is required

to be performed.

na(m, t) = ~dm,t ∗ ~fa (4.2)

The overall adaptation costs are obtained by summing up the individual costs for performing each

single adaptation. The costs of an adaptation is a product of the need for that adaptation and a cost

coefficient ba. The cost coefficient ba depends on the available tools that are available to the user for

performing the adaptation a.

ctotal(m, t) =
∑

a∈A

na(m, t) ∗ ba (4.3)

Based on this cost estimate the learning resources may be ranked. Implementation details can be found

in [ZMRS07].
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4.4 Summary

This chapter has focused on the aggregation of modular learning resources. Aggregation is one of the six

modular operations defined in Chapter 2. Aggregation is also the core of a particular authoring paradigm

called authoring by aggregation. Existing approaches for authoring by aggregation have been analyzed.

A comparison with the ADDIE model (a common model for the development of learning resources) has

shown that existing authoring by aggregation processes support only one of the five development phases.

One existing authoring by aggregation process has been extended to support further phases. The new

process combines the known lightweight authoring by aggregation approach with a dedicated didactic

design phase.

Beside the introduction of a didactic design phase, also the retrieval of reusable learning resources has

been integrated more tightly into the authoring process. With this integration, additional information

about the aggregation context becomes available for the retrieval system. Section 4.3 has developed

a method that enables a retrieval system to prefer modules that are similar to those modules already

present in the current aggregation. The assumed implicit context of an aggregation project (aggregation

context) is inferred from the metadata of already present modules. This context information is utilized

for query expansion. Another improvement of retrieval is proposed by taking the effort for adaptation

into account.
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5 Adaptation and Unification of Learning Resources

A third modular operation that has to be dealt with is adaptation. Adaptation means to transform a

learning resource such that it suits a new learning or teaching context. Adaptation especially becomes

relevant when learning resources from different origins are aggregated. In this case a mosaic effect is

likely to occur: the result looks like a mosaic or patchwork; different designs, layouts, writing styles,

target groups, etc. prevent aggregates to appear consistently. Consider again the scenario of setion 2.3.1:

Sarah has retrieved several learning resources from different origins. She has aggregated these learning

resources into one new learning resource. But until now, the aggregation has no consistent appearance.

Sarah wants that her created learning resource uniformly conforms to the corporate design of her univer-

sity. One solution to this challenge is to perform an adaptation of aggregated modules. While adaptation

as such is not in the focus of this thesis, providing support for adaptation is.

Section 5.1 explains the background of adaptations. Requirements for a system that supports adapta-

tion of learning resources are presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents a re-purposing framework,

which allows to build re-purposing applications, such as an adaptation tool, more efficiently. Finally, the

framework is compared to the requirements in Section 5.4. This chapter contributes to the overall goal

of the thesis by improving interoperability and adaptation, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

5.1 Adaptation of Learning Resources

Over the last years SCORM has become the de-facto standard for the exchange of learning resources. A

core idea of the SCORM specification is to enable reuse of so called Sharable Content Objects (SCO). Ip

et al. have though identified that reuse is practically prevented by the mosaic effect:

"One problem holding back more widespread re-use of SCOs is the mosaic effect that arises

when assembling a course using SCOs of different origins. SCOs (and any other type of re-

technical requirements modular operations

availabilityinteroperability retrievability modularization aggregation adaptation

multi-granularity reusability
& modularity

Figure 5.1: Contributions of Chapter 5 to multi-granularity reusability.
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usable learning object) are typically developed for a specific course and carry with them, a

particular ’look and feel’ that is consistent throughout the original course. The mosaic effect

arises when a new course is constructed from a sequence of SCOs from originally different

courses with different ’look and feel’ characteristics. Hence, a ’mosaic’ of different visual

styles and interface elements is observed in the new course. The mosaic effect causes an

unacceptably disjointed learning experience to be delivered to the student" [IRC03].

Whoever wants to reuse a SCO has to manually change its look and feel. The solution proposed by Ip

et al. is to separate contents and styles by rendering the contents of a SCO via stylesheets. However, as

SCO stylesheets are still not frequently used, this solution cannot be applied to the adaptation of existing

learning resources. Furthermore, the mosaic effect covers much more than only the visual presentation

of a learning resource. Also the pedagogical style, the language, terminology, or the degree of interaction

may differ. Thus, it is often necessary to adapt a learning resource in more than just one dimension.

Performing an adaptation of a module is one of the modular operations specified in Chapter 2.

Zimmermann et al. have analyzed which kinds of adaptations of learning resources are frequently

needed and – even more important – how they are performed by users [ZBRS06]. For the target group

regarded by Zimmermann there are 15 important adaptation types, which can be separated into two

categories: structured adaptations that can be supported by completely or partially automated tools, and

unstructured adaptations that are difficult to support by such tools. Structured adaptation processes can

be internally organized in three levels: top level adaptation processes, process fragments, and adaptation

functions. An adaptation process is constituted of several process fragments; and a process fragment is

divided into a number of adaptation functions (figure 5.2). These adaptation functions are not dedicated

to a single process or process fragment, but may be shared by several processes. Adaptation functions

are e. g. identifying a graphical element, deleting a text fragment, changing a text or background color,

or replacing one image by another one.

The analysis of adaptation functions has revealed that these functions can be described independent

of the particular learning resource format and the adaptation process they are executed for. But nev-

ertheless, adaptation functions have to be implemented over and over again for each new adaptation
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tool. These properties of structured adaptation processes might be used to make the development of

adaptation tools more efficient.

5.2 Requirements for Adaptation

The previous section has emphasized the need for adaptation of learning resources. There are some ap-

proaches, such as adaptive learning resources (e. g. the Multibook system [See02, ES01]), single source

publishing or layout templates (e.g. Cascading Style Sheets) that facilitate the self-adaptation of learning

resources to a few well-known scenarios. Adaptive learning systems are defined by Steinmetz as "learning

programs capable of adapting themselves to the individual abilities of the learner, e. g., previous knowl-

edge, interests, weaknesses or preferences with regard to forms of presentation" [SN04]. Most contents

though are and probably will be available only in non-adaptive form. Thus, the adaptation of contents

by authors is still frequently required.

A re-purposing tool is defined as a tool that supports an author in transforming a learning resource

to suit a new learning or teaching context. A re-purposing tool guides the author to reach that goal; it

should enable him to pursue the big picture instead of small editing steps. Developing such a re-purposing

tool is a complex task. The tool has to work on different process granularities, from re-purposing over

adaptation and modularization to modifications. A further challenge is the large number and the mix

of different document formats. The most common format for Web based learning resources is SCORM

(see Section 2.1.3). However, SCORM is only one format, and there are others, as well. Also, even if

SCORM is used for specifying the structure of a learning resource, different formats, such as HTML, XML

or Flash, have to be used for the actual contents. Developing tools for re-purposing is therefore a difficult

and complex task.

Hence, it is not advisable to develop a new tool for each adaptation and each format combination

completely from scratch. Instead, frequently used functionality should be moved into a framework, which

enables the developer of a re-purposing tool to focus on the process level challenges of adaptations,

instead on file and format handling details. Instead of implementing yet another monolithic tool, the

tasks of a re-purposing tool are divided into two parts: a basic re-purposing framework is responsible for

the low-level functionality, whereas a re-purposing application on top of that framework can focus on

high-level tasks.

This section analyzes the requirements on a common foundation for re-purposing tools. A concept for

an abstraction model for learning resource contents and modifications of that contents is developed and

presented.

5.2.1 Requirements for Abstraction of Content Representation and Adaptation

An abstraction model is intended to simplify the development of re-purposing applications. Especially

adaptation tools (see Section 5.1) and modularization tools (Chapter 3) are considered as re-purposing

applications. This subsection analyzes the requirements that are posed to a re-purposing framework that

is intended as foundation of re-purposing applications.
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The main goal of a re-purposing framework is abstraction. Abstraction helps developers of re-purposing

applications to reduce the complexity of these applications by outsourcing some tasks to the framework.

Besides the facilitation of application development, it is also required to avoid that re-purposing applica-

tions are limited to a single document format; bridging the gap between the application and a particular

format implementation is again an issue of abstraction. In addition, many Web based learning resources,

such as SCORM packages, consist of several interconnected documents. The user of a re-purposing tool,

though, does not want to process one file after the other, performing the same task multiple times in se-

quence. Instead, he regards a learning resource – even if consisting of multiple files – as a single resource

and also desires to process it in one step. Overcoming document boundaries is yet another abstraction

that is demanded of the re-purposing framework. But in the end, the re-purposing framework should

have no side effects. In particular, the usage of the framework should not lead to an unintended loss

of information. When abstraction is concerned, systems sometimes tend to ignore and discard detailed

information that is not part of the abstract model; however, a loss of this information could invalidate a

learning resource.

Thusm, the core aspects of the requirements can be subsumed in five items:

• Format-independent abstraction model

• Support for structured multi-document resources

• Enhanced support of content analysis

• Modification of content without unintended information loss

• Extensibility

These five requirement items are now explained in more detail.

Format Independent Abstraction Model

The intended abstraction model must be format-independent in a way that an application using the

framework will be enabled to deal with resources in different formats. Ideally, the application should not

require any knowledge about the particular document format of a learning resource.

This means that a format abstraction is needed that covers all relevant formats. For each supported

format a mapping from the format-specific data to the abstract model must be given. However, an appli-

cation must still be able to analyze and modify all details of the underlying format. Therefore the abstract

model should be extensible or shapeable for particular formats.

Even though the framework supports format-abstraction and extensibility, there is still a demand for

determining the type of supported resources. The focus lays mainly on text-based learning resources,

which means everything that contains a major share of written text. Audio and video elements are

only considered as embedded elements in text documents. Manipulating audio and video data is very

different from modifications of text-based documents. Thus, the manipulation of audio and video cannot

be covered by this thesis.
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Support for Structured Multi-Document Resources

As stated in the previous section, a learning resource may consist of multiple documents. Usually, there

are links between these documents, which turn a set of single documents into a meaningful ensemble.

Those links may be hyperlink-like references between content-documents or references in a manifest

document. One example for multi document learning resources are SCORM packages. A SCORM package

contains a manifest file (an XML document), which refers to e. g. several HTML documents. Each HTML

document may include media objects, such as images or flash animations, and may link to other HTML

documents. Another example are completely HTML-based learning resources. In this case, the logical

structure of the learning resource is typically represented by menus on each single HTML page, providing

links to other HTML documents.

The goal of the intended architecture is to facilitate content analysis, adaptation and modularization.

Therefore it is necessary to regard several documents as one logical resource as well as to give the

possibility to regard each single document. The application should be enabled to process the whole

learning resource as a logical resource; that is, structure, contents and relations between documents

should be observable. This logical view has to span the different files and formats.

Enhanced Support for Content Analysis

An intelligent re-purposing tool, which supports the user in reaching his goals, has to obtain some in-

formation about the learning resource it deals with. It would, for example, be helpful for restructuring

tasks if the structure of a course could be shown to the user; possibly enriched with information about

the relations between different text blocks (e.g. coherence of text blocks or how they are pedagogically

related to each other).

Consequently, support for content analysis is one of the most important features of a re-purposing

framework. Available format libraries allow navigation through a document’s structure. But navigation

alone is not sufficient. A query mechanism that enables the application to ask for more complex infor-

mation is also needed.

Two concurrent analysis approaches are proposed: The first approach is that an application queries for

information. In this case, the application has to know what to ask and how to interpret the result. As a

second approach it should be possible to perform analysis methods within the framework, independent of

the application that uses the analysis results. Using this approach, the application can query for inferred

knowledge; it does not need to care about how that knowledge has been created.

The whole learning resource, consisting of several documents, can be regarded as a single logical con-

tent. Therefore, a query may combine data from multiple documents. Queries should work on abstract

structures and properties instead of format-specific data bindings.
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Modification of Content Without Unintended Information Loss

Analysis of the content is only the first step of re-purposing. The data has also to be changed by the

application. These changes should take place without losing information. This is a challenge because the

analysis operates on an abstract data model.

If changes were performed on the abstract data model, this abstract data would have to be converted

afterwards back into the original format. Such a transformation would cause a loss of information in

most cases, because an abstract data model would not represent all details of all arbitrary formats. Thus,

changes cannot be performed on the abstract data model. Instead, a way has to be found to bridge the

gap between the abstract view on the contents by the re-purposing application and the format-specific

details of the actual physical contents in the documents.

Extensibility

The re-purposing framework should be an open framework for various applications. Hence, extensibility

should be considered as one of the core requirements. Extensibility comprises especially

• Extensible towards new document formats

• Applicable towards new re-purposing processes

• Extensible towards new content analysis methods

First of all, support for new particular formats should be addable without changing the applications

on top. Existing applications should then automatically be able to use the new formats. Second, the

framework must be flexible enough, so that new applications for different purposes can be implemented

on top of the available framework. And finally, there should be a mechanism to integrate new analysis

methods as framework components. These components may change the abstract data model in order to

provide more and better information to the application.

5.2.2 Related Work

Abstraction is a common principle for dealing with complex challenges. Introducing layers of abstraction

can be used to reduce complexity. Steinmetz identifies the goal of abstraction of multimedia data as an

integrated and unified way of description and treatment of all media [Ste00]. For the intended approach

– an abstraction model for learning resource contents and for modifications of these contents – two kinds

of abstraction are of interest: static abstraction of document contents, and dynamic abstraction of data

manipulation. For the manipulation of a document, a logical representation of that document is best

suited, as Brugger has mentioned:

"Ein Dokument lässt sich am leichtesten auf der logischen Ebene manipulieren. Die inter-

essantesten Anwendungen (...) benötigen die logische Struktur." [Bru98]

There are some representation formats for logical documents, such as the Standard Generalized

Markup Language (SGML) [Gol90] and Open Document Architecture (ODA) [FFK92]. SGML describes
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only the logical structure of a document, it does not specify how the contents are transformed into a

physical document for presentation. In contrast, ODA specifies not only the logical structure, but also

the physical structure of a document. Today, XML17, which is a subset of SGML, has become a popular

logical document format.

SGML and XML are simple but powerful models for specifying logical documents. The resulting docu-

ments are human-readable and can be automatically validated if a proper document specification exists.

It is even possible to combine several specifications – this would facilitate the representation of multiple

documents as a single resource and the attachment of annotations. There are also suitable query mech-

anisms for XML (e. g. XPath18 and XQuery19). A drawback of XML is that it is strictly tree-oriented. If

non-tree graphs have to be represented the graphs have to be transformed into a tree, which makes pro-

cessing and querying more difficult. Non-tree graphs occur, for instance, if semantic relations between

elements are inserted into a tree. The same problem applies to ODA. A versatile model for specifying and

processing graph-like information is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [MM04]. RDF graphs

consist of a set of statements. Each statement is a triple that connects two nodes of a graph by a relation.

There are also schema specifications for RDF; for more sophisticated knowledge representations, the Web

Ontology Language (OWL)20 can be combined with RDF. OWL can be used to model ontologies, and to

utilize them for reasoning.

Although physical and logical documents can clearly be separated in theory, it is not always that simple

in practice. For instance, HTML is another famous SGML derivate and thus also a logical document

model. However, HTML mixes logical structure with presentation and layout information. Some further

formats, such as the PDF, are more oriented towards layout than towards logical structure. There are

methods for discovering the logical structure of physical documents [Sum98, Bru98]. These methods

can also be applied to documents that combine physical (layout-orientation) and logical properties.

There are approaches for the modeling of dynamic behavior, which can serve as basis for the abstrac-

tion of content modifications. The Model Driven Architecture21 approach separates application logic from

underlying platform technology. Platform independent models document the behavior of an application

separated from the technology-specific implementation. Model transformation in the sense of the Model

Driven Architecture approach can be seen as an application of a graph transformation [RN06]. This ap-

proach has found a large community and is used in different applications. Beside the different scenario,

the idea to abstract from the implementation and specify generic models is also the motivation behind

the approach presented here. It abstracts from format-specific resources and format-specific modifica-

tions of these resources by generating a resource model and by modeling the modifications which can be

performed on the resources.

The ALOCoM framework [VGJD05] is an ontology based framework to enable reuse of learning ob-

jects. The framework is focused on slide presentations. A slide presentation is disaggregated into its

components and mapped to an object model. Components are reused by copying these components into

a new slide presentation. This scenario allows the reuse of complete slide presentations, and of parts

of these slide presentations, e. g. a single image or text block. The generated slide presentation uses

17 http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-xml-20060816/
18 http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath20/
19 http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
20 OWL Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
21 http://www.omg.org/mda/
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default presentation styles. The major difference between the content representation proposed in this

section and ALOCoM is that ALOCoM does not support the modification of learning resources beyond

the functionality provided by existing tools (e. g. Microsoft PowerPoint).

Kashyap and Shklar [KS01] propose an RDF model based approach to adapt content resources for

different devices. In their work they use a representation of the features of the different devices and

components which represent the content resources. A XML resource can be adapted to the different

devices using device-specific style sheets. Depending on the device which is requesting content resources

an appropriate style sheet can be generated based on the information in the RDF model. No library or

collection is needed, containing specific style sheets for all the possible requirements a device might

have. This approach follows the idea of uncoupling information from presentation and to adapt certain

properties of a content resource; it focuses on Web applications.

5.3 A Framework for Abstraction of Learning Resource Content Representation and Adaptation

A learning resource abstraction model has been specified that satisfies the requirements of Subsection

5.2. The model consists of two parts: a static content representation model and a dynamic modification

model. The content representation model specifies how a learning resource, possibly consisting of mul-

tiple documents, is transformed into an abstract representation of logical structure and contents of the

document; this model allows also to add relations and other annotations about the contents to the con-

tent representation. The modification model defines how the contents can be modified by re-purposing

applications based on knowledge about the abstract content representation.

The two parts of the learning resource abstraction model are described in detail below. First the ab-

stract content representation is explained. Afterwards, the modification model is presented based on a

preceding analysis of modification granularity.

5.3.1 Abstract Content Representation

As specified in the requirements, the abstract content representation should be applicable to different

text-based document formats. Applications that builds upon the abstract content representation model

should not necessarily require information about the particular format of the learning resources they

process. The extensibility requirement demands that the set of supported document formats can be

extended without much effort. The content representation should comprise all documents a learning re-

source consists of within one common representation. In addition, annotations that have been generated

by applications or internal components of the framework should be part of the content representation

and be available for content queries.

The content representation has to contain all elements of a learning resource that a re-purposing

application is interested in. The level of detail should be controllable by the application. Because of

performance reason, it is advisable to reduce the level of detail for some tasks. The content representation

should at least comprise the logical structure of the documents, textual contents, properties of media

objects, and presentational information (e. g. fonts, colors, layout). Thus the level of detail of the content

representation may reach down to single text fragments and embedded media elements.
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Re-purposing applications have to know some details about the elements of the content representation.

For instance, it is necessary to know which elements are small text fragments, media elements, combined

blocks, or even whole sections or chapters. A text fragment can be formatted in different ways, and also

the meaning may differ: a headline might be treated different than normal text or an image caption.

These demands and the need for format abstraction require that elements are classified by abstract

element types. The specification of types and how they relate to each other is called Content Ontology

(CO). There are certainly different domains of types, which may be if interest, for instance structural

types, presentational types, pedagogical types, and even a topical classification. Besides the types, also

the relations between types and instances of these types have to be expressible. A particular Content

Ontology for abstract content representations has been developed by Bergstraesser et al.; more details

about the development of ontologies and the resulting Content Ontology can be found in [BFRS06].

An abstract content representation, which contains relations between its elements is essentially a

graph. Therefore, graph models, such as RDF are better suited for this task than tree models, e. g. XML

or SGML. For realizing a re-purposing framework a static content representation model is not sufficient;

efficient mechanisms for creating a content representation out of the original learning resource and per-

forming modifications of the contents according to the known requirements have to be considered. Out

of this reason, the content representation has been decided to be established on three representation

layers with increasing level of abstraction. The proposed layers are (see Figure 5.3):

• A physical representation layer which represents the involved files as they exist on disk

• An object-oriented representation layer that represents the content structure as an object tree in a

format-related manner

• A semantic representation layer that represents the abstract logical document structure and con-

tents as a semantic graph enriched by known relations and annotations

On the object-oriented representation layer a so-called Object-Oriented Content Representation (OOCR)

will represent the structural entities of the documents as a tree of objects. These objects are also the en-

tities which provide methods for modifying the content.

The semantic representation layer consists of a graph-like representation – for instance an RDF model

– called Semantic Content Representation (SCR) that contains the structural information of the OOCR

plus additional semantic markup and relations. The SCR also provides the required format abstraction

by using a generic Content Ontology. The Content Ontology will provide the necessary concepts for

interpretation of the SCR by re-purposing applications.

However, although an RDF model is very helpful for analysis, it is not suitable for changing the content.

If changes were performed directly on the Semantic Content Representation, it would be necessary to

transform this model back into the original format – which would lead to information loss. Therefore, all

modifications have to be propagated to the OOCR, where they can be performed format-specific. How

this propagation can be realized will be described in more detail below.
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Figure 5.3: The three layers of the learning resource content representation.

5.3.2 Granularity of Modifications

An important design decision is the granularity of modifications. Is, for example, the replacement of a

corporate design a single modification or a combination of several modifications? Zimmermann et al.

have identified a structure of adaptation processes, which is helpful for the consideration of granularity

[ZRS06]. The structure is illustrated in Figure 5.2. On the most general layer, whole adaptation processes

are resident, e.g. the adaptation to a different corporate design. An adaptation process divides into

several process fragments. Process fragments are composed of adaptation functions, which may either

read or modify the contents of a learning resource. Which of these granularity levels is best suited for

modeling of content modifications?

The goal of modification modeling is to provide an abstraction layer for separating the concerns of

re-purposing tools and the format-specific content modification methods. Also, reuse of modifications,

which are implemented once and reused for several re-purposing applications, is a central motivation.

In this respect, adaptation processes are too large to be reused easily and often. Process fragments

are also application dependent, may rely on information from other process fragments, and sometimes

comprise interaction with a user. They are also reused rarely. Adaptation functions, finally, are reusable

for multiple process fragments, do not necessarily require user interaction and need only a manageable

amount of parameters to work. Therefore, content modifications are best modeled at the granularity

of adaptation functions – restricted to those adaptation functions which cause changes of the content.

These modifications are mainly insertion, deletion, replacement and rearrangement of elements, as well

as changes of attributes and relations.
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5.3.3 Theoretical Model of Modifications

The Learning Resource Content Representation is on the top layer a graph and is a transformation of the

whole learning resource contents, containing all information, which is relevant for performing adapta-

tions. It is assumed that modifications at the granularity of adaptation functions produce only delimited

local changes of the Learning Resource Content Representation. These changes can be expressed as graph

operations. Consider there is a learning resource r in which one logo should be replaced by another one.

If the learning resource consists of HTML documents, a logo is usually embedded by using a reference to

the image file, which contains the logo. Replacing an image in HTML documents requires only changing

the image reference. For other formats (e.g. Microsoft Word), images are physically embedded in docu-

ments; hence a replacement works different. Let H be the set of all valid HTML documents and W the

set of all valid Microsoft Word documents.

exchangeLogoH : r1 7→ r ′1 |r1, r ′1 ∈ H

exchangeLogoW : r2 7→ r ′2 |r2, r ′2 ∈W

And for the general case:

modF : r 7→ r ′ |r, r ′ ∈ F, mod ∈ M

where r is a document from a given format space F and mod is a modification out of the set of all

modifications M .

Consider the projection of learning resource r into the Learning Resource Content Representation

(LRCR) r 7→ ϕ(r), where ϕ is the projection function from the document format space F into the abstract

LRCR space A. The modification from the previous example can now be observed in the LRCR space. The

function, which modifies ϕ(r) into ϕ(r ′), is called modϕ and represents an abstract modification of the

learning resource content.

This algebra helps developing content adaptation tools. Adaptations have no longer to be implemented

directly as format-specific methods. Instead, an adaptation tool analyzes ϕ(r) (the LRCR) and specifies

adaptations as a concatenation of modifications modϕ. Each modification mod is transformed by an

underlying layer into a format-specific modification modF . This transformation from LRCR space into the

actual document format space is also called interpretation of an abstract modification. Fig. 5.5 illustrates

these transformations.
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5.4 Discussion

This chapter has introduced a concept for an abstract learning resource content representation and for

modifications of the content. In the beginning, five requirements for the content representation have

been defined. The presented concept has still to be checked if it fulfills these requirements. The re-

quirements, as defined above, are format-independence, support for multi-document learning resources,

enhanced content analysis support, content modifications without information loss, and extensibility.

The realization of each of the requirements will be separately analyzed below.

• Format Independent Abstraction Model. The top layer of the content representation is indepen-

dent of the actual document formats of a learning resource. The same can be stated about the way

modifications of the content are performed by re-purposing applications. For a re-purposing appli-

cation, the document formats are not relevant; only the lower layers of the framework have to deal

with format specific issues. Thus, the format independence requirement is met by the concept.

• Support for Structured Multi-Document Resources. If a learning resource consists of multiple

documents, the lower two layers of the content representation keep the contents of each document

separate from the other documents. But the SCR finally joins all contents into a single representa-

tion. The elements of multiple documents get connected by relations according to their logical or

semantic relationship. Re-purposing applications may handle a multi-document learning resource

as a single, coherent resource.

• Enhanced Support for Content Analysis. Support for content analysis is achieved by two means.

First, the Semantic Content Representation in form of an RDF graph enables re-purposing applica-

tions to query the contents. There are several query languages for RDF that can be used to extract

information about the elements of a learning resource. And second, it is possible to enrich the SCR

by additional framework components before the application accesses the SCR. These components

specialize on particular analysis methods and can be reused by different re-purposing applications.
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• Modification of Content Without Unintended Information Loss. Modifications of contents are

specified by a re-purposing application as an operation on the SCR graph. The specified modifica-

tion is then propagated to the OOCR layer, which interprets the modification in a format specific

way. This format specific execution of modifications ensures that no information is unintentionally

lost.

• Extensibility. Extensibility is supported by the content representation concept through different

mechanisms. The framework enables to support additional document formats easily. It is only

necessary to provide a transformation method for mapping a document into the SCR and format

specific implementations of modifications. Further re-purposing applications are also supported;

a new application simply has to analyze the SCR and perform modifications of the contents. It

is even possible to specify new kinds of modifications if some are missing for a new application.

New content analysis methods can be integrated, because each analysis method uses the existing

content representation as input and writes the results into the SCR.

The overall result of this comparison is that the proposed framework fulfills all demanded requirements

in theory. Chapter 7 will present an implementation of the abstraction framework and of an adaptation

tool on top of the framework. This implementation has to finally demonstrate if the approach is feasible.
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6 Metadata Generation

Before a learning resource can be reused by any user, it has to be found within a repository. The larger

repositories grow, the more important become retrieval methods for learning resources. Retrieval gen-

erally means to match a user query against a set of objects (e. g. learning resources). Retrieval systems

for general Web resources, for instance Google22, use mainly a full text index for matching a query, plus

some additional information for ranking the result entries [BP98]. In the case of learning resources,

many facts beyond the occurring words in the text are of relevance. Firstly, a topical categorization of a

learning resource can be more relevant than the occurrences of words. Secondly, pedagogical metadata

could be useful as part of user queries. Thus, metadata is even more important in learning resource

retrieval than in Web retrieval. Furthermore, learning resources do not always consist mainly of text.

However, this thesis focuses on learning resources with a high share of textual content.

Unfortunately, for many learning resources only few metadata fields are available as studies have

revealed [NTD03, SGP+05]. In order to improve the retrieval quality, more metadata has to be provided.

There are basically two ways to create this metadata: manual labor or automation. Metadata records

can be completed by humans; or automatic metadata generation methods are employed to extract or

generate additional information. We believe that automatic metadata generation can reduce the costs of

metadata creation and makes reuse more beneficial. Liddy et al. have shown that automatically created

metadata may in some cases be qualitatively comparable to manually created metadata [LCF+05].

This chapter proposes a new metadata generation method for learning resources, which is based on a

free encyclopedia (e. g. Wikipedia) as substitute corpus. The method generates topical metadata – more

precisely a topical categorization of the learning resource content. In the first section some related work

about methods for information retrieval and machine learning in general, and particularly metadata

generation for learning resources is discussed. Afterwards, Section 6.2 introduces the concept for a new

metadata generation approach. The novelty of this approach is that a traditional training corpus for

technical requirements modular operations

availabilityinteroperability retrievability modularization aggregation adaptation

multi-granularity reusability
& modularity

Figure 6.1: Contributions of Chapter 6 to multi-granularity reusability.

22 The Google search engine: http://www.google.com
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machine learning methods is replaced by Wikipedia articles as substitute corpus. The categorization

method is calibrated by determining parameter values that result in the best categorization performance

in Section 6.3. The method and the determined parameters are evaluated in Section 6.4. Section 6.5

covers the generation of pedagogical metadata. Finally, the chapter is concluded by summarizing the

contents and giving an outlook. This chapter contributes to the overall goal of the thesis by improving

retrievability of learning resources, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

6.1 Related Work on Information Retrieval, Machine Learning and Metadata Generation

Automatic generation of metadata is strongly related to methods in the areas of information retrieval

and machine learning. Methods and systems that allow users to search for resources are subsumed by in-

formation retrieval. Information retrieval systems typically rely on precalculated indices or metadata for

query processing. Machine learning comprises methods that learn to perform particular tasks from given

examples; generation of metadata is such a task. One of the most important purposes of learning re-

source metadata is to improve the retrieval of learning resources. A metadata record contains structured

information about the corresponding learning resource. By querying specifically for particular metadata

fields, a query can be more precise than a simple keyword based full text search over the whole contents

of a learning resource. Therefore, some background knowledge about these methods is provided first,

before their application for automatic metadata generation is explained.

6.1.1 Information Retrieval

According to Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto information retrieval "deals with the representation, storage,

organization of, and access to information items" [BYRN99]. In the scenario of this thesis, information

items are learning resources. An information retrieval system supports a user in finding those information

items, which he is interested in. In order to perform the retrieval task, the user’s needs or interests have

to expressed as a query, which can be processed by a retrieval system. Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto

divide retrieval tasks into information retrieval and browsing [BYRN99]. Information retrieval refers to

searching for information by formulating a query and obtaining a result list. Browsing means to follow

relations or links between objects of interest.

The information that an information retrieval system has about a resource for matching a query is

called logical view by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto. The logical view can, for example, be the full text of

a document, only a set of keywords, but also further attributes. The specification of the logical view for a

retrieval application influences which kind of queries are allowed and how they are processed. Retrieval

interfaces of learning object repositories often exclusively use the metadata records of stored learning

resources as logical view; but full text retrieval is also sometimes supported. For full text search, all

words that occur in a document are potential index terms for that document; a document can be found

by searching for one or multiple of these index terms. But even for full text retrieval it is reasonable to

reduce the set of index terms. This is usually achieved by text transformation methods, such as stopword

elimination (very frequent words like "the" or "a" are ignored) or stemming (different derived forms of
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a word are reduced to their root form). However, full text retrieval systems may become quite complex

[BP98].

Sometimes, the set of index terms has to be even more reduced. A reduction of index terms decreases

the memory demands of an index and also the search time. This can be achieved for instance by deter-

mining keywords – the most relevant terms that describe the contents – and use only these for indexing.

Keyword extraction methods are widely known [Tur00]. In some cases, the relevant index terms are not

words that occur in the text, but different attributes, such as a document type, genre, file size, creation

date, or the language a resource is written in. Several approaches are known that generate this kind of

attributes, for instance [SFK00]. Many of these approaches employ machine learning methods, which

are explained below.

A special branch of information retrieval is multimedia information retrieval. In multimedia informa-

tion retrieval, multimedia resources are the information items of interest. These objects have different

attributes than text-based resources. Also, different methods for attribute extraction and query matching

are required [Sch05]. Retrieval of learning resources can benefit from multimedia information retrieval

insofar that pedagogical attributes also require a more complex treatment than attributes in simple text

retrieval.

The Learning Object Metadata (LOM) specification provides a standardized format to describe learn-

ing resources. LOM records are often generated by authors and delivered together with the learning

resource. Therefore, metadata records are predestinated as logical view for learning resource retrieval.

Many repositories rely only on metadata records for retrieval; particularly the availability of the LOM

standard improves retrieval for users and developers. The drawback of using only metadata for retrieval

is that a lack of metadata can make a learning resource undiscoverable. The generation of additional

metadata is therefore an important task in order to ensure retrievability of learning resources [DH03].

6.1.2 Machine Learning

Information retrieval often relies on precalculated metadata about resources. Metadata can be automat-

ically generated by different types of methods. One popular technology that is frequently applied for

this purpose is machine learning. Machine learning basically comprises all methods where a systems

learns how to perform a tasks by experience. According to Mitchell a system is considered to learn from

experience, if its performance at given tasks improves with experience [Mit97]. Within the large field

of machine learning methods and applications, one particular task is concept learning. Concept learning

means learning a general mechanism for detecting a concept (or category) based on given samples of

members and non-members. A common concept learning task nowadays is spam filtering: a spam filter

takes a set of e-mails as input, which are manually labeled as spam or non-spam e-mails [SDHH98]. The

spam filter learns from this input how to classify new e-mails as either spam or non-spam; spam e-mails

are either marked as such or immediately deleted. In this example, a machine learning system tries to

learn the mechanism ’detect spam’.

Sebastiani has summarized known machine learning based methods for automated categorization of

textual resources [Seb02, Seb05]. Text categorization is the task of assigning a given text document to

one or multiple predefined categories. If the categories are not predefined and need also to be automati-
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cally determined by an algorithm, this task is called text clustering. For the rest of this chapter we stick to

Sebastiani’s definition of text categorization, which requires a predefined set of categories23. Sebastiani

further assumes that categories are simply labels, which have no further meaning. Sometimes, categories

may also be hierarchically organized; for instance, Web pages are often classified in hierarchical cate-

gories [DC00]. Text categorization methods can be divided into single-label approaches and multi-label

approaches. Single-label approaches assign each document to exactly one category; with multi-label ap-

proaches a document may belong to multiple categories. Thus, multi-label methods allow overlapping

categories. A special case if single-label categorization is a binary classifier; it decides if a document be-

longs to a particular category or not24. Another categorization type is ranking categorization: instead of

finally assigning categories to a document the categories are only ranked by their estimated relevance.

The finally decision on which categories are suitable is, for instance, left to a human expert.

Machine learning methods for text categorization perform the categorization task by automatically

building a suitable classifier based on a set of training documents. These training documents are sample

documents, of which the category assignment is already known (e. g. because they have been manually

labeled). For a qualitative evaluation of classification methods the effectiveness has to be measured.

Typically, a corpus of labeled documents is divided into two or three sets. In the simple case, the corpus

is divided into a training set and a test set. The training set is used to learn the classifier. Afterwards,

the learnt classifier is applied to the test set for measuring the classification performance. Sometimes,

there are also additional parameters of the classification method, which have to be optimized; in this

case, the corpus is split into a training set, a test set and a validation set. First, the parameters are tuned

using the training set and validated with the validation set. Again, the test set is employed to evaluate

the performance of the learnt classifier.

The effectiveness of a classifier is typically evaluated using measures such as precision, recall, and

combinations of them. Precision and recall are formally defined as probabilities that a randomly chosen

document dx falls into particular categories [Seb02]. Precision is defined as the probability that if a

randomly selected document dx is categorized into category ci, this decision is correct. Recall on the

other hand measures the probability that a randomly selected document dx , which belongs to category

ci is categorized into ci by the classifier. One of the two values can always be maximized at the expense

of the other. Hence, there are further measures that combine precision and recall to one joint measure.

For instance, the F1 measure calculates the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Furthermore, to

evaluate the overall performance of a classifier over all categories, the precision and recall values for the

individual categories have to be aggregated.

What has been said above for information retrieval is valid also for machine learning: documents are

not processed as continuous text, but are transformed into another representation, which can be better

processed. In the case of text categorization, a document is normally represented as a vector of weighted

terms. According to Sebastiani the main difference between different approaches is what is considered as

a term and how to compute the weights [Seb02]. In the more general case, machine learning methods

expect tasks as input; a task is often represented as a vector of features, where a feature can be any

attribute that can be calculated for a given input task.

23 This classification type is also called supervised learning, because the output of a classifier is compared to known values.
Unsupervised learning refers to clustering, where the resulting categories are not a priori known.

24 From a theoretical point of view, every multi-label classification task can be mapped to a number of binary classifiers.
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When machine learning technologies are intended to be applied, several considerations have to be

made: Which training corpus is used for building a classifier? Which categorization method is applied?

Which features are used for representing documents? How will the classifier performance be evaluated?

And finally, some categorization methods have to be tuned with additional parameters. Different cate-

gorization methods are known. Common methods are, for instance, probabilistic classifiers (e. g. Naïve

Bayes), decision tree classifiers (e. g. C4.5), support vector machines, neural networks (e. g. perceptron),

or example based classifiers (such as k-nearest-neighbors). Details about these methods can be found

in [Mit97] and [Seb02]. Some sophisticated categorization approaches use structural information docu-

ments [Kru01b], or natural language processing methods [GM07b] for classifying documents.

6.1.3 Approaches for Automatic Metadata Generation

After information retrieval and machine learning have been described in general, this subsection gives an

overview how these approaches are used particularly for the generation of metadata. Metadata genera-

tion is a field of research that has been heavily worked on in recent years. There are many approaches for

metadata generation for documents in general [Nou05] and for learning resources in particular [Ber05].

Metadata generation methods can be classified by the type of metadata to generate, by the sources that

are used, by the required prerequisites and the applied methods.

Possible target metadata types are, for example, content-related metadata (such as title, keywords and

categories), process-related metadata (author, creation date, version) or – in the application domain of

e-learning – pedagogical metadata (learning objective, target group, difficulty, activity level). Sources for

metadata generation strongly depend on the target metadata types. Content-related metadata requires

to analyze the contents of a document, whereas process metadata, such as author and creation date can

be obtained from the authoring environment [HHRS05].

Metadata generation methods are applied in many different application areas, for instance in multi-

media databases or digital libraries. The state of the art in metadata generation applications for digital

libraries has recently been reviewed by Greenberg et al. [GSC06]. They distinguish between metadata

extraction and metadata harvesting. Metadata extraction subsumes all methods that mine metadata out

of the content of a resource. If metadata is already existing in some form, the process of collecting this

information is called metadata harvesting. Library documents often meet particular document structures

– for instance the title and author of a journal article typically appears on top of the first page, whereas

references to other literature are located at the end. The document structure can be exploited if the genre

of a document is known.

Content-related metadata is the most important type of metadata for retrieval of documents and es-

pecially learning resources. Users often search by words that describe the desired subject of learning

resource. Common content-related metadata fields are title, keywords, classification and an abstract or

brief description. Using these fields can be more efficient than using full text search, because full text

search may offer resources where an entered search term is only slightly related to the overall topic

of the resource. The discussion of content-related methods will focus on keywords and classification.

Keywords are terms that give a hint on the topics that are covered by a document; these keywords can

be any words without restrictions. Classification, in contrast, is restricted to a fixed set of classes, from
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which concepts can be taken to describe the contents of a document. Hence, the methods for genera-

tion of keywords and classification information also differ: for classification a mapping to known terms

is required, whereas arbitrary words may be produced as keywords. Classification metadata can, for

example, be generated automatically using machine learning classifiers. Another approach for the classi-

fication of documents are rule-based systems, such as the ontology-based metadata generation described

in [SvH01]. If metadata is intended to be understood by humans, categories should have a meaning and

name that is obvious to humans. Ontologies and taxonomies may serve as structured sets of meaningful

concepts. Faatz describes how domain ontologies are initially generated and how they can be extended

at a later point in time [Faa04].

The unsupervised equivalent to classification is clustering. Clustering algorithms calculate a distance

between documents and build groups of documents, which are near to each other or have common

attributes. A common clustering method is the K-means algorithm. A method for clustering news articles

is presented in [NCSS06], where a set of 400 clusters is calculated based on the co-occurrence of entities,

such as persons, organizations and places. Each of these clusters represents a hot topic that has been

extensively discussed in the media.

Keyword extraction methods can be classified by their coverage: Domain-dependent methods are lim-

ited to a particular knowledge domain but usually provide better results. Domain-independent keyword

extraction methods can be applied universally, but are less precise. Domain-dependent methods are

based on a domain model, which contains relevant terms and further information for the particular do-

main. Documents are searched for these terms for determining keywords. [Kru01b] demonstrates how

to build a domain model out of existing documents. Matsuo and Ishizuka have introduced a domain-

independent method for extracting keywords from a single document without having a large corpus of

documents [MI04]. This approach is based on the specific distributional characteristic of terms. Some-

times, the term keyphrase is used as a synonym for keyword. Turney defines "automatic keyphrase extrac-

tion as the automatic selection of important, topical phrases from within the body of a document." He

considers keyphrase extraction as a special case of keyphrase generation [Tur00]. Keyphrase extraction

produces keyphrases, which necessarily have to appear in the examined document. Another technology

for extracting keywords from Web pages is to exploit the structure of a document [Kru01a]. Opposing to

the approaches above, Kruschwitz uses only those terms as keywords, which appear in at least two dif-

ferent contexts within a document; the considered contexts are meta information, document headings,

document title and emphasized parts of a document.

Automatic metadata generation for e-learning applications mostly relies on generic approaches for

metadata generation, such as those described above. In some cases, knowledge about genre specific

properties of learning resources is used to tune these metadata generation approaches.

Saini et al. , for instance, employ a Naïve Bayes classifier to categorize learning objects [SRS06]. They

use two existing topical taxonomies with a total of 41 categories and 412 learning resources that have

been collected on the Internet. The Naive Bayes classifier achieves a performance (F1 measure) of about

43% for the overall learning task. A clustering method increases this measure to 60%. Khoury et al. use

natural language processing methods for extracting metadata from learning resources [KKK06]. Their

approach is based on a part-of-speech analysis of sentences. The extracted information is finally used to

predict the title, description and keywords for a document.
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Figure 6.2: Process of training and evaluation of a classifier.

Another work has to be mentioned: the Simple Automatic Metadata Generation Interface (SAmgI)

[MDO07]. SAmgI is not a single metadata generation method, but a framework for metadata generation

methods. Different automatic metadata generation methods can be plugged into this framework. Appli-

cations, such as repositories that need to generate metadata, can access the framework for generating

metadata. Dahl and Vossen propose a hybrid approach for metadata generation that is partially based

on the Web 2.0 paradigm [DV07]. The creation of metadata is split between the author of a learning

resource, the learner, and a platform. Author and learner manually create metadata; the platform ap-

plies automatic metadata creation methods. An overview over various human and automatic metadata

generation methods is also given by Bergstraesser [Ber05].

6.2 A New Categorization Approach Based on Wikipedia as Substitute Corpus

As mentioned in the previous section, various machine learning methods exist. If it is intended to apply

machine learning methods for metadata generation, several tasks have to be considered. Based on a

particular scenario that is described below, a suitable method is proposed in this section. For that purpose,

first a suitable training corpus has to be found. A measure for evaluation of the classification effectiveness

is also required. Afterwards, a particular categorization method has to be chosen and tuned with suitable

parameters. The stages of the whole process that leads to a classifier is depicted in Figure 6.2.

6.2.1 A Scenario for Domain-Independent Topical Metadata Generation

Learning object repositories (LOR) store learning resources for various purposes. With the large number

of repositories that exist today, also the purposes of the repository, the contained learning resources, and

the users differ. Some repositories are focussed on a narrow topic (e. g. GROW, the Geotechnical, Rock

and Water Resources Library25), others contain a very broad range of subjects (e. g. MERLOT26).

In our scenario, we assume that a new repository for learning resources without domain restriction

is established. That means, in the beginning there are no learning resources available in the repository.

Because there are no domain restrictions, a predefined classification system for the expected learning

resources does not exist. Two examples for such a kind of repository are a university-wide repository

and an open marketplace for learning resources. In the first case it is assumed that a university wants

25 http://www.grow.arizona.edu/
26 http://www.merlot.org
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to establish a new university-wide repository of academic learning resources. This repository shall be

filled with learning resources by all faculties. It is not restricted to particular knowledge domains and

there is no limitation of topics. In the beginning, the repository is almost empty; it grows over time.

The range of contained topics might even change over time, when learning resources from new domains

become available. That is, there is no a priori knowledge about the topics of learning resources that will

be stored in the repository. The Content Sharing project27 may serve as a second example. The Content

Sharing marketplace provides a platform on which learning resources may be traded by producers and

consumers. Here again, there are no learning resources available in the beginning; the marketplace

repository is filled in the operating stage. Again, the topics of traded learning resources are not a priori

known. Nonetheless, users expect to efficiently retrieve learning resources.

The repository in our scenario is supposed to support two retrieval tasks by suitable metadata: search-

ing and browsing. Browsing over learning resources is different from browsing Web pages on the Internet.

Web pages are hypertext documents, which contain lots of links to related Web pages, whereas learning

resources should not contain references to other learning resources in order to remain self-contained.

Hence, metadata has to be used for browsing. There are mainly two metadata fields in the LOM specifi-

cation, which are predestinated for browsing: relations and classifications. Relations directly refer from

the metadata record of one learning resource to another learning resource. However, relations are rarely

specified by authors. An automated classification of learning resources could be accomplish, as machine

learning methods can be applied (see Section 6.1). If learning resources are classified into hierarchical

categories, browsing can be accomplished on two levels: Firstly, users may navigate from a learning re-

source to other learning resources within the same category. And secondly, the user may browse over the

hierarchically organized category graph. With such a browsing approach, the user may start in the root

category and descent into subcategories until he has found his area of interest. Or he begins at a known

learning resource or category and explores the adjacent categories.

For this scenario, an automatic metadata generation method is helpful, which classifies learning re-

sources into hierarchical categories. Furthermore, a hierarchical category system is needed, which covers

a very broad range of topics. Such a category system can be used for both searching and browsing.

6.2.2 The Wikipedia-Based Categorization Approach

Corresponding to the scenario, a classifier is needed that works under the conditions of a large number

of categories, a priori unknown topics, and an initially small amount of available learning resources.

First, a training corpus has to be identified for training a machine learning classifier.

As the section on related work has shown, there are a lot of field-tested methods for categorization

of documents in general. Learning resources have likewise been categorized successfully in the past,

for instance by Saini et al. [SRS06]. However, these methods are applied only to a small number of

categories – 41 in the case of Saini. A major challenge arises from the fact that all known machine

learning algorithms require several positive and optionally also negative sample documents per category

for learning a classifier. Consequently, a large number of categories demands for an even larger number

27 http://www.contentsharing.com
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Figure 6.3: Using Wikipedia articles as substitute corpus.

of already labeled learning resources as training corpus. In our scenario, this training corpus does not

exist in the repository, because only few learning resources are present in the beginning.

To solve this challenge, we propose to replace the conventional training corpus of a machine learning

method by a substitute corpus. As a substitute corpus, a set of document has to be found, which fulfills

two criteria:

1. The documents have to be similar to the learning resources that are to be classified later. Similarity

in this regard means that a machine learning method can infer from substitute documents to real

learning resources28 afterwards.

2. The sample documents have to be already labeled by concepts from a large-scale thematic taxon-

omy. It is assumed that it is not feasibly to manually label a large number of sample documents

because of economic reasons.

A corpus that might fulfill these two criteria is the free encyclopedia Wikipedia29. Wikipedia contains

a huge number of encyclopedic articles about various topics. If there is a topic that is important for a

particular community, it is as well likely that a Wikipedia article about that topic exists. Furthermore,

several instances of Wikipedia for different languages exist, for instance the German Wikipedia30. As of

June 2008, the English Wikipedia contains about 2,400,000 articles; the German Wikipedia accounts

for 762,000 articles at that time. Wikipedia articles are organized in thematic categories. There are,

for instance, more than 50,000 categories in the German Wikipedia. A category may be part of a more

generic category. All categories form a directed acyclic graph31; they have a common root category.

Ponzetto and Strube have compared the Wikipedia category systems to two other taxonomies:

"We compared the created taxonomy with ResearchCyc and via semantic similarity mea-

sures with WordNet. Our Wikipedia-based taxonomy proved to be competitive with the two

arguably largest and best developed existing ontologies." [PS07]

28 The term real learning resource is used to identify those learning resources, which are stored in the repository from our
scenario.

29 http://en.wikipedia.org
30 http://de.wikipedia.org
31 Actually, sometimes cycles have been detected and removed by Wikipedia administrators in the past. We assume that the

category system now is a directed acyclic graph.
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That analysis supports the usage of Wikipedia categories as taxonomy. There are some domain-specific

taxonomies, which possibly describe a particular domain in more detail. For instance, the Medical Subject

Headings (MeSH)32 thesaurus exists for medical resources. But these taxonomies are applicable only for

that limited domain. The Wikipedia category system seems to be well suited for the given domain-

independent scenario.

The proposed approach for a training corpus is to use Wikipedia articles as substitute documents. The

categories to which an article is assigned serve as labels. A machine learning method is used to learn

classifiers for all Wikipedia categories. These classifiers should afterwards be able to correctly classify

real learning resources (figure 6.3). This approach is experimentally evaluated in the next two sections.

Existing approaches do not use Wikipedia articles as training documents for machine learning methods.

Thus, the Wikipedia-based classifier is a novel approach.

6.2.3 Related Work Using Wikipedia as Knowledge Source

Many researchers have identified Wikipedia as a rich source of knowledge for automatic processing

before33. The Wikipedia corpus is used for different purposes, for instance for ontology extraction, for

extracting linguistic knowledge, or for developing or improving classifiers. There are also works that

research the development and growth of the Wikipedia [Vos05].

Voss explains the category system of Wikipedia and compares it to other indexing types. He points

out that the Wikipedia category system is designed as a thesaurus [Vos06]. Voss also describes how

categories are technically stored and linked to each other. Ponzetto and Strube extract the category

system of Wikpedia as a large scale taxonomy [PS07]. They identify the advantages of the Wikipedia

category system as domain independent, up-to-date, and multilingual. In order to evaluate the quality of

this taxonomy, the coverage and quality of semantic relations are compared to other taxonomies. YAGO

is another approach for extracting ontologies out of Wikipedia [SKW07]. YAGO extracts and combines

knowledge from Wikipedia and WordNet [Mil95] to build a large, light-weight ontology.

Besides the extraction of ontologies, the Wikipedia corpus serves also as a source of linguistic knowl-

edge. This kind of knowledge is frequently used as input to further improve other text processing, ma-

chine learning and information retrieval methods. For instance, Strube and Ponzetto extract information

about the pairwise relatedness of words from Wikipedia [SP06]. Wikipedia proves to be a better informa-

tion source for this task than a baseline that uses the Google search engine. The community-generated

Wikipedia is even comparable to hand-crafted taxonomies, such as WordNet. In [LGFM08] we use Wiki-

pedia pages for the disambiguation of terms.

There are some approaches that retrieve other general purpose category systems than Wikipedia as

initial source for categorization tasks. Chekuri et al. retrieve categorized Web documents from the Yahoo

Web catalog. These documents are used to learn a classifier for categorizing new documents into these

categories [CGRU97]. Not the whole Yahoo taxonomy is used, but only 20 high-level categories and

2000 training documents. LiveClassifier is a system for automatically collecting corpora from the Internet

32 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
33 An incomplete list of academic studies that use Wikipedia as knowledge source exists as a Wikipedia project page:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_in_academic_studies.
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[HCC04]. Requiring only a user-defined topic hierarchy, the system retrieves a corpus from a Web search

engine and trains a classifier with this corpus.

The approach of Schönhofen is similar to our method presented in this section: he uses Wikipedia

articles and categories to determine the topics of documents [Sch06]. The two approaches differ insofar

that Schönhofen uses only article and category titles to find category candidates for a document, but

not the text of Wikipedia articles. First, he analyzed how good the categories for articles taken from

Wikipedia are predicted. Afterwards, he uses predicted categories as features to improve the categoriza-

tion of newsgroups postings. The work of Syed et al. employs Wikipedia article names and categories to

describe the common concepts of a set of documents; they compare documents to the full text of articles

using the cosine similarity [SFJ07]. The most similar articles for each document of a given set are used

to calculate the common concepts of that document set.

Gabrilovich et al. [GM07a] use the Wikipedia corpus for feature generation in order to improve ma-

chine learning methods. Text documents are transformed into concept vectors. Each dimension of a

concept vector is represented by a Wikipedia article; the corresponding values express how related a

given document is to a particular article. This approach is called Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA). Con-

cept vectors are used instead of the original word vectors as input for text categorization systems. Yet

another kind of information is used by Potthast et al. [PSA08]. Wikipedia articles may contain links to

an equivalent article in another language instance of Wikipedia. Potthast et al. make use of these links

for cross-language retrieval.

6.2.4 Choosing Effectiveness Measures for Hierarchical Categorization

Precision and recall are based on binary decisions; that means, a determined category is either correct

or false. However, this binary decision is not adequate if hierarchical categories are used [MPL06]. As

an example, consider that an object, which belongs to the category Bacteria is spuriously assigned to

Bacterial diseases. This classification is wrong, but on the other hand not as bad as if the object had been

classified as Cars.

Instead of using binary decisions, several evaluation methods use scalar values to rate the misclas-

sification. All these methods have in common that they calculate a value for the pair of correct and

determined category, which can be referred to as similarity, distance or misclassification costs. Resnik

calculates a so called information content for concept nodes of the WordNet taxonomy [Res95]. The

semantic similarity of two concepts is then computed as the maximum information content value of

all concepts that subsume the two concepts. Resnik’s evaluation shows that using information content

outperforms measures that count the path length between two concepts. Sun and Lim calculate the con-

tribution of a document to a particular category based on the cosine of feature vectors [SL01]. Extended

precision and recall measures for a category are determined afterwards by taking all contributions to

this category into account. It has been shown that these extended performance measure can improve

hierarchical classification [SLN03].

Resnik’s notion of information content requires a corpus, in which the frequency of concepts can

be counted. Seco et al. propose a new method for determining the information content of concepts,

which analyzes only the structure of the taxonomy [SVH04]. Strube and Ponzetto found out that for
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the categories of Wikipedia this method correlates better with human judgement than Resnik’s method

[SP06].

As Strube and Ponzetto have successfully tested their measure on the Wikipedia corpus, this measure

is adopted for this thesis. It counts the hyponyms of a category and compares it to the overall number

of categories in the taxonomy. Given that hyponyms(c) is the number of subcategories subsumed by

a category c and |C | is the number of all categories, the information content of a category c is then

calculated by equation 6.1.

ic(c) = 1−
log(hyponyms(c) + 1)

log(|C |)
(6.1)

To calculate the similarity of two categories c1 and c2, Resnik has defined a similarity function simres

as follows [Res95]:

simres(c1, c2) = max
c∈S(c1,c2)

ic(c) (6.2)

S(c1, c2) is the set of all categories that subsume c1 and c2.

Lin has analyzed different similarity functions and defined a theoretical foundation [Lin98]. Seco et

al. have applied one of Lin’s formulas to information content. This equation can also be transformed into

a distance function, which is equivalent to the definition of Jiang and Conrath [JC97] (cp. equation 6.3).

Note that the equation has been normalized in order to obtain values between 0 and 1.

dist jcn(c1, c2) =
(ic(c1) + ic(c2))− 2 ∗ simres(c1, c2)

2
(6.3)

Knowing the distance between two categories, we can now calculate performance measures, such as

precision, recall and accuracy. In our scenario the overall performance and not the performance per

category is of interest; therefore the overall accuracy is determined. The accuracy calculation is based on

the cost-based accuracy, as defined by Li and Bontcheva [LB07]; the distance from equation 6.3 is used

as cost function. According to [LB07] the hierarchical accuracy acchier is given in equation 6.4, where

ci ∈ CM is the determined category of learning resource i using method M and li ∈ L is the corresponding

reference label, which is considered as ground truth.

acchier(CM , L) =

∑n
i=1(1− dist jcn(ci, li))

n
(6.4)

For measuring the performance of different categorizations in the following sections, two performance

functions are used. One is the flat accuracy acc f lat , which counts how many learning resources have been
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of documents in a document vector space.

categorized into the correct category. The hierarchical accuracy acchier is used as second measure to also

take different degrees of misclassification into account.

acc f lat(CM , L) =
|{i|ci = li, 1≤ i ≤ n}|

n
(6.5)

6.2.5 Implementation of the New Classifier

In order to evaluate whether the proposed approach is feasible, the categorization method has been

implemented. This subsection describes which machine learning method has been selected, how the

actual classifier has been implemented, how the Wikipedia corpus has been prepared for the method,

and which test data that has been used for evaluation.

A Wikipedia-based Classifier Using the k-Nearest-Neighbor Method

Before a classifier can be implemented a decision for one categorization method has to be made. There

are several methods known from machine learning, which could be applicable, for instance Bayes clas-

sifiers, decision trees, support vector machines, k-nearest-neighbors (kNN), and many more. All of these

methods basically perform the same task, but with a different effectiveness and efficiency [Yan99].

The given scenario requires learning to classify a large number of categories: for the German Wiki-

pedia instance more than 40,000 categories, using several hundreds of thousands of articles as training

documents. At this order of magnitude, the efficiency of a categorization method (time and memory re-

sources required for training and classification) has to be considered. The kNN method has been chosen

for three reasons: Firstly, it is known to work well with large amounts of classes [Yan99]. Secondly, the

kNN method does not require an off-line training phase; this probably makes the comparison of different

parameter settings faster. And finally, the kNN method can be extended by additional information, such

as links between articles or categories. Other categorization methods, such as support vector machines
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or Bayes classifiers would require a separate classifier for each category and furthermore a long training

phase; for the large number of 40,000 categories the resources of a typical workstation are supposed to

be insufficient.

Single-label categorization has been chosen for the evaluation. This means that each learning resource

is assigned to exactly one category. A learning resource often contains aspects that could belong to

different categories; we assign though a learning resource only to the one category, which subsumes

the contents best. A multi-label approach could also be applied and would probably be better suited

for real-world applications. However, a multi-label approach would bring up two challenges: Firstly,

the manual labeling of the sample learning resources becomes more difficult, because it is unclear how

much contents of a learning resource have to be related to a category for making the learning resource

a member of that category. For instance, does a learning resource about diesel fuel besides the category

fuels also belong to the categories diesel engines, German inventors or petroleum products? Furthermore,

the categorization method would involve additional parameters that have to be tuned in order to achieve

an acceptable effectiveness.

The k-nearest-neighbors method requires that documents are transformed into feature vectors. For a

given query document dx the document’s feature vector ~dx is compared to the feature vectors of the

training documents. The comparison may use for example the Euclidean distance or the cosine measure,

which is based on the angle between two vectors (see Figure 6.4). Let A be the set of all articles of

Wikipedia in a chosen language and T the set of all terms (words) that occur in the Wikipedia corpus.

The terms in T , or a subset T ∗ thereof, are used as features. Thus, the elements of T ∗ span the document

vector space in which documents are compared. The document similarity σ between the document dx

and a Wikipedia article ai ∈ A is, for instance, defined as the cosine similarity.

σ(dx , ai) := σcos(dx , ai) =
~dx ∗ ~ai

| ~dx | ∗ |~ai|
(6.6)

Categorization of a document with the kNN method is based on the similarity of documents. For the

document dx the k most similar articles (neighbors, n(dx)) are determined; the number k is specified

as parameter. For each article we know to which categories it belongs. The occurrences of categories of

articles in n(dx) are counted. The document dx is assigned to the category cy ∈ C to which most of the k

articles belong.

n(dx) = {ai ∈ A, |{a j ∈ A|σ(dx , a j)> σ(dx , ai)}|< k} (6.7)

The influence of an article on the category to determine can be either real valued, depending on the

distance between dx and the article, or discrete [Mit97]. The discrete-valued function has been chosen

for the present implementation, because it is easier to calculate and the impact of distance weights is
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assumed to be marginal. The rank r of a category c regarding the document dx is specified as the number

of neighbor articles that belong to c.

rdx
(c j) = |{ai ∈ n(dx) | ai ∈ c j}| (6.8)

Finally, the document dx is assigned to the category cy that has the highest rank among the neighbors.

catkNN (dx) := cy ∈ C with rdx
(cy) = max{rdx

(c j) | c j ∈ C} (6.9)

Algorithm 6.2.1: WIKIPEDIABASEDCATEGORIZATION(LR)

transform learning resource LR into a vector representation

for each article A[i] ∈W IKI PEDIA

do calculate similarity σ(LR, A[i])

sort articles by decreasing σ

S← top K articles with highest σ

CAT ← category that is most frequent in S

return (CAT )

The overall classification algorithm is also given as pseudocode in Algorithm 6.2.1. As mentioned above

there are some parameters that influence the selection of neighbors and thus also the categorization

result. For instance, the value k has a high impact. Suitable parameters have to be determined empirically.

This parameter calibration is done in Section 6.3.

Parameters of the Wikipedia-Based Classifier

The effectiveness of a k-nearest-neighbors method depends strongly on the choice of certain parameters.

Lim shows that "it is very worthy of tuning parameters of kNN method to increase performance rather

than having hard time in developing a new learning method" [Lim04]. Following this finding, the method

proposed in this chapter was calibrated by optimizing a number of parameters (see Figure 6.5). Different

parameters and variations of the kNN method have been tested. They can be divided into two groups.

The first group are parameters that influence the calculation of similarity between two documents. The

second group subsumes parameters and method variants that determine how from document similarities

the category membership of a learning resource is inferred. Group one comprises dimensionality reduc-

tion and the selection of a similarity measure for feature vectors. Group two consists of the value k and

of various approaches to replace the basic kNN method by algorithms that exploit knowledge about the
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internal hierarchy of a learning resource, the category system structure, or the page link structure of the

Wikipedia corpus.

As measures for computing the similarity of two vectors in the word vector space, the cosine measure,

the Jaccard coefficient and an overlap coefficient were evaluated34. These measures will be formally

specified in the next section.

Sebastiani considers dimensionality reduction as a means to improve the effectiveness and efficiency

of machine learning methods [Seb02]. Methods for dimensionality reduction are distinguished into term

selection methods and term extraction methods. Term selection means that a subset of the original set of

terms is used for classification. Term extraction methods generate new terms that are not elements of the

original set of terms; exemplary methods for term extraction are latent semantic indexing and random

indexing [Sah05]. Term selection methods employ different metrics for determining which terms are

most relevant for the categorization quality. One metric is the document frequency of terms that measures

in how many different documents of a given corpus a particular term occurs. Yang and Pedersen point

out that the document frequency of terms is comparable to other, more complex measures [YP97]. Thus,

term selection is based on document frequency as measure in this thesis.

The basic implementation of the categorization method used a traditional discrete-valued method. A

set of k most similar articles for a given query document dx was determined. The category to which

most of these neighbors belong was chosen as category of dx . In addition, two variants of the basic

methods were developed and tested that tried to improve the Wikipedia-based classifier in a late phase;

the prediction function of a category from a set of determined similar articles was modified. The first

variant used the hierarchical structure of the category system for rating also more generic categories of

an article. The second variant decomposed a learning resource into several fragments and determines

34 In the first experiments the Dice coefficient was implemented as a fourth similarity measure [MRS07]. However, as the
results of the Dice coefficient were equal to those of the Jaccard coefficient the Dice coefficient has been omitted in the
diagrams and tables in this chapter for reasons of clarity.
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neighbors for each fragment. The two variants and their impact on the categorization performance are

described in the next section in more detail.

Preparation of the Wikipedia Corpus

Using the kNN method for categorization requires to compare documents in a word vector space. If

all words that occur in the Wikipedia corpus are used as base vectors the dimensionality of the vector

space may reach about three million. Hence, each document would be represented by a vector with

three million elements. Considering also that the Wikipedia corpus contains several hundred thousand

articles, the memory requirements and the computing time for all similarities may be immense [MRS08].

Efficient storage forms and algorithms have to be applied.

The uncompressed database dumps of Wikipedia instances have a size between 2 GB (German Wiki-

pedia) and 5 GB (English Wikipedia). If the classifier should fit completely into main memory (reading

data from hard disk is an expensive operation) the reduction of memory consumption has a high priority.

First of all, a sparse vector representation is used, which means that only non-zero elements of vectors

are stored. Considering, that most articles contain only some hundred different words out of the vocabu-

lary of 3 million words, the effect is significant. Additionally, the dimensionality of the word vector space

was reduced (see below); however, sparse vectors are still necessary.

The Wikipedia corpus was preprocessed in order to enable efficient calculation of similarity values

when a document is to be classified. A database dump of the German Wikipedia was downloaded from

the Internet in February 2007 as XML file 35. First, the total set of Wikipedia pages has been filtered

for regular articles. Wikipedia contains different types of pages, such as regular articles, category pages,

Wikipedia project pages, image pages, and so on. Only regular articles were used as reference documents

for the categorization method. From these regular articles, the pure texts were extracted; markup was

discarded.

The run-time representation of article vectors was realized using the compressed sparse row format,

which contains only none-zero values plus two index vectors: a column index, which determines the

position within a vector, and a row index which indicates where each vector starts [GJS03]. An additional

hash table for fast random access to non-zero values was introduced as extension to the compressed

sparse row. Based on the compressed sparse row representation for article vectors and a hash table

representation of learning resource vectors, an optimized algorithm for calculating the similarity was

implemented.

For a hierarchical evaluation as specified above the structure of the category graph and the category

membership of articles have to be known. This information was also extracted from the Wikipedia corpus.

Two graphs were extracted: a category graph that contains all links from any page to a category; and a

page link graph that contains all links between any two Wikipedia pages. Both graphs are stored as a set

of identifier pairs, where each identifier pair consists of the source and the destination of a link.

35 Database dumps are available as XML and SQL dumps for different languages at http://download.wikimedia.org/.
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Sample Learning Resources

Obtaining useful sample data is crucial for the evaluation of a categorization method. In the general

area of information retrieval, researchers use common corpora (e. g. the TREC collections36 or Reuters

news corpora [LYRL04]) in order to ensure that results are comparable to other approaches. A suitable

sample corpus of learning resources is to the best of our knowledge not existing at the moment. A

procedure to obtain sample learning resources could be to gather them manually by searching on the

Internet [SRS06] or to automatically retrieve Web resources based on specified category labels [HCC04].

However, we believe that an evaluation is most valuable if authentic learning resources are used, which

are applied for teaching in practice.

Knowledge in Medical Education (k-MED) is an interdisciplinary project that supports e-learning in

medical education. WBT learning resources about various medical topics are created, used and shared

by teachers at several German universities. The learning resources are created in the ResourceCenter au-

thoring environment [HHRS05] and transformed into SCORM packages for learning. There are currently

more than 200 learning resources available at package level granularity. While this number of learning

resources is insufficient for training a classifier, it is large enough for calibration and an overall evalua-

tion. 150 packages have been downloaded from the k-MED repository as samples for the evaluation of

the Wikipedia-based classifier; all of them are written in German language. The 150 learning resources

have been split into two sets: 100 learning resources form a calibration set for determining suitable pa-

rameters for the method; the remaining 50 learning resources are used as a test set. In the terminology

of machine learning, a training set is required to build a classifier; in the case of the proposed method,

the Wikipedia corpus serves as a training set. Each of the k-MED learning resources is manually assigned

to the Wikipedia category where it is supposed to best fit in; these manual labels are regarded as ground

truth. As a preparation for processing, the pure texts have been extracted from each SCORM package.

Additionally, the internal hierarchical structure of these texts has been extracted for certain extensions

of the categorization method.

6.3 Experimental Calibration of the Wikipedia-Based Classifier

Section 6.2 has presented a new approach for categorizing learning resources. This approach replaces the

typical training corpus by Wikipedia articles as substitutes. The method was implemented and applied

to a set of real learning resources. Different values for a number of parameters were varied in order to

calibrate the categorization method. The results of the calibration are presented in this section.

6.3.1 Experiment 1 – The Basic Wikipedia-Based Classifier

In a first experiment a discrete-valued k-nearest-neighbors classifier is implemented. The classification

task is to assign a given learning resource dx to exactly one category. The learning resource dx and the

articles of the Wikipedia are transformed into term vectors. All words that occur in the Wikipedia corpus

are initially considered as valid terms. A stemming algorithm is applied to merge different forms of the
36 http://trec.nist.gov/data.html
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same word stem37. The occurrence of words in dx are counted and weighted by the TF-IDF weighting

scheme [SWY75]. TF-IDF means that the term frequency (how often a term occurs in the current doc-

ument) is divided by the logarithm of the document frequency (in how many documents of the corpus

the term occurs). Thus, terms that appear in only few documents are weighted higher than terms that

are very common. The vectors are normalized to a length of 1.0 for facilitating further calculations. For

computing the similarity between a query document vector ~dx and an article vector ~ai three different

similarity measures were applied. The cosine similarity is defined as inner product of two vectors.

dscos(dx , ai) =
~dx ∗ ~ai

| ~dx | ∗ |~ai|
= ~dx ∗ ~ai (6.10)

The remaining two similarity functions operate on term sets instead of vectors. Let X be the set of terms

occurring in dx , and Yi the set of terms in ai. Then, the Jaccard similarity and the overlap coefficient are

calculated as set operations:

dsJaccard(dx , ai) =
|X ∩ Yi|

|X |+ |Y | − |X ∩ Yi|
(6.11)

dsOverlap(dx , ai) =
|X ∩ Yi|

min(|X |, |Yi|)
(6.12)

The second parameter that has been varied is term selection. Lim shows that the kNN method may

achieve good result even if the number of terms is reduced by 90% if the right terms are selected [Lim04].

Yang and Pedersen prove that the document frequency is a suitable criterion for term selection [YP97].

Therefore, document frequency (DF) was chosen as selection criterion. Terms with high and low frequen-

cies were removed. At the low DF end, terms were removed that occurred in only one or two documents;

but also a measurement including these terms was performed. At the other end, document frequencies

of 50,000, 100,000 and 200,000 were used as upper limit; again, having no upper limit was an option.

In total, 7 combinations of low and high DF limits were compared.

The articles were ranked by their similarity with dx . The k most similar articles were used for deter-

mining the category membership of dx . Different values for k (1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30) were compared for

calibration.

The effectiveness of the Wikipedia-based classifier for combinations of the three parameters (similarity

measure, term selection, k) was measured by applying the classifier to a calibration set of 100 learning

resources. Two different measures were used. First, the flat accuracy acc f lat has been calculated by

analyzing how many learning resources have been classified into the exactly correct category out of

about 40,000. As a second measure, the hierarchical accuracy acchier also regards how far the distance

between a mismatching category and the correct one is (cp. Section 6.2.4).

37 The German stemming algorithm form the Snowball project (http://snowball.tartarus.org/) has been used.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of flat accuracy of the three similarity measures for a fixed term selection (3 ≤
DF ≤ 100,000).
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of hierarchical accuracy of the three similarity measures for a fixed term selection
(3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000).

Table 6.1: Accuracy measurements (acc f lat/acchier) for a fixed term selection (3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000).

k cosine jaccard overlap

1 24% / 48,20% 33% / 65,51% 0% / 16,28%

3 39% / 64,26% 33% / 65,66% 0% / 31,70%

5 45% / 68,03% 36% / 66,11% 0% / 37,88%

10 58% / 76,81% 39% / 66,40% 0% / 39,86%

20 62% / 80,34% 31% / 61,71% 3% / 42,13%

30 55% / 74,96% 24% / 57,97% 6% / 43,47%
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of different term selections with the cosine measure (flat accuracy).Hierarchical Accuracy with Cosine Measure
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of different term selections with the cosine measure (hierarchical accuracy).

As the categorization has been performed with three variable parameters, the results were analyzed

individually for each of the parameters. First, the three implemented similarity measures (cosine, Jac-

card and overlap) are compared. For visualizing the performance of these measures, a term selection

of document frequencies between 3 and 100,000 is fixed. The k value remains as free parameter. The

achieved flat and hierarchical accuracy for each of the three similarity measures for different values of k

are illustrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The measurements for these diagrams are also listed in Table 6.1.

What can be seen in the two diagrams is that the cosine measure significantly outperforms the other two

similarity measures if a good value for k is chosen. The overlap measure is by far the worst measure. The

performance of the Jaccard measure is less strongly affected by the choice of k than the cosine similarity.

This observation is confirmed by the diagrams for other term selections (see Appendix B).

Next, the impact of term selection is regarded. For this purpose, only the cosine similarity is used

as similarity measure. The accuracy curves for different term selections over varying values of k are

compared in the Figures 6.8 and 6.9. All seven curves are very close to each other. This means that the

choice of k has a much higher impact than the choice of a term selection. A k of 20 generates the best

accuracy values for both flat and hierarchical accuracy. Nonetheless, there are performance variations for

different term selections. Two characteristics can be observed. First, removing terms with a low document

frequency (less than three documents) always improved the accuracy in the experiment. Reducing high
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Figure 6.10: Flat accuracy measurement for hierarchical category propagation (3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000).

document frequencies down to 100,000 increases the effectiveness; a further reduction to 50,000 leads

to suboptimal results. Thus, a term selection of document frequencies between 3 and 100,000 can be

interpreted as optimal with respect to the given set of documents.

Overall, a set of optimal parameter settings has been determined. These settings are:

• cosine measure as similarity measure

• term selection: 3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000

• k = 20

The implemented Wikipedia-based classifier in combination with the determined parameter values are

further referred to as basic method. Following subsections will describe variations of the method and

compare them to the basic method. For now, the determined parameters are only valid for the used

training set of learning resources. In order to show that the parameters are also valid for the general

case, they have to be confirmed by applying the classifier to the test set.

6.3.2 Experiment 2 – Generalization by Hierarchical Propagation

The basic method considers only the immediate categories of related articles as candidates. Measured

hierarchical accuracy values of 80% indicate that falsely assigned categories are not completely wrong.

The assigned category is often at least similar to the ground truth category. A modified version of the

basic method tries to leverage the potential of these nearby misclassifications. The idea is to introduce

a mechanism of generalization. Generalization is realized by propagation of category relevance to more

general categories of an article. As an example, we assume that the set of most similar articles for a

learning resource consists of 10 articles from the category Viral diseases and 10 articles from the category

Bacterial diseases; in this case, a decision for one of the two categories is likely to be wrong. Instead of

considering only these two categories, the category Infectious diseases (which subsumes Viral diseases and
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Figure 6.11: Hierarchical accuracy measurement for hierarchical category propagation (no term
selection).
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Figure 6.12: Hierarchical accuracy measurement for hierarchical category propagation (3 ≤ DF ≤
100,000).
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Bacterial diseases) could also be considered as a candidate. This propagation can be recursively repeated

by also generalizing from Infectious diseases to Diseases, and so on.

However, this approach bears the risk of over-generalization: if predictions are more general than

necessary, the information content of these predictions decreases. The experiment in this subsection

should identify whether the utilization of hierarchical information results in a positive or negative effect

on the classification effectiveness.

Algorithm 6.3.1: CATEGORIZATIONWITHHIERARCHICALPROPAGATION(LR)

procedure VOTE(Categor y, Weight)

Ranking Indicator[Categor y]← Ranking Indicator[Categor y] +Weight

SC ← all subcategories of Category

for each C ∈ SC

do VOTE(C , P ∗Weight)

exit

main

transform learning resource LR into a vector representation

for each article A[i] ∈W IKI PEDIA

do calculate similarity σ(LR, A[i])

sort articles by decreasing σ

S← top K articles with highest σ

for each A∈ S

do for each category label Cof A

do VOTE(C , 1.0)

CAT ← category with highest RankingIndicator

return (CAT )

In order to utilize hierarchical information, also super categories of determined articles are taken into

consideration. The strength of a category depends on the degree of generalization: the more general

a category is in relation to a determined article, the less likely the category becomes a candidate38. A

propagation factor p specifies how strong the effects of more general categories are. Let g be a super

category of a category ci. Then the influence w(g) of g on the classification is w(g) = p ∗ w(ci). The

influence of a category ca, to which an article a directly belongs is defined as w(ca) = 1. This modified

method is described as pseudocode on Algorithm 6.3.1.

This modified classifier has also been implemented and evaluated. Four propagation rates (0.2, 0.3, 0.5

and 0.7) have been compared to the basic method. First of all, the cosine measure again was superior to

38 It is obvious that otherwise the root category would always be selected, because all articles recursively belong to that
category.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of fragment-based categorization (flat accuracy).

the other two similarity measures; hence, the discussion of results is focussed on outcomes of the cosine

similarity function. Figure 6.10 illustrates how the hierarchical propagation method performs against the

basic method with regard to the flat accuracy measure and given a term selection of 3≤ DF ≤ 100,00039.

The resulting curves show that hierarchical propagation cannot compete with the basic method when

flat accuracy is concerned. Propagation rates of 0.2 and 0.3 create similar curves as the basic method

(but still suboptimal). Propagation rates of 0.5 and 0.7 appear to be by far unsuitable.

In the case of hierarchical accuracy, the hierarchical propagation can keep up with the basic method

(for propagation rates of 0.2 and 0.3). In a setting without term selection, the hierarchical propagation

does even slightly better than the basic method (see Figure 6.11). However, the overall best results are

still provided by the basic method, as Figure 6.12 illustrates for the optimal term selection. A similar

observation is made by Syed et al. who state that using spreading activation over category links "results

in the same prediction or a prediction of a more generalized concept that is evident in the results"

[SFJ07].

To conclude the results, the hierarchical propagation could not improve the categorization effective-

ness compared to the basic method. Regarding acchier the modified method is at best equal to the basic

method, whereas it performs significantly worse regarding acc f lat .

6.3.3 Experiment 3 – Fragmentation of Learning Resources

A further idea for a modification of the categorization method is to take advantage of the internal struc-

ture of a learning resource. Textual learning resources are often organized internally as either a tree of

screen pages or a sequence of screen pages. These pages are called fragments of a learning resources.

Hearst observes for application of information retrieval methods that "a long text is often comprised of

many different subtopics which may be related to one another and to the backdrop in many different

ways" [Hea95]. We believe that this effect may affect not only information retrieval but also machine

learning methods. If a document contains several subtopics, methods such as the k-nearest-neighbors

algorithm could be impaired by term vectors of mixed-topic documents. Therefore, the idea is to apply

39 diagrams for other term selections are similar
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of fragment-based categorization (hierarchical accuracy).

the kNN method to each individual fragment instead of the whole learning resource in order to obtain

subtopics of a learning resource. In a further step the overall topic has to be inferred from the sum of

all subtopics. The fragmentation of learning resources has been derived from the corresponding SCORM

manifests.

Three different approaches were tried of how to determine subtopics and afterwards the overall topic

of a learning resource. All three variants are based again on the ranking of articles based on their sim-

ilarity with a given term vector. The difference to the basic method is that term vectors are used per

fragment instead of per learning resource. According to the calibration results of the first experiment

only the cosine measure was used and a term selection of 3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000 was applied.

The first approach, called fragcat , determines the most probable category for each fragment of a given

learning resource, analog to the basic method. In fact, the basic method is directly applied to each

fragment. In a second step, the occurrences of each category over all fragments are counted. The most

common fragment category is adopted as the category of the whole learning resource (see Algorithm

A.1). This method variant bases upon the assumption that subtopics of a learning resource belong to the

same category.

A second approach, fragar t , determines the k most similar articles for each fragment (see Algorithm

A.2). But instead of inferring an individual category for each fragment as above, the determined articles

from all fragments are merged into a large set (duplicates are allowed). This joint set of articles is used

to determine the overall category again by counting the occurrences of each category.

The third approach is similar to the second one. Article similarities are calculated for each fragment.

But in contrast to the first two approaches, those k articles are selected for the overall learning resource,

which have the maximum similarity values in any of the fragments. Therefore, the variant is named

fragmax (see Algorithm A.3). This method tries to benefit from fragments, which are focussed on partic-

ular subjects. Fragments that are less focussed on a particular topic are intended to have less impact on

the categorization. For this method, the fragmentation is extended: While the former methods only con-

sidered leaf nodes of the internal tree structure of a learning resource, for fragmax also non-leaf elements

are included by the algorithm.
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Table 6.2: Categorization performance for three fragment-based methods.

method measure k = 1 k = 3 k = 5 k = 10 k = 20 k = 30

basic acc f lat 30.00% 43.00% 51.00% 59.00% 62.00% 58.00

method acchier 54.35% 67.68% 72.76% 78.51% 80.02% 77.32%

cat acc f lat 29.00% 36.00% 49.00% 53.00% 54.00% 48.00%

acchier 58.96% 62.39% 71.27% 74.36% 74.32% 70.38%

fragAcc acc f lat 13.00% 20.00% 27.00% 32.00% 49.00% 43.00%

acchier 31.61% 47.93% 56.11% 60.84% 69.15% 65.77%

fragMax acc f lat 38.00% 47.00% 45.00% 52.00% 49.00% 46.00%

acchier 63.83% 69.89% 69.34 % 72.88% 70.90% 68.53%

These three methods for fragment-based categorization were implemented and performed on the al-

ready known calibration set of 100 learning resources. The results are listed in Table 6.2. Note that the

k value has a slightly different meaning for these three methods. The Figures 6.13 and 6.14 visualize the

accuracy curves of the three fragment-based categorization methods and the basic method. For low val-

ues of k the fragmax method performs better than the basic method. However, the overall best accuracy

is still achieved by the basic method.

It is obvious that the fragment-based categorization did not improve the categorization performance;

it even performed significantly worse. Where do these results come from? A closer look at individual

learning resources reveals that some of the learning resources were in fact classified better with frag-

mentation. However, for most learning resources, fragmentation leads to misleading articles, which are

associated with the fragments. Partially, this effect comes from particular genres of the fragments: some

learning resources contain case studies of diseases. These case studies are often assigned to the cate-

gories Mann or Frau (the German equivalents to Men and Women) by the classifier. If the whole learning

resource is represented by a single term vector, this genre effect has less impact on the determined cat-

egory. A reason, why the genre effect occurs so often are the relatively low similarity values for a given

learning resource or fragment vector, which typically range between 0.1 and 0.2. Thus, a genre-specific

tendency towards higher frequencies for some terms may impact the similarity function enough to spoil

the article order. The implemented fragment-based methods do not utilize the position of a fragment

within the learning resource. A weighting of fragments according to their position might help to improve

the effectiveness.

6.4 Evaluation of the Wikipedia-Based Classifier

The previous sections have described, implemented and calibrated a new categorization method for

learning resources. This method is intended to work domain-independently, without an existing training

set of learning resources. Instead of a traditional training set, articles of Wikipedia were used as training

corpus. Section 6.3 applied the new method to a calibration set of 100 learning resources. A set of

parameter values was determined under which the method provided optimal results with regard to

the calibration set. Although the method successfully worked for that particular set of documents, this
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Figure 6.15: Hierarchical accuracy measurement for evaluation set (term selection: 3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000).Hierarchical Accuracy with Cosine Measure
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of different term selections with the cosine measure (hierarchical accuracy).

experiment is no proof that the method generally works, or that the determined parameters also provide

reasonable results for other learning resources. If the determined optimal parameter settings produced

bad results when applied to new learning resources, the determined parameters would have little value.

Thus, it remains for this section to prove that the method as well as the determined parameters are stable

(the method and the determined parameters provide similar results also for other learning resources).

This proof is tackled in the first subsection. In addition, the quality of the Wikipedia-based classifier

should be assessed by comparing it to existing categorization methods. This evaluation is covered by the

second subsection.

6.4.1 Evaluation of Calibrated Parameters

The first part of the evaluation analyzes the stability of the new categorization method. Stability may

refer to the overall quality of the method or to the behavior of the method regarding the free parameters.

Regarding the stability of the overall method, the effectiveness of the method – when applied to another

set of documents – should remain roughly the same. Parameter stability can be assumed if the same

parameter values applied to two sets of documents provide comparable results (relative to the results of

other parameter values).
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For this evaluation a second set of documents is used. This set consists of another 50 learning resources

from the k-MED project. As before, these learning resources were manually labeled. The classifier from

Section 6.2 was applied to this set; the effectiveness was measured again as two separate accuracy

measures (flat accuracy and hierarchical accuracy). In order to assess the overall stability, the achieved

maximum accuracy values were compared to the results of the previous section. A maximum flat accu-

racy of 54% (calibration set: 62%) and a hierarchical accuracy of 82.9% (calibration set: 80.3%) could

be reached. Hence, the flat accuracy was 13% below the first measurement, whereas the hierarchical

accuracy was about 3% above the previous result. Particularly the more expressive hierarchical accuracy

indicates that the overall performance of the method is indeed stable.

In a next step the stability of the parameters was considered. As Figure 6.15 shows, the three applied

similarity measures provided results that are comparable to the calibration measurements. Again, the

cosine measure performs best. Figure 6.16 provides a comparison of the available term selection sets over

the different values of k. The curves look very similar to the calibration results. A difference can though be

observed. There are now two optimal combinations of term selection and k:(3 ≤ DF ≤ 100,000, k = 30)

and (3 ≤ DF ≤ 200,000, k = 20). The differences between k = 20 and k = 30 are though only marginal

for both term selections. Consequently, the method can also be considered to be stable with respect to

the choice of parameters.

6.4.2 Baseline Comparison

The experiments from the previous sections have shown that the Wikipedia-based categorization method

works. But it is also desirable to know how it compares to existing methods. The performance measure-

ment of an already existing categorization method on a given categorization task is called a baseline.

The Wikipedia-based classifier has to be compared against the performance of the baseline method.

The novelty of the presented categorization method is the usage of Wikipedia articles as corpus doc-

uments for training a machine learning classifier. A baseline method would use a traditional corpus; in

our case this traditional corpus would consist of real learning resources. The typical approach of creating

a training corpus for categorization is to split the available documents into two sets, a training set and a

test set. The training set is used as input for training a classifier; the evaluation set serves for measuring

the categorization performance of the learnt classifier.

Based on these considerations, the available learning resources have been split into a training set

of 100 learning resources and a test set of 50 learning resources. The learning resources belong to 63

different categories. The training set has been used for learning four different classifiers. The applied

model learners are a Naive Bayes classifier (Bayes), a support vector machine (SVM), a J48 decision

tree learner (J48), and a JRip rule learner (JRip). The Weka workbench40 has been used as environment

to train and evaluate these classifiers. As performance measure the flat accuracy is used. The classifiers

have been trained with different feature options. As features a weighted (TF-IDF) term count was used.

First all features were applied for training; afterwards, 100 features were selected using the χ2 method

[CMS01]. Features were used as real and as binary values. For some of the classifiers the full feature set

could not be used due to memory limitations.

40 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ ml/index.html
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Table 6.3: Comparison of Wikipedia-based classifier with baseline methods.

Classifier Accurac y f lat Accurac y f lat Accurac y f lat Accurac y f lat

(feature selection, (feature selection, (all features, (all features,

real-valued) binary) real-valued) binary)

JRip 4% 0% 0% 0%

J48 4% 2% 2% 2%

Bayes 4% 2% – –

SVM 2% 8% – –

J48 / AdaBoost 4% 2% 4% 2%

Bayes / AdaBoost 6% 2% – –

SVM / AdaBoost 2% 8% – –

Wikipedia-based 52%

The classification results (Table 6.3) indicate a very poor effectiveness of the baseline methods. Accu-

racy values between 0% and 8% were achieved. The best conventional classifier was a support vector

machine using selected binary features. The number of documents per class varies strongly, which may

affect the performance. Therefore, three of the baseline methods (Bayes, J48 and SVM) were addition-

ally combined with the boosting learning scheme AdaBoost.M1 [FS97]. AdaBoost repeatedly trains a

classifier and adapts the weight of sample documents between the rounds in order to improve the ef-

fectiveness of weakly classified categories. However, the maximal accuracy of 8% could not be further

increased.

The baseline comparison has shown that the traditional methods can learn only poor classifiers from

the given training set for about 60 categories. The Wikipedia-based classifier41 performed significantly

better for these categories; it is assumed to provide a similar effectiveness for the remaining 40,000

categories.

Saini et al. report an effectiveness (F1 measure) of up to 69% for categorization of learning resources

into 20 classes; this result has been achieved under the condition that there are about ten sample doc-

uments per class [SRS06]. For our scenario with a large number of categories (more than 40,000) it is

unlikely that there will ever be a suitable training set of 400,000 manually labeled documents. Even for

a fraction of that number (63 classes) the baseline comparison has demonstrated that a ratio of about

1.5 documents per class prevents a successful learning of classifiers. By contrast, the Wikipedia-based

classifier is able to classify the same test set with a much higher accuracy. Thus, the Wikipedia-based

classifier outperforms conventional methods under the conditions of the underlying scenario.

6.5 A New Approach for Generation of Pedagogical Metadata

The previous sections have dealt with a new method for generating topical metadata. However, learning

object metadata contains more fields besides topical information. For instance, several metadata fields

41 For this measurement the determined parameters from the calibration experiment were used, leading to 52% accuracy. Up
to 54% accuracy could be reached for the test set with different parameters.
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for pedagogical purposes are defined [Hod02b]. This section briefly presents an approach for generating

pedagogical metadata. The method classifies learning resources of a particular granularity regarding

their pedagogical function.

6.5.1 Categorization of Information Objects Using Textual and Structural Features

Learning resources are commonly hierarchically structured, consisting of multiple levels of granularity.

Hence there is a chance that some parts of a course at a finer granularity could also be re-used in other

courses. The granularity level that is most promising for re-use is the level of so called information

objects. Information objects are parts of a learning resource (typically one or a few screen pages) that

each have a dedicated didactic function, such as an overview, a theorem, an example or a test. A large

number of possible didactic functions are described by Meder’s didactic ontologies [Med00]. Multiple

information objects are aggregated to form a learning object, which is suited to achieve a particular

educational objective.

Having pedagogical metadata available could improve retrieval of learning resources beyond mere

topical queries. Hence it would be helpful if each information object were labeled with its didactic func-

tion type. Unfortunately, authors tend to maintain metadata very sparsely; didactic function types are

rarely available. Automatic metadata generation is an umbrella term for different methods to automati-

cally create missing metadata, e.g. by means of machine learning technology. Up to now, classification of

didactic functions has not been addressed by any existing metadata generation method. This subsection

presents our recent work concerning automatic classification of the didactic functions of information

objects. Full details of the experiment setup and achieved results can be found in [Han07].

6.5.2 Textual and Structural Features for Pedagogical Classification

Machine learning methods have already been discussed in Section 6.1. Classifiers do not take complete

objects as input but require mapping the objects to a set of features. Typical features of text documents,

for example, could be occurring words, but other attributes, such as document size or average length of

sentences are also imaginable. In the case of multimedia content (e. g. images or videos), more sophis-

ticated features are needed – for instance color histograms, thickness of lines or detected objects. Many

classification systems for text-based documents rely solely on textual features. Textual features can be

divided into simple statistical information (such as word occurrences) and natural language analysis. Ex-

amples of the latter would be lexical chains [MH91], word sense disambiguation [San94] or grammatical

mood.

For the approach of Section 6.2 only occurring words from a document were used as features. This

works fine if a topical classification is intended. But classification of information objects by didactic func-

tions is comparable to the task of genre detection [SFK00] – both classify not the subject but rather

another dimension of the document. Hence, using only textual features overrates the subject dimension

of a document. For didactic classification additional features are potentially useful. Besides textual fea-

tures, Web based trainings also contain multimedia aspects, which are likely to differ between different

didactic functions. For instance, the presence of interactive media, such as flash animations or usage of
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Table 6.4: Selected features for classification.

Feature name Description

WORD_COUNTER Length of the text

JS_COUNTER Number of JavaScript functions

CONTAINS_LIST HTML code contains at least one list

CONTAINS_FORM HTML code contains forms

CONTAINS_INPUT HTML code contains input elements

CONTAINS_CHOICE HTML code contains choice elements

CONTAINS_INT HTML code contains interaction elements

CONTAINS_SWF Flash animations are embedded

HEADLINE_KW Significant keywords that have been found in the page headline

scripting languages (e. g. JavaScript) could be an indicator for assessments or demonstrations, whereas

they are less likely to appear in other information object types.

Several possible features have been specified for the intended classification task. They have been cat-

egorized into linguistic features, recurring structural patterns and hypertext features. Linguistic features

could be the total text length, occurrence of key terms, headlines and sentence types. Recurring struc-

tural patterns are the position of an information object within the tree structure of a SCORM package

or special knowledge about patterns in other courses from the same author or authoring tool. Hyper-

text features are structural similarity of HTML documents, referenced style sheets, in-link analysis and

embedding of interactive media contents or scripts.

6.5.3 Experimental Setup for Pedagogical Classification

An experiment was set up to evaluate whether multimedia features can be used for classification of

didactic functions. Learning resources from two sources have been used. One source was again the k-

MED project that has been already described above. Other samples were taken from the Content Sharing

project42. Thus, the samples have been created from two different authoring environments and by mul-

tiple authors. The sample courses have been split into information objects. In total, 166 information

objects were used for training and 207 samples for performance measurement.

Each information object was manually labeled with its didactic function. The available didactic func-

tion types were taken from Meder’s didactic ontologies [Med00]. According to the didactic ontologies,

the function types are hierarchically ordered on three levels of detail. The first level of detail differentiates

between receptive knowledge types and interactive assessments. Receptive knowledge types are further

subdivided into source knowledge, orientation knowledge (facts or overview), explanation knowledge

(what-explanation or example) and action knowledge (checklist or principle). Interactive assessments

are either multiple choice tests or assignment tests.

For the implementation of the classification task the free classification framework Weka was used.

Four different classifiers were evaluated: a Bayes network classifier (Bayes), a support vector machine

42 http://www.contentsharing.com
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(SVM), a rule based learner (JRip) and a decision tree learner (C4.5). Human judgment was chosen as

the baseline for comparing the automatic classifiers against. Six people were asked to manually classify

the given samples.

Nine different features were selected for the experiment. These features take into account not the pure

text but rather multimedia aspects. Furthermore, most of the features are independent of the particular

course language. The only textual feature is the headline keyword class. For this feature, particular

decisive words that may occur in a headline are mapped to one of a set of keyword classes. The features

are listed in Table 6.4.

The didactic ontology has three levels of detail. The performance of a classifier can be measured for

each of the levels. Furthermore, it is also possible to classify hierarchically. A first classifier decides only

which top-level category an information object belongs to, the second classifier decides at the middle

level and a third classifier categorizes only on the highest level of detail. Each classifier uses the result

of the previous classifier as additional feature of the object being classified. The experimental setup was

arranged to allow both flat and hierarchical classification.

6.5.4 Evaluation of Pedagogical Classification

As described in the previous subsection the chosen classifiers were trained with a training corpus of 166

information objects. 207 further information objects have been available as test corpus for classification

performance evaluation. Most of the experiments were set up as single-label classification; that is, each

information object is assigned to exactly one category. Six people were asked for their judgment in

order to obtain a baseline. The classifiers are evaluated on three levels of detail according to the three

levels from Meder’s didactic ontologies. As in the previous sections accuracy was chosen as effectiveness

measure. Accuracy is calculated here as

Accurac y =
|cor rect l y classi f ied samples|
|total number o f samples|

(6.13)

The first experiment was classification at the lowest level of detail; that means the classifiers must

decide only if a given information object is either a knowledge type or an assessment. The experiment

was performed first with all nine features and afterwards with a selection of six features: JS_COUNTER,

CONTAINS_FORM, CONTAINS_INPUT, CONTAINS_INT, CONTAINS_SWF and HEADLINE_KW. All four

classifiers performed the task with an accuracy of 100% after feature selection. Without feature selection,

the Bayes and JRip classifiers achieved only 99%. The result became clear after a closer look at the

information objects: all assessments contain markup elements that enable user interaction, whereas most

knowledge types do not have these elements. Thus, the markup-based features chosen are very decisive

for distinguishing between knowledge types and assessments.

The next experiment was classification at the second level of detail. On this level, there are two dif-

ferent types of assessments and three different knowledge types. These five level-two types are used as

categories. It is assumed that no information about the lowest level of detail is known. First, the clas-
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Table 6.5: Classification of second level of detail.

Bayes SVM JRip C4.5 Human Baseline

Accuracy (all features) 0.579 0.613 0.585 0.618
0.787

Accuracy (selected features) 0.609 0.613 0.604 0.614

Table 6.6: Flat classification of highest level of detail.

Bayes SVM JRip C4.5 Human Baseline

Accuracy (all features) 0.396 0.382 0.367 0.430
0.618

Accuracy (selected features) 0.391 0.381 0.353 0.454

sifiers were trained with all nine features. In a second run, only three selected features43 were used as

input: CONTAINS_FORM, CONTAINS_CHOICE, HEADLINE_KW. The evaluation results are compared in

Table 6.5.

First of all, the performance of human judgment is noteworthy. Apparently, the sample information

objects could not be assigned as clearly to one of the knowledge types as theory suggests. Human judg-

ment achieved an accuracy of 78%. This value also has another implication: Retrieval systems should

consider that different users, who are looking for the same information object, may search by different

attribute values. The C4.5 classifier showed the best performance compared to the other classifiers, both

with all features and with a reduced feature set. The Bayes and JRip classifiers improved by reducing

the number of features, whereas the C4.5 classifier slightly degraded. The differences between the four

classifiers shrunk after feature selection. The results of the feature selection indicate that the two types

of assessments can be distinguished by different types of interactive HTML markup. But markup is not

significant for differentiating different knowledge types; of all examined features headline keywords are

most expressive. Future experiments should find out whether linguistic features may result in a better

performance.

The next experiment evaluated the performance of classification for the highest level of detail. This

level of detail consists of eight classes. A flat classification is assumed; this means that no classification

information from the other levels of detail is known. The performance results are denoted in Table 6.6.

These results are less accurate than those of the second level of detail. Even the best classifier C4.5 has

achieved only 43% using all features, which is almost 20% below the human baseline. Feature selection

slightly improves the performance of the tree learner: using only the features WORD_COUNTER, CON-

TAINS_FORM, CONTAINS_CHOICE and HEADLINE_KW raises the accuracy value to 45%. This accuracy

is still too low for practical application and needs to be improved.

Table 6.7: Hierarchical classification of highest level of detail.

Bayes SVM JRip C4.5

Accuracy (all features) 0.700 0.680 0.667 0.660

Accuracy (selected features) 0.705 0.686 0.686 0.676

43 Features have been selected using the information gain measure of Weka.
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An approach for increasing the performance is hierarchical classification, which means that there

is a separate classifier for each level of detail. Each classifier uses the category information from the

lower level of detail as additional feature. Hierarchical classification was tested at the highest level

of detail having the category from the second level available as known input. First, all features were

used. Afterwards, only the features WORD_COUNTER, CONTAINS_LIST, HEADLINE_KW and CLASS2

(known second-level category) were selected for determining the third level of detail. This time, the

Bayes network showed the best performance both for all features and for just the selected features. In

both cases an accuracy of 70% has been reached.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter the automatic generation of metadata has been covered. The availability of metadata is a

key to successful retrieval of learning resources. Two contributions to this area of research were made.

The first contribution is the development of a new, Wikipedia-based method for topical classification of

learning resources; and second, the classification of pedagogical types of learning resources based on

textual and structural features was analyzed.

The motivation for developing a new classification method was the observation that the scenario of

a typical domain independent and in the beginning empty repository poses a challenge that existing

methods cannot cope with. Such a learning object repository is considered to contain various learning

resources of very different subject areas. Conventional classification methods require a training set of

documents for learning how to classify correctly. For successful learning, a ratio of ten or more sample

documents for each individual category is required. In the present scenario the number of categories is

assumed to be large, because the diversity of subject areas has to be regarded, as well as the differentia-

tion of topics within a subject area. Unfortunately, suitable training sets of several thousands of manually

labeled learning resources are hard to obtain.

Therefore, a Wikipedia-based classifier has been proposed as a new approach that works without a

conventional training set. Instead of manually labeled learning resources of the type typically found in

repositories, encyclopedic articles are utilized as training documents for learning a classifier. Wikipedia,

a well-known online encyclopedia was chosen as training corpus. The k-nearest-neighbors method was

chosen as underlying classifier approach. A review of related work has shown that Wikipedia articles

have not been used as training documents, before, neither for the k-nearest-neighbor method, nor for

other machine learning methods. This chapter has introduced a novel Wikipedia-based classifier and has

provided implementation details. The new method has been evaluated in two ways. First, the impact of

some parameters and method variations on the effectiveness of the method were analyzed. Afterwards,

the validity of the method was evaluated by checking the consistency of effectiveness measurements be-

tween two independent document sets. Additionally, the measurements were compared to some baseline

methods.

The analysis of parameters and method variants showed that the choice of a term vector similarity

measure and the specification of the k parameter had the most impact on the result quality. The cosine

measure proved to outperform other similarity measures, a k value of 20 produced optimal results. Term

selection has a positive effect, but to a much lesser degree than the other two parameters. Two additional
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variants of the Wikipedia-based classifier – hierarchical propagation and fragmentation – have been tried.

However, these modifications cannot keep up with a reasonable optimization of the basic parameters. It

can be concluded for the two tested variants that complex modifications of the Wikipedia-based classifier

do not increase the classification accuracy.

An evaluation of the classification method by comparison of accuracy measurements on two separate

document sets was performed. The results for both sets were similar. Particular the determined opti-

mal parameter values of the calibration set achieved almost the best results with the validation set (see

Section 6.4). Furthermore, a comparison of the Wikipedia-based classifier with conventional classifica-

tion method proved that the Wikipedia-based classifier performs significantly better than the baseline

methods (54% accuracy vs. 8% accuracy). This test also highlighted that the baseline methods are not

applicable in the present scenario.

As the evaluation has shown, the Wikipedia-based classifier works well. There is still potential for

further improvements and for extended use cases. For instance, the cross references between Wikipedia

articles could be leveraged. There are often references from one article to other articles, which are related

to the contents of the first article. This relatedness of articles might be taken into account as additional

information for improving the classification.

This chapter has also made a contribution towards didactic classification of information objects using

machine learning technologies. First, different types of features, which might be relevant for this task,

have been identified. Then a series of experiments have been presented, where, in particular, multimedia

features (such as markup or embedded interactive contents) have been used for automatic classification.

According to the chosen categories from a didactic ontology, the classification performance has been

evaluated at different levels of detail. The coarsest level of detail only differentiates between receptive

knowledge types and interactive assessments. At this level a classification accuracy of 100% could be

achieved. However, this performance was partially due to the special characteristics of the evaluated

data sets. On finer levels of detail the accuracy decreased. On the second level of detail the accuracy

amounted to about 61%. On the third and finest level of detail only 45% accuracy could be achieved.

This value could be raised to 70% by applying hierarchical classification.

These experiments have indicated that automatic didactic classification of information objects is pos-

sible and that multimedia features – especially markup information – are suitable features. However, the

performance requires significant improvement for use in practical applications. This might be achieved

by taking into account further types of features. Two types of features, which were not used in the

discussed experiments, appear to be especially promising. The first additional feature type is the posi-

tion of an information object within the learning object or course it belongs to. An argument for using

the position as a feature is that the arrangement of information objects is often influenced by an au-

thor’s intended learning strategy. The second promising feature type is linguistic information; the style

of speech of didactic texts varies depending on the particular didactic intention. Thus, linguistic features

may complement the feature set to achieve a higher performance.
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7 Prototypical Implementation

As Chapter 2 has outlined, multi-granularity reuse of learning resources in heterogeneous systems is the

overall goal of this thesis. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have developed a consistent set of concepts that aim

at improving different constituting features of multi-granularity reuse. There are particularly concepts

for modularization, aggregation, improved retrieval of learning resources, and a content representation

concept for a re-purposing framework.

The concepts have been evaluated by implementation in a prototypical application, the so called Re-

purposing Tool Suite. The environment for this implementation has been the Content Sharing project,

which is described in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 presents the overall Re-purposing Tool Suite that serves

as a platform for different re-purposing tools, such as a modularization tool, an aggregation tool and

an adaptation tool. The tool suite also provides support for the SCORM-based module concept from

Section 3.1.2. Three particular re-purposing tools, which have been realized within the Re-purposing

Tool Suite, are described in Section 7.3. At the end of this chapter, experiences from the deployment of

the Re-purposing Tool Suite in the Content Sharing project are discussed.

7.1 The Content Sharing Scenario

The Content Sharing project was a public funded research project with several German companies and

educational institutions as partners [The]. The overall goal of the project was to establish an online

marketplace for learning resources, especially for a low price market segment. Intended user groups for

the market place were especially small content producing companies, small and medium-sized companies

with demand for cost-efficient e-learning, educational institutions, and teachers for vocational training.

It is assumed that the best way to achieve cost-efficient access to e-learning contents is to enable modular

exchange and re-purposing of contents between users of the Content Sharing system.

The Content Sharing project has addressed the issue of learning resource exchange and reuse from

different perspectives, in particular from organizational, economical, legal and technical perspectives.

For the rest of this chapter, only the technical aspects of the Content Sharing project are of interest.

From a technical point of view, the Content Sharing project has developed two components: a learning

object repository and a local Re-purposing Tool Suite that enables users to modularize, aggregate and

adapt learning resources, which they have either obtained from the marketplace, or want to offer via

the marketplace. Both, the repository and the local Re-purposing Tool Suite support modular learning

resources; but it is also required, that users can directly reuse obtained learning resources without using

the Re-purposing Tool Suite.
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7.1.1 Re-Purposing of Learning Resources

The Content Sharing scenario assumes that the learning object repository is used by a heterogeneous

group of content producers, teachers and learners. These user groups use different authoring tools and

learning managements systems. In order to be economically successful, the Content Sharing platform

should not establish high technological barriers, which prevent users from using the platform. The project

has decided to recommend SCORM as the preferred format for learning resources. The concept of modu-

lar SCORM learning resources (also simply called modules) presented in Chapter 3 has been implemented

as the basis for modular learning resources. A transformation between conventional SCORM packages

and modular SCORM learning resources is automatically performed by the tool suite.

The tool suite supports re-purposing processes, which have been demanded by potential users. A sur-

vey has revealed which types of adaptation are most relevant to the users [ZBRS06]. Beside these adap-

tation types, modularization and aggregation are supported by the Re-purposing Tool Suite. Intellectual

property issues of reuse of learning resources have not been regarded. Digital watermarking [Dit00]

could be used to track the reuse of contents.

7.1.2 Iterative Development Process

The components of the Content Sharing system – the central repository and the local Re-purposing Tool

Suite – have been developed iteratively. The concepts and prototypes have been presented to potential

users several times to get feedback as early as possible. The concepts have been adapted according to

the user feedback; features have been added, changed and removed.

In total, the development of the Content Sharing system was organized in six milestones. Of these six

milestones, the last four included technical prototypes of the Re-purposing Tool Suite (see Figure 7.1).

In the beginning, a module concept (see Section 3.1.2) has been developed. This concept serves as the

basis for the LOR and the tool suite. In parallel, a survey was performed to find out, which adaptations

potential users would like to perform, and how [ZBRS06]. These two preliminary works resulted in an
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overall concept for the Re-purposing Tool Suite as a framework and for the individual tools. The resulting

tool suite and the contained tools are presented in the following sections.

7.2 A Re-Purposing Tool Suite

This section describes the overall Re-purposing Tool Suite; the included re-purposing tools are separately

described in the succeeding section. Based on the scenario of the Content Sharing project functional

requirements for re-purposing tools were analyzed. These functional requirements led to a set of com-

ponents for a Re-purposing Tool Suite. Besides components for modular operations (modularization,

aggregation, and adaptation) some more components turned out to be necessary. For instance, basic

editing functionality for SCORM structures or a component for module management. Authors some-

times require an editor to perform minor changes. Discussions with users have shown their desire to

view the structure of a learning resource and a preview of the contents. Without an overview of the

course contents, the users do not get a sense of what they are working with. Furthermore, some changes

of a learning resource do not require complex re-purposing tools. For instance, a user might want to

change the order of some sections, or edit some titles. For these changes, a simple SCORM editor is the

tool of choice.

The tool suite comprises several components as Figure 7.2 depicts. One component is a workspace

and module manager, which handles the management, import, export and revision control of modules.

An integrated SCORM editor is the second component; it allows users to perform simple changes of

the course structure of a module. Besides these two components, a re-purposing framework implements

the abstract content representation model proposed in Chapter 4. An application programming interface

allows to plug different re-purposing tools for modularization, aggregation and adaptation into the tool

suite and operate upon this content representation. These components will be presented in the following

subsections. The whole tool suite has been developed in Java 1.5, using the Eclipse Rich Client Platform

for graphical user interfaces and plug-in mechanisms, which are introduced later in this chapter.
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7.2.1 Implementation of Modular Learning Resources

This section describes how the concept of modular learning resources has been realized in the Content

Sharing system. The Content Sharing project basically uses the modular SCORM concept as specified

in Chapter 3 of this thesis. A module is a SCORM-based learning resource, which complies to certain

additional requirements. The requirements identified in Chapter 3 are

• SCORM compliance

• Modularity requirements

• Support for metadata

• Enable modularity-awareness of repositories

• Support for modular operations

• Support versions and updates

From these general requirements, some implications for the specification of modular learning resources

arise. Firstly, a specification has to be defined that enables compliance with SCORM and LOM. Another

important issue is the support of modular aggregation and modularity-awareness. The specification has

to ensure that aggregating the modules is supported; repositories and other systems should be able to

deal with aggregations. Another requirement is support for revision control: particularly the combination

of several modules (of which different versions might exist) is a challenge. The implementation of the

tool suite has to deal with two additional issues: How are learning resources represented while an editing

process takes place? And finally, there have to be transformations that allow an exchange of SCORM

compliant learning resources between the tool suite and external systems.

Specification of Modular Learning Resources

The specification for modules has been defined as an extension of the SCORM specification. This facili-

tates to achieve SCORM compliance. Three requirements were crucial for the specification: modularity,

support for aggregation (by reference), and support of several versions.

A prerequisite for modular aggregation is that each module can be uniquely identified. Furthermore,

to enable the aggregation of modules, each module has a unique folder namespace. Diverging from the

SCORM specification, all files of a module (including the manifest document) reside within the unique

module folder. The Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) specification is used to create module identifiers

[LMS05]. A UUID can be created by distributed systems and are yet assumed to be unique. New modules

are created not only by the central repository, but also by local tools. Thus, it is essential that local

applications can generate new unique module identifiers.

Modularity also implies that revision control has to cope with multiple versions of one module. It is

likely that sometimes modules are revised which are already part of an aggregation. New versions of

a module are created by copying and assigning a new unique identifier. Two newly introduced LOM

relation types indicate that a module is either a revision or a variant of a referenced module. Revisions
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and variants are the two types of versions, which occur in the Content Sharing scenario. A revision is

a consecutive version (e. g. an update or correction) of an existing module. The revision is intended to

replace the former version. A variant is an alternative version of a module, for instance a translation into

another language, or an adapted version using another visual style.

Aggregation of Modules

Aggregation is realized on three levels. On a metadata level, aggregation is expressed as a relation (LOM

category 7) in the metadata record of the aggregating module. The relation contains the identifier of

the included module. The vocabulary of relation types has been extended with the additional value

include_module. It is further assumed, that all modules of a composed learning resource are available

in the file system within a common root folder. The second level of aggregation uses the xinclude44

mechanism for XML to link one manifest document into another one. The manifest of an included module

is referenced by the aggregating module. Elements of the included module manifest are then available

within the aggregating manifest. The third level of module aggregation is implemented by enabling

references within the aggregating manifest to elements of an included manifest.

The aggregation of modules has an impact on SCORM compliance. How compliance with the SCORM

specification can be ensured for aggregations will be dealt with below.

Workspace Concept: Modules in Progress

The packaged form of a SCORM learning resource is rather unsuited to process the contents. In order to

enable editing of contained documents of a learning resource, the archive file is unpacked into a folder of

the the local file system. Two kinds of module storage are distinguished within the tool suite: workspaces

and module pools. A workspace is a temporal module storage, which is the location for module creation

and editing. A module pool is a permanent storage, in which finalized modules are kept.

The module pool contains modules, which are either intended to be edited, adapted or aggregated by

the tool suite, or have been finalized after such a processing. Modules in the module pool exist as package

archives – each module is located in a separate archive. Because versions of a module are considered to

be different modules (they have different identifiers), it is possible to store multiple versions of a module

in the same module pool.

The workspace holds unfinished modules, which are currently processed by the Re-purposing Tool

Suite. All modules, which are loaded into the workspace, are unpacked into a shared workspace folder.

As each module has a unique folder namespace, conflicts because of duplicate files or folders cannot

occur. Whenever an imported module is changed for the first time, the module management component

automatically assigns a new module identifier to this module and marks it as a version of the original

module.

44 http://www.w3.org/TR/xinclude/
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Import and Export of Modules

According to the scenario, existing SCORM compliant learning resources are intended to be reused.

Learning resources that have been processed in the Re-purposing Tool Suite will be used afterwards in

different systems (particularly in learning management systems). Therefore, learning resources have to

be transformed between the original SCORM specification and the extended SCORM specification. This

transformation is either an import of learning resources into the Re-purposing Tool Suite or an export of

learning resources to external systems.

In total, there are four types of module transports between storage locations, which occur in the Re-

purposing Tool Suite. These four transport types are the import of modules from an outside location into

the module pool, the export of modules from the module pool to an external location, the transfer of

modules from the module pool into the workspace and the transfer of modules from the workspace into

the module pool. These types of module transports are illustrated in Figure 7.3.

Module transports between module pool and workspace are basically packing and unpacking opera-

tions. Aggregation relations from the LOM record of modules are read and all included modules are, too,

transferred in order to keep the composed module complete.

The import and export of modules is more complex. The transfer of modules between the module pool

and external applications cannot be based on separate archive files for each module. In order to preserve

compatibility with the SCORM specification, interchange packages have to contain multiple modules.

An interchange package may contain either one or multiple modules, and in addition to the module

manifests also a compatibility manifest. The compatibility manifest specifies the whole structure of the

composed learning resource. It is created by resolving the xinclude tags of module manifests and copying

all module manifests into a single document. Nonetheless, an interchange package still contains separate

modules, which are delimited by their module path within the interchange package archive. Yet, each

module has its own module manifest.

The export of modules is similar to the transfer of modules into the workspace: a selected module and

all included modules are copied into a temporal folder. Afterwards the compatibility manifest is created

as explained above. Finally, the temporal folder containing all required modules and the compatibility

manifest is packed into a zip archive. This archive, the interchange package, is a valid SCORM package.

Import of modules has to be distinguished by the type of input. Packages to import can be either

modular interchange packages, or conventional SCORM packages. Interchange packages, which already

contain modules, can be easily unpacked. The package is split into the contained modules, each module
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Figure 7.4: Screenshot of the module manager.

is stored as a separate archive in the module pool. The compatibility manifest is discarded. To import a

conventional SCORM package, it has to be converted into a valid module. First, the package contents

are moved from the root folder of the package into a new sub folder. Then, the metadata record of the

manifest is completed by assigning a new module identifier. After these steps, the SCORM package has

become a valid module and can be stored in the module pool.

7.2.2 Re-Purposing Framework

The basis of the Re-purposing Tool Suite is a re-purposing framework that implements the content rep-

resentation model from Chapter 5. Three layers of content representations preprocess and present the

contents of a learning resource to the integrated re-purposing tools. The overall architecture of the frame-

work and its components are illustrated in Figure 7.5. The content representation consists of a physical

representation (the documents of a learning resource), an Object-Oriented Content Representation, and

a Semantic Content Representation. The last two content representations and how they are generated is

described below.

The framework is able to handle multiple documents formats. Flexibility and extensibility has been

achieved by providing an application programming interface (API) by which support components for dif-

ferent document formats can be plugged in. These components will be called document format plug-ins

for the rest of this chapter. A document format plug-in provides all necessary classes for the Object-

Oriented Content Representation and code to generate the OOCR out of the physical documents and the

SCR out of the OOCR. Another API is provided for re-purposing tools to access the content representa-

tion and submit modifications to the framework. Document format plug-ins and the re-purposing tool

API are presented in more detail below. According to the concept from Chapter 5 it is also envisioned that

future components can generate semantic annotations of the content representation separate from the

particular re-purposing tools. Components, which perform such an annotation are called Semantic En-

richment Components (SEC). Finally, the Modification Transaction Engine (MTE) is a component, which

is responsible for receiving modification commands and controlling their execution.
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Object-Oriented Content Representation

The Object-Oriented Content Representation (OOCR) is a tree-structure of Java objects. Sub-trees of the

overall tree represent the documents, which constitute the learning resource. There is a set of generic

Java interfaces that specify the properties and methods of structural elements of the OOCR tree. Each

document format plug-in implements these interfaces in format-specific classes. The archetypes for the

OOCR have been document object models for XML and HTML documents, which provide an API for

accessing, navigating and modifying XML and HTML documents in an object-oriented way 45. Conse-

quently, the document format plug-ins for SCORM manifests and HTML documents are internally built

upon existing DOM libraries for XML and HTML. The generic interfaces particularly specify methods that

can be used to traverse the OOCR tree for transforming it into the Semantic Content Representation.

Note that the reference structure of Java objects of the OOCR is not always a strict tree. It is even

possible that a cyclic graph is produced, for example if two HTML documents exist, which mutually

reference each other. The OOCR is insofar regarded as a tree, anyway, as the provided traversal methods

avoid cycles and navigate over a logical tree. Some link relations have to be ignored during traversal the

ensure the tree-property of the OOCR. However, these relations still exist and can be fully utilized after

the transformation into the SCR.

Semantic Content Representation

In order to perform high-level re-purposing tasks, such as adaptation of learning resources, abstraction

may help to decrease the complexity of tools. As the OOCR is still very close to the original documents,

another layer of abstraction has been introduced: The Semantic Content Representation (SCR) is an

45 http://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-2-Core/
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abstraction layer that provides a view on a learning resource independent of the particular document

format.

The OOCR is a content representation, which is based on Java objects. It is well suited for actively

working with and modifying these objects. An analysis of the contents is only possible by navigating over

the OOCR tree and performing checks during the traversal. Although all analysis tasks can principally be

performed on this basis, this is not the most convenient one from a developer’s point of view. Therefore, a

second content representation layer has been introduced, the so called Semantic Content Representation

(SCR). The SCR is an RDF46 graph, which mirrors the structure and some properties of the content

elements of the OOCR, but is optimized for other kinds of tasks than the OOCR. The elements of the

Semantic Content Representation follow a common set of types, which stem from an underlying Content

Ontology. This Content Ontology is specified in OWL47, an ontology extension for RDF. More information

about the Content Ontology used in the Content Sharing project can be found in [BFRS06]. The SCR may

contain additional semantic information – properties and relations – that describe the elements in more

detail. For instance, the links between HTML documents have already been mentioned. Another example

is that the language of a text fragment can be provided as information, after it has been detected by a

Semantic Enrichment Component.

In contrast to Java object graphs, RDF graphs can be directly queried for information by applications.

There are several free RDF libraries available, for instance Jena48 or Sesame 49. Several query languages

for RDF graphs have been proposed and implemented by the open source community [HBEV04]. For

the present implementation, the Jena library has been used to build the SCR graph. The RDF query

language RDQL, which has a SQL-like syntax, is used for some of the analysis tasks by the re-purposing

tools. Besides query languages, the Jena framework also provides an API for navigating over the graph.

The Semantic Content Representation is generated after the OOCR has been completely created. The

OOCR is completely traversed as a tree. For each element of the tree a node in the SCR graph is created.

Afterwards, properties and relations for the SCR are inserted into the SCR. Which properties and relations

are created and how this is actually performed depends on the particular document format and is thus

the responsibility of the document format plug-ins.

There is one special feature of the SCR generation that has to be mentioned here. As it is intended to

provide the SCR to re-purposing tools for analysis but perform modifications finally in the OOCR, it is

essential that the framework is able to correctly associate nodes from the SCR with the corresponding

OOCR objects. Therefore, this mapping is stored by the framework during the SCR creation. The asso-

ciation of an SCR node identifier with the corresponding OOCR Java object is written to a hash table,

which can be used later to process modification commands.

Semantic Enrichment Components

Users often demand more information about the contents of a learning resource than is originally avail-

able. Therefore, it is necessary to perform analysis methods on the contents to gain that information.

46 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-primer/
47 OWL Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
48 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
49 http://www.openrdf.org/
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Integrating content analysis methods directly into the re-purposing tools may increase the complexity

of these tools. Also, this approach would require that the same analysis method had to be implemented

again by each tool that uses the method. In order to prevent redundant implementations, analysis meth-

ods can be outsourced to dedicated analysis components – the Semantic Enrichment Components. These

components perform analysis tasks and add the gained knowledge to the SCR.

Two particular Semantic Enrichment Components, which have been developed for the Re-purposing

Tool Suite, should be mentioned here. The first one recognizes the language of text fragments and writes

this information as annotation to the SCR. The language recognition is used as a preprocessing step

for a translation tool. A second SEC detects particular didactic functions of text fragments. The imple-

mented heuristic method searches for known keywords in the text. Knowledge about didactic functions

of fragments is for instance used for modularization methods (see Section 3.2).

Content Modifications

According to the concept from Section 5.3, changes of the contents of learning resources are not per-

formed in the SCR. The reason is that changing the SCR directly would require to transform it back

into the original document format afterwards, what would most probably lead to an information loss.

Instead of immediate changes, the re-purposing tools only specify modifications with regard to the RDF

entities of the Semantic Content Representation. A modification is a local, relatively small change of the

learning resource. Each modification is passed to a so called Modification Transaction Engine(MTE) for

processing. The MTE finds out which document format plug-in is responsible for the concerned elements

and forwards the modification to that plug-in. The document format plug-in is finally responsible for the

execution of the modification.

Modifications have been chosen to be modeled as Java objects for the implementation. There is a

top level interface IModification, which has to be implemented by all modification type classes. Each

modification type is represented by its own class. In total, 23 different modifications have been imple-

mented. Implemented modification types are, for example, replacement of text fragments, insertion of

images, movement of elements to another position, changes of text or background colors, and splitting

one module into multiple modules.

The Modification Transaction Engine performs two important actions before a modification is passed

to the responsible document format plug-in. A re-purposing tool always specifies which content elements

are affected by a modification. But the tool knows only the RDF identifier from the SCR. As mentioned

above, the MTE holds a hash table that maps these SCR identifiers to the corresponding Java objects from

the OOCR. The MTE reads the SCR identifiers from a submitted modification, looks up the corresponding

Java objects and writes references to these objects to the modification object. Thus, subsequent processes

can immediately access these objects that are the subject of the modification. One of the affected OOCR

objects is regarded as the main object. The MTE determines to which document format plug-in this main

object belongs; this document format plug-in is responsible for executing the modification. Finally, the

modification object is passed as an argument to the execution method of the document format plug-in.
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Document Format Plug-ins

The re-purposing framework provides two mechanisms of abstraction: the Semantic Content Represen-

tation and content modifications. Both mechanisms relieve applications from knowing details about a

particular document format. Mappings between an abstracted view and a particular document format

are outsourced to document format plug-ins. For each document format, which the re-purposing frame-

work should support, a separate document format plug-in is required. The format plug-in provides all

functionality that is required to handle documents of the particular format according to the framework

concept. A document format plug-in is integrated into the re-purposing tool suite as an Eclipse plug-in.

An extension point for format plug-ins is provided by the re-purposing framework. As soon as a new

document format plug-in is made available as Eclipse plug-in, the re-purposing tool suite recognizes this

plug-in and is enabled to process the new document format.

A new document format plug-in has to implement basically four features. These are

• The document format plug-in is realized as a Eclipse plug-in. It has to extend the given extension

point com.sap.research.cs.ModulEditor.formatPlugIn. Furthermore, there has to be a class present

which implements the interface IFormatPlugIn.

• The class mentioned above provides a method generateOOCR() for generating the OOCR objects

for a given document. The overall document is represented in the OOCR by an object implementing

the IDocument interface. This object typically contains several children, which implement further

OOCR interfaces.

• For the generation of the SCR, two methods are required for each OOCR object. The first method

provides a list of child objects for the tree traversal. The tree traversal algorithm automatically

inserts a node into the SCR for each OOCR element. The second method, addPropertiesToSCR(),

can be used to add a description of the element to the SCR. Generally, at least a type from the

Content Ontology is assigned to the node to ensure proper processing by re-purposing tools.

• Each document format plug-in has to provide a method executeModification() that performs modi-

fications of contents of the supported document format.

In the current implementation, the formats SCORM, HTML, CSS, and an internal XML-based document

format of SAP AG are supported by the Re-Purposing Tool Suite by document format plug-ins. Images

and other media objects are not supported by document format plug-ins, but only as references to binary

files. Re-purposing tools have to process images directly without dedicated support of the framework.

7.2.3 Modularity-Aware SCORM Editor

The Re-purposing Tool Suite has a built in SCORM editor (see Figure 7.6). The editor is the central view

of the Re-purposing Tool Suite. All further actions can be triggered from the SCORM editor. The editor

has three view areas: a module hierarchy view, a module editor view and a property view. The module

hierarchy view shows a tree of all modules that a loaded learning resource is composed of. From the

module hierarchy view, re-purposing actions can be invoked. The module editor view enables to view
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Figure 7.6: Re-purposing Tool Suite with integrated SCORM editor.
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Figure 7.7: Invocation of a re-purposing tool via the module context menu.

and edit the data of one module. Multiple editor instances can be opened at the same time. Each editor

view has five tabs between which the user can switch. The tabs show general module information, the

metadata record of a module, the organizational structure of the SCORM manifest, resource definitions

from the manifest, and a flat list of files that are contained in the module folder. Properties of structural

elements, resources and files can be displayed and changed in the property view.

The editor allows to view and edit the structure of a module’s SCORM manifest. But a SCORM module

contains further content documents. In order to view and edit these content documents, the default

viewer and editor of the local system can be invoked to open a content document.

The SCORM editor fully supports the module concept and thus is able to display and change aggrega-

tions. A high-level view of the module hierarchy of a learning resource is shown in the module tree on

the left hand side of the editor window. The editor supports the organizational level of the aggregation

concept – besides the standard SCORM features, organizational items may also link into manifests of

included modules. These links are visually differentiated from normal items and can be edited in the

SCORM editor.

In fact, the modularity-aware SCORM editor is not just a simple editor, but actively supports two of

the six modular operations specified in Section 2.2.2: exclusion and reorganization. Exclusion means to

remove modules from an aggregation. The editor provides a function that removes included modules

from the overall structure and fully cleans the manifest and the metadata record of the aggregating

module. Reorganization means to change the order of modules within an aggregation. The position of

an included module is specified by the organizational structure of the referencing module. The module-

aware SCORM editor enables reorganization of modules by reorganizing the SCORM structure of the

referencing module.
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7.2.4 API for Re-Purposing Tools

An application programming interface (API) was defined for the integration of re-purposing tools into the

Re-purposing Tool Suite. The API specifies how a tool is made visible to the framework, how it is invoked

by a user from the tool suite and how the tool interacts with the data model of learning resources.

Basically, the integration of re-purposing tools works analogue to the integration of document format

plug-ins. A re-purposing tool has to be developed as an Eclipse plug-in and attached to an extension

point. The tool plug-in is required to provide and expose a class that implements the IRepurposingAction

interface. This interface consists of three methods: two methods can be used by the tool suite to obtain

a label and a tool tip text from the plug-in. The third method actually invokes the tool and takes the

affected module as an argument.

The re-purposing tool is invoked from the module hierarchy view in the main window. Each module

has a context menu, which contains the available re-purposing actions (see Figure 7.7). All available

re-purposing tools are dynamically inserted into the context menu. A re-purposing action can be focused

on any of the loaded modules. Discussions with users have disclosed that it is not sufficient to perform

re-purposing processes on the whole aggregation. Especially if a learning resources has been composed

of different modules that require certain adaptations to fit together, the adaptations should be restricted

to particular modules. For instance, if a module written in Spanish is aggregated into an English learning

resource, the language adaptation should operate only on the Spanish module.

Once invoked, the re-purposing tool can freely operate on the target module. However, there is an

interface that facilitates the analysis and modification of the contents. These interfaces particularly pro-

vide access to the Semantic Content Representation and the Modification Transaction Engine (cf. 7.2.2).

The SCR can be accessed via the native interface of the Jena RDF library. The tool developer may chose

between a navigation on the RDF graph and RDF queries. For performing changes of the contents, the

tool creates modification objects and passes them to the MTE. Modification objects and their treatment

by the framework have already been explained in the previous section.

7.3 Implemented Re-Purposing Tools

The previous section has introduced the overall Re-purposing Tool Suite. The content representations,

plug-in mechanisms for document format plug-ins and re-purposing tools have been explained. The

module manager and the SCORM editor have shown the basic editing functionality that is provided by

the Re-purposing Tool Suite.

This section now focusses on three particular re-purposing tools that have been built on top of the

framework and that have been integrated into the tool suite. The three tools are a modularization tool, an

aggregation tool and an adaptation tool. The first two tools are based on concepts from earlier chapters

of this thesis. The last tool has been designed and implemented by a colleague, but is described for the

sake of completeness and to demonstrate the functional capability of the re-purposing framework.
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7.3.1 Interactive Modularization Tool

There are very different potential modularization methods, as Section 3.2 has already proven. For the

particular scenario of the Content Sharing project, two instances of the generic modularization process

have been realized. The two implementations are very different in their approach and functionality,

which supports the generic claim of the reference process. The first implementation supports an interac-

tive modularization process, which transforms organizational elements from the SCORM manifest into

separate modules. The second modularization method concentrates on media elements, which can be

extracted from the learning resource as separate media modules. The main focus of this section is the

first method, the second one will be described only briefly.

Scenario Requirements and Modularization Concept

Section 3.2 has synthesized a generic modularization process out of existing descriptions of modular-

ization methods. This generic modularization process has been mapped to the present scenario and

conditions. As a result, a concept for an interactive modularization tool has been created, which can be

used for modularization of SCORM-based learning resources by content producers and content re-users.

The modularization tool concept has been created and revised based on several interviews with both,

content producers and content users from the Content Sharing project. A modularization tool for this

target group should be able to deal with modular learning resources according to the module concept of

this thesis. Users want to get as much support as possible from a tool; it is desired that the tool proposes

reasonable module boundaries. On the other hand, they want to be able to freely adjust module bound-

aries. It is a challenge to find a balance between simplicity and freedom of choice. And finally, users from

the target group have asked for support in metadata generation and handling. An often mentioned de-

mand is to let the modularization tool propose as much metadata as possible. This also matches with the

observation made by Hoermann [Hoe05]. Three out of the six steps of the modularization process have

been designed as interactive tasks: preprocessing, content analysis, boundary determination. Technical

decomposition and postprocessing shall be performed without user intervention. The planning phase

will not be technically implemented; planning has to be done by the user in advance.

An approach to match the users’ demand for support and yet a certain freedom of choice is to initially

propose module boundaries and afterwards allow the user to alter the suggestion if needed. This shall be

achieved by presenting an outline of the course structure. The outline is presented to the user as a tree,

combined with meaningful descriptions of the elements. Proposed target modules are supposed to be

visually distinguished to enable the user to overview and understand what will be the result of the mod-

ularization. Proposals for reasonable module boundaries shall be provided by the modularization tool;

boundaries could for instance be proposed based on the depth of elements in the tree. These boundaries

should though be freely editable afterwards by the user. Additional support should be provided to the

user by giving him more information on the contents of individual structural elements. This information

can either be obtained from existing metadata or by performing a content analysis. When the user has

confirmed the determined module boundaries, the modularization tool should automatically decompose

the learning resource according to the chosen boundaries. The modularization process shall result in an
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aggregation of multiple modules. The overall learning resource will be still complete, but will consist of

multiple modules that can be reused separately.

The tool concept also includes the utilization of metadata strategies. A metadata strategy is a replace-

able method which generates a new metadata record out of a given input. In this case, the input consists

of the metadata record of the original learning resource, the contents of the new learning resource, and

context information (such information about the user, the system and the modularization process, which

has been performed). An interactive metadata strategy could also use a dialog for obtaining additional

information from the user or to verify metadata proposals.

Implementation

Based on the above concept, a modularization tool has been implemented. The modularization tool

has been integrated into the Re-purposing Tool Suite, using the mechanisms described in the previous

section. The tool uses the Semantic Content Representation from the re-purposing framework, semantic

content enrichment methods, and a modification type for modularization. The modularization tool has

been designed as a so called wizard (an application, which leads the user through a strict sequence of

dialogs). How the five implemented process steps have been realized in this process instance is described

in the following paragraphs. The five consecutive dialog screens are illustrated in Figure 7.8.

• Preprocessing is the first technically supported phase of the implemented modularization process.

Preprocessing means to transform the learning resource into a state, which is better suited for

modularization. In the present implementation, the assignment of files to resources of the SCORM

manifest is completed. The motivation for this step is that the SCORM specification is too lax

concerning the resource definition. The usage of file elements is optional, which leads to SCORM

packages in which no explicit connections between files and resources or items are available. But

a modularization can only be successful, if all required files are finally located within the right

module. To relieve the actual decomposition method from these concerns, file assignments are

determined and made persistent in an early stage.

• In a second process step a content analysis takes place. Goal of the content analysis is to provide

the user with more information about the contents of structural elements, such as SCOs and assets.

Again, implicit information is made explicit for simplification. The implemented content analysis

method determines the didactic type of each element. For instance, elements can be automatically

tagged as introduction, definition, or example. The didactic type is written to the Semantic Content

Representation as an annotation and will be available in subsequent process steps. Another content

analysis method is the estimation of the granularity level of elements (see Section 6.5).

• The third step of the wizard is the core dialog page of the modularization process. The user is

given an abstract outline of the learning resource. Module boundaries are determined in this view.

The learning resource outline is enriched with the semantic annotations that have been generated

in the previous process step. There is a slider for the user to control the granularity of boundary

proposals. The user may select the structural depth at which new modules are proposed. Each

target module is assigned a unique color to help the user to distinguish the modules. When the
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Figure 7.8: Interactive modularization wizard.
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user moves the slider, new module boundaries are proposed. He may afterwards add or delete

target modules and reassign individual structural elements to different target modules. The title of

the first structural element in a target module - if such a title exists - is proposed as the title for the

module; in practice, this rule of thumb has proved to satisfy the users. All in all, the implemented

boundary determination view provides a mix of user guidance and freedom of choice. The user is

not restricted in his choice of module boundaries, but may benefit from the interactive support.

• After the user has confirmed the chosen module boundaries, the physical decomposition takes

place. As all dependencies between structural elements and files are already known from the pre-

processing step, the structural elements are moved to newly created target modules. If a file is

required by more than one structural element, it is copied instead of moved. The decomposition

is solved as a modification command as described in Section 7.2.2. The modularization modifica-

tion object is passed to the SCORM document format plug-in of the re-purposing framework for

execution. At this point, the functionality of the framework can be fully exploited: how the decom-

position is technically implemented is the responsibility of another component and can even be

changed without changing the modularization tool as such.

• As last step of the decomposition process, a metadata strategy is applied to create metadata records

for the new modules. Currently, a simple non-interactive metadata strategy is used. The method

copies all those fields from the original metadata record to the new module, which are supposed

to remain valid. A new title is estimated as described above. The application also captures some

lifecycle information and writes it to the metadata record. The lifecycle information can be used

to track the evolution of different versions of a learning resource in a central metadata repository

[LHRS07].

After the modularization process has been completed, the learning resource has been transformed

into an aggregation of multiple modules. The resulting modules can also be exported separately and

aggregated to new courses with different contents.

Modularization of Media Objects

Discussions with potential users have revealed that users do not always want to modularize whole text

passages or pages. Often, embedded media elements, such as images, videos, or interactive Flash anima-

tions have a high value and are desired to be reused independently of the surrounding learning resource.

Therefore, a media extraction tool has been implemented as an alternative modularization method.

In this tool, the generic modularization process is instantiated differently than before. The basic idea

is that all contained media elements are presented in a flat list. The user may browse this list, view

previews of the media files and select those media objects, which he wants to have as separate modules.

Only four process steps are technically supported, as the following description shows.

• The preprocessing step is analog to the first modularization tool: All files are assigned to one or

multiple resources of the SCORM manifest. Especially the media files have to be clearly assigned,

because they have to be moved to another module afterwards.
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Figure 7.9: Modularization of media objects.
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• As content analysis step, all references from content pages – typically HTML documents – to media

files, such as images, are identified. This list of references serves two purposes lateron. First, it

is used to display the list of media objects to the user. And second, the references in content

documents have to be known in order to change these references to the new file locations after the

modularization.

• In the boundary determination step a list of all identified media objects is generated and provided

to the user, as shown in Figure 7.9. Some properties are listed, for instance the file type, size, and

path. The user may also open a preview of the media file in order to get a better understanding

of the contents. The user selects all files from the list, which he wants to transform into separate

modules.

• In the decomposition phase, the previously selected media objects are turned into separate mod-

ules. In the present implementation, each selected media object is transformed into an individual

module. The new modules are aggregated into the original module by reference. The references

from content pages (e. g. HTML) to the media files are updated with the new relative path.

Again, a planning phase is not supported by the tool. A post processing step has also not been tech-

nically implemented. The change of references has already been performed in the decomposition step,

so it is unlikely that the decomposition produces flawed modules. Metadata generation could take place

– at least some technical information about the media objects could be determined and written to the

metadata record. For the current implementation, using the file name as module title is considered to be

expressive enough.

Conclusions

Both modularization approaches, the modularization wizard and the media extraction tool, are instances

of the generic modularization process from Section 3.2. A comparison of both approaches demonstrates

the wide variety of possible implementations of the generic modularization process. The two instances

are based on differing requirements and expectations and thus also differ in their implementations.

From a functional point of view, the implementation shows that SCORM based learning resources

can be modularized as designed by the modularization concept. It is possible to decompose learning

resources and to exchange them via interchange packages.

7.3.2 Aggregation

Another of the modular operations introduced in Chapter 2 is aggregation of modules. Aggregation

means the combination of multiple modules in order to create a larger module. Chapter 4 has examined

aggregation from a theoretical point of view. As a result, existing authoring by aggregation methods have

been improved towards a new authoring by aggregation process. This process has been realized in the

Re-purposing Tool Suite. The functionality is distributed over several components of the tool suite.
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Concept for an Aggregation Tool

Chapter 4 has examined existing approaches for authoring by aggregation. As a shortcoming of existing

approaches the missing dedicated support for the didactic design of a learning resource has been iden-

tified. An improved authoring by aggregation process integrates didactic design as a separate authoring

phase. There are two variants of authoring by aggregation process: a sequential version and a parallel

version. The strict, sequential process variant specifies that five authoring phases have to be performed

one after the other – strictly realizing the conceptual considerations (see Figure 4.4). A relaxed version

of this process (figure 4.5) abandons the strictly sequential order because of practical considerations. It

is likely to happen that a user realizes in one phase that he has to change the work of a previous phase;

therefore the theoretical assumption of completing one phase before starting the new one has been sub-

stituted by the acceptance of overlapping authoring phases. Thus, the user has at any point of time the

choice to perform actions of any of the four authoring phases.

The relaxed authoring by aggregation process has been implemented in the Re-purposing Tool Suite.

The tool suite user interface enables different actions for the four authoring phases didactic design, re-

trieval & replacement, adaptation and content authoring. The fifth phase, publishing, is also offered at any

time, but conceptional ends the authoring of one learning resource. The authoring phases are designed

as follows.

• Didactic Design. The didactic design of a learning resource is supported by the introduction of

placeholders. The user may create an empty structure for the learning resource and replace the

placeholders later with existing modules or new contents. Placeholders are created and edited like

other elements of a SCORM manifest in the SCORM editor view. Details about placeholder items

can be found below.

• Retrieval & Replacement. Placeholders can be either replaced by existing modules, or filled with

new contents. The replacement of a placeholder by a module can be performed by the user via a

replacement wizard. This wizard is integrated into the tool suite as a re-purposing tool using the

known mechanisms.

• Adaptation. Adaptation of modules is enabled by a separate adaptation tool. The adaptation tool

can be invoked from the context menu of the module hierarchy view. More details can be found

below in Section 7.3.3.

• Content Authoring. Creating and editing a learning resource affects not only the structure but

also the content documents. The Re-purposing Tool Suite integrates existing editors for content

documents into the SCORM editor view. From the context menu of an SCORM item or resource the

default editor and viewer of the host system for the particular document type can be invoked (e. g.

the user’s default HTML editor is invoked for editing an HTML document).

• Publishing. The publishing phase of a new learning resource has already been described in Sec-

tion 7.2. The involved modules are transferred to the local module pool. From there, they can be

exported as an interchange package and disseminated.
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Figure 7.10: Drag & drop menu for placeholder types.

Placeholder Generation and Editing

In the didactic design phase the user may create placeholder elements in the organizational structure of

a learning resource. The placeholders are implemented as additional tags in the SCORM manifest. These

placeholder tags do not comply to the SCORM standard and are therefore only intended for internal use

– placeholders cannot be exported, but have to be completely replaced before. A placeholder element

can be placed at any position where an item element is allowed. It has three attributes: granularity

level, object type and keywords. The granularity level attribute complies with the aggregation level

field of LOM; it indicates the size of an element. Object types are mostly used for information objects

(aggregation level: 2). An object type specifies the didactic kind of information object the user intends to

use. This attribute matches the learning resource type field of LOM, but uses in the present implementation

another vocabulary. The keywords attribute, finally, enables users to specify briefly in words the planned

contents of the new element. Keywords serve as a reminder for content production, or as query terms

for the retrieval of existing modules.

Placeholder elements are created and edited in the SCORM editor view like other elements of the

learning resource structure. New elements are inserted via a context menu; attributes of a placeholder

can be edited in the properties view. Additionally, an object types palette is offered, which enables users
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Figure 7.11: Retrieval and replacement of placeholder elements.

to drag & drop an object type from the palette into the SCORM editor view (see Figure 7.10). The drag &

drop approach shows the available object types to the user and allows to create a new learning resource

structure intuitively.

The attributes of a placeholder element can be changed after the placeholder has been created. The

granularity level, object type and the keywords are displayed in the structure tree of the editor view.

Replacement Wizard

In the retrieval & replacement phase of the authoring by aggregation process the user may substitute

placeholders by existing modules from a repository. This replacement is realized again as a wizard,

which is plugged into the Re-purposing Tool Suite as a re-purposing tool.

According to the concept from Chapter 4 the user can chose for each placeholder to replace a place-

holder by a suitable existing module or to create new contents. Replacing a placeholder by a module

requires that the user queries for suitable modules; only if a fitting module has been found it can substi-

tute the placeholder. The retrieval of modules is performed sequential one after the other. The user needs

knowledge about the placeholder for which he searches a substitute. The three attributes of a placeholder

element might not suffice for orientation; a user can perform the query task best if he knows also the

environment of the element – what comes before and after that element. Therefore, the replacement
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Figure 7.12: Adaptation of learning resources.

wizard begins with displaying the structure tree of a learning resource again. Placeholder elements are

highlighted in color (see Figure 7.11). When the user selects one of these placeholder elements in the

tree, the attributes of this placeholder are shown and can still be edited. The repository (respectively the

local module pool in the present implementation) is queried for fitting modules using the placeholder

attributes as input. The LOM fields aggregation level and learning resource type have to match the cor-

responding placeholder attribute. The entered keywords are compared to textual fields of the metadata

records, such as title and description. A ranked list of found modules is displayed. For each module an

abstract of the metadata record can be viewed. If the user finds a suitable module among the results,

he can assign it as substitute to the selected placeholder. This procedure is repeated for all placeholders

of the learning resource structure. If a user decides to not replace a placeholder element by an exist-

ing module, he has to actively deselect the placeholder before he can proceed to the next wizard page.

This obstacle has been built in after a first usability check in order to prevent that the user misses some

placeholders and has to start the replacement tool several times again.

From a technical perspective, the replacement of a placeholder by a module performs an aggregation

corresponding to the definition of modular operations. The substitute module is copied from the module

pool into the workspace. The placeholder element is replaced by a regular item tag, which references

the manifest identifier of the substitute module. The chosen module is fully aggregated by adding an

aggregation relation to the metadata record of the aggregating module and connecting both manifests

by an xinclude tag.
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7.3.3 Adaptation

The third implemented re-purposing tool is an adaptation tool. The adaptation tool is based on an analy-

sis of common adaptation tasks and how they are performed by users. Zimmermann et al. have identified

15 relevant adaptation processes [ZBRS06]. Five out of these 15 have been chosen for implementation

in the Re-purposing Tool Suite [ZRS07]. The implemented adaptations are performed by a single re-

purposing tool, which can be invoked for any of the loaded modules from the context menu of the

module hierarchy view. Currently, following five adaptation types are supported: adaptation to a new

(corporate) design, making a learning resource compliant with Web accessibility standards, optimization

of printability, translation into other languages, and the adaptation of terminology.

The chosen adaptation processes modify content documents and do not change the overall SCORM

structure of a learning resource (except the substitution of images). As the contents of documents are

the focus of interest, the content representation model is more extensively used by the adaptation tool

than by the other described tools. The adaptation tool is designed to handle different document formats.

Furthermore, the adaptation processes operate always on a whole learning resource, although it typically

consists of several documents. For instance, design changes, such as changing background colors and

images or font styles, are performed per module and not per document. The advantage is that the

appearance is coherently changed for all documents of a module.

Adaptation processes have been organized by Zimmermann into three levels of task granularity: a

whole adaptation process is divided into several process fragments50, which again make use of multiple

adaptation functions [ZBRS06]. This internal structure of adaptation processes also reveals how adap-

tations are integrated into the tool suite concept. The overall adaptation tool, which offers the five

implemented adaptation processes, can be invoked for a module from the module hierarchy view. An

adaptation process is realized as a wizard, which guides the user step by step through the whole process

(see Figure 7.12). Process fragments are mapped to individual wizard pages. The smallest parts of the

process model, adaptation functions, are small tasks that either obtain information about the learning

resource, request a decision from the user, or modify the contents. The first type, obtaining information,

is realized by querying the Semantic Content Representation. The execution of semantic enrichment

components can also be considered as such an adaptation function. Adaptation functions that change a

learning resource are mapped to the modification concept, which has been introduced in Section 5.3.

Thus, a process fragment is an interactive program part, which sequences content queries, decisions,

and content modifications. According to the content representation concept, the adaptation tool is for-

mat independent insofar that it can deal with contents in all document formats that the re-purposing

framework supports. The development process for the adaptation tool is described in detail in [Zim08].

7.4 Evaluation

The prototype described in this chapter implements the concepts for the base modular operations from

the previous chapters of this thesis – modularization, aggregation and adaptation of learning resources.

These concepts are proposed solutions for achieving modularity of learning resources and especially

50 Process fragments are also called process steps in newer publications.
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multi-granularity reusability. The question remains if the requirements for modularity and multi-granularity

reuse are fulfilled by the implemented prototype. The first part of this section reflect the implementation

process of the Re-purposing Tool Suite and feedback from users within the Content Sharing project. The

second part compares the requirements from the Chapters 2 and 3 with the implementation in order to

find out if the requirements could be achieved.

7.4.1 Lessons Learned from Development and Feedback

Over the duration of the Content Sharing project, several milestone versions of the prototype have been

rolled out to selected users. The users have tested the prototype in their typical work environment.

Besides a free test of functionality, the users were also given certain tasks, which they had to perform.

Because of the low number of users, a statistical evaluation was not feasible. A detailed user study for

the adaptation tool is currently conducted by a colleague. However, the previous feedback provided a

qualitative assessment of the prototype in the consecutive development stages.

The result of the test were, that the latest version of the implemented prototype actually offered

the expected functionality. Users were able to import, modularize and aggregate SCORM-based learn-

ing resources. They were also able to perform the supported adaptations on learning resources, which

contained HTML documents as content documents.

The reactions from the users indicated that the usability of the prototype has yet a potential for im-

provements. Especially invalid user actions should be detected or prevented earlier.

However, the most important result of the usability test has been the identification of a new user group:

the non-authors. Non-authors are users who are not educated for content authoring and therefore do not

have a technological background, such as knowledge about SCORM, HTML or image formats. When the

user group of reuse systems expands to also cover non-authors, new requirements for reuse tools arise.

Modularization and aggregation have to become more intuitive. Technical details, such as the SCORM

nomenclature, have to disappear or to be replaced by colloquial language. New metaphors need to be

found for enabling non-users to naturally handle these tools.

This finding is notable, because the scenario of multi-granularity reuse apparently attracts potential

users, who before did not engage in content authoring. Those users previously simple reused existing

learning resources unchanged. When re-purposing applications become available, they address a wider

user community than only professional authors. Non-professional reusers desire to benefit from these

new tools, as well. Thus, re-purposing applications have to meet the technical skills of this broadened

user community.

7.4.2 Evaluation of Reusability Requirements

For an evaluation of the concepts, which have been realized in the prototype, the requirements for

enabling modularity of learning resource and multi-granularity reuse are compared to the functionality

of the prototype. The proposed concepts are valid only if they – respectively their implementation –

enable modularity and multi-granularity reuse. This subsection focusses on functional aspects of the

prototype. Usability aspects have already been addressed in the previous subsection.
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Modularity

The first evaluation is the realization of modularity of learning resources. The definition of modularity in

Section 2.2.2 consists of two necessary requirements towards a learning resource specification: first the

support of encapsulation, exposition and separate reuse of parts of a learning resource; and second the

availability of six modular operations on modular learning resources.

The first requirement, encapsulation, exposition and separate reuse of parts of a learning resource

concerns the property of a learning resource specification to statically allow a distribution of contents

over several modules, and particularly to treat these modules also as self-contained, reusable units. This

property is fulfilled by the implemented modular learning resource format. Contents of a learning re-

source can be indeed distributed over multiple modules, because a learning resource can be represented

as an aggregation (by reference) of modules. Each of the modules, which are part of a whole learning

resource, is again valid learning resource: it can be exported as an individual, self-contained SCORM

package; and it can be aggregated into different learning resources.

While the first requirement resembles a static property, the second one concerns dynamic behavior.

A learning resource specification is considered modular, if it supports six defined modular operations.

Actually, as a static format specification cannot perform dynamic behavior, support of reusable operators

is more a system property than a specification property. Nonetheless, the specification has to ensure

that a system can successfully perform modular operations. The six modular operations are evaluated

one after the other to check if and how they are realized by the Re-purposing Tool Suite as a reference

system.

• Modularization. Modularization is supported by two dedicated modularization tools: the main

modularization tool, and an additional extraction tool for media files. Both tools can be used to

split a learning resource into multiple modules.

• Aggregation. The functionality of the aggregation operation is distributed over multiple compo-

nents of the tool suite. According to the aggregation concept, the planning of an aggregated learn-

ing resource is done in the SCORM editor. The actual retrieval and composition is performed using

the integrated retrieval & replacement tool.

• Exclusion (removal of modules). Removing modules from a learning resource is simply per-

formed by deleting the reference to that module in the SCORM editor. By deleting this reference,

all other aggregation information is adjusted.

• Replacement (substitution). The replacement of one module by another one has to be executed

manually in two steps. First, the old module has to be deleted; and second the new one is included.

It would be desirable for further implementations to provide a tool, which facilitates, for instance,

to replace a module by a variant or a newer revision of that module.

• Reorganization (changing the order of modules). The order in which modules are integrated

into the overall learning resource can be changed in the SCORM editor.
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• Adaptation (transformation of a module). Adaptation is supported by the adaptation wizard.

Currently, five of fifteen possible adaptation types are technically supported. The remaining adap-

tation types are supported by pattern-based guidelines.

It can be concluded that all six modular operations are supported by the Re-purposing Tool Suite. Some

of the operations (e. g. modularization, aggregation, and adaptation) are realize more sophisticated,

whereas others (e. g. replacement) require more manual work. Nonetheless, all six modular operations

can be performed using the Re-purposing Tool Suite.

Multi-Granularity Reuse

Second, the prototype has to be checked for its compliance with the requirements for multi-granularity

reusability. Multi-granularity reusability has been defined as the general ability of reusing learning re-

sources and their reusable fragments at all levels of granularity.

Multi-granularity reuse can be assessed regarding this general definition. And there are also three

properties, which constitute more detailed requirements towards reuse supporting systems. First, the

general definition is considered. A system, which claims to support multi-granularity reuse, needs to

support reuse of learning resources and learning resource fragments at multiple levels of granularity;

and furthermore, different types of reuse – namely simple reuse, aggregation and re-authoring – have

to be supported. The Re-purposing Tool Suite supports modularization of an existing learning resource –

each element within the organizational SCORM structure, and each media element can be transformed

into a separate module. Thus, equating reusable fragments of the definition multi-granularity reuse with

structural SCORM elements and media objects, the condition of reusability at all levels of granularity

as separate is met. These modules can be simply reused; they can be aggregated; and they can be re-

authored, e. g. by performing adaptations.

Three requirements specify in more detail what makes systems for multi-granularity reuse usable in

practice: availability, retrievability and interoperability of modules.

• Availability. The Re-purposing Tool Suite supports aggregation by reference: A learning resource

can be constructed as a tree structure of modules, where the inclusion of contents of another

module is embodied by a reference to that module. Learning resources, which are aggregated in

this manner, can be exported and transferred to a repository that is able to handle the constituting

modules at the same time as parts of the overall module and as separate modules. The central

repository of the Content Sharing marketplace offers this functionality. Thus, the contents of a

learning resources can be made available at multiple levels of granularity at the same time.

• Retrievability. By making modules available in the way just described, retrievability is already half

achieved. Retrievability, though, requires two more properties, that go beyond mere availability of

modules. The first requirement is the existence of adequate metadata for each module. Without

suitable metadata, the modules can hardly be found. And second, retrieval methods have to make

use of metadata about granularity in order to manage the growing amount of modules that come

into existence by modularization.
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Metadata generation is implemented in the present prototype only to a little extent. However, a

new method for generating subject metadata has been presented in Chapter 6. This method could

be integrated either into the tool suite or into learning object repositories.

• Interoperability. Interoperability regarding multi-granularity reuse particularly means that multi-

ple modules can be jointly used, e. g. by aggregation into a larger learning resource. It is evident

that not all modules can be freely combined, because of topical and didactic differences. How-

ever, from a technical point of view, modules have to fit together under the condition that the

contents are also compatible. Technical interoperability is ensured by the implemented prototype

by two means: first by the module handling, which supports aggregation of modules; and second,

the adaptation tool supports the transformation of modules towards a unified appearance (e. g.

adaptation of design, language, or terminology).

All in all, the requirements of multi-granularity reusability are met by the implementations presented

in this thesis. Most of the requirements are covered by the Re-purposing Tool Suite. Additionally, retriev-

ability is improved by the metadata generation methods from Chapter 6.

7.5 Summary

Multi-granularity reuse and modularization – as these terms have been defined in Chapter 2 are abstract

requirements. The chapters on modularization, aggregation and adaptation have sketched concepts how

the abstract requirements can be met in practice. In this chapter, finally, a prototypical implementation of

the developed concepts has been described, which realized multi-granularity reuse of modular learning

resources.

The prototype application is a tool suite for re-purposing of learning resources. It consists of multiple

components. The core functionality provides module handling, a simple editor for the SCORM structure

of a learning resource, and a content representation and modification framework, which facilitates the

development of re-purposing tools. Further functionality has been integrated into the tool suite as so

called re-purposing tools. The implemented tools are a modularization tool, an aggregation support tool

and an adaptation tool. The modularization tool splits a learning resource into multiple modules. The

aggregation tool provides support for finding and integrating modules into another learning resource.

And the adaptation module offers automated support and guidelines for adapting learning resources to

new usage purposes.

The prototype is intended to proof the concepts from the Chapters 3, 4, and 5. For evaluating the suit-

ability of the concepts, the implementation of the concepts in form of the prototype has been compared

to the requirements for multi-granularity reuse and modularity. The evaluation has revealed that the

Re-purposing Tool Suite fulfills all requirements. Hence the proposed concepts are suitable for realizing

multi-granularity reuse and modularity of learning resources.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Conclusions

This final chapter provides a summary and conclusions for the thesis. This thesis has dealt with the mod-

ular reuse of learning resources within a heterogeneous scenario, under the assumption that learning

resources are exchanged among participants who use different authoring systems. In such cases, Web

based learning resources are today exported into the SCORM format which is understood by almost

any e-learning system (including authoring systems, learning management systems and learning object

repositories). One disadvantage is that learning resources are no longer modular after this transforma-

tion. A definition even stronger than modularity is multi-granularity reusability, which has been specified

in this thesis. Multi-granularity reusability in particular allows any relevant fragment of a learning re-

source to be reused as a module. SCORM does not fully satisfy the requirements of modularity and

multi-granularity reusability in this way. However, the SCORM specification has been an important mile-

stone in the development of e-learning systems because it ensures compatibility. The specification of a

completely new learning resource format would break the compatibility already achieved for e-learning

systems. The overall goal of this thesis was to enable and support modular and multi-granularity reuse

of learning resources with a special focus on heterogeneous systems; for compatibility reasons, solutions

in particular adopt the SCORM specification as their exchange format.

The overall goal has been pursued through five individual contributions. These contributions fo-

cused on the different requirements of multi-granularity reusability. Technical requirements of multi-

granularity reusability (availability, retrievability, and interoperability) and three modular operations

(modularization, aggregation, and adaptation) have served as a basis for orientation (see Figure 8.1).

The first contribution an extension of SCORM was introduced to enable the modular reuse of learning

resources. This extension allows the content of a SCORM package to be distributed to multiple mod-

technical requirements modular operations

availabilityinteroperability retrievability modularization aggregation adaptation

multi-granularity reusability
& modularity

Figure 8.1: Requirements of multi-granularity reusability.
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ules. Modules are aggregated by reference; this mechanism does away with the previously required

copy&paste operation for reuse.

The second contribution provided a specification of a generic process model for the modularization of

learning resources. Assuming that learning resources are often available in non-modular form only, these

resources have to be transformed into a modular form; this transformation is called modularization. This

thesis has analyzed different existing modularization methods. A generic process model of modulariza-

tion has been created from these various methods. The process model provides a basis for specifying new

modularization methods systematically and for comparing different modularization models.

A further contribution is the improvement of the authoring paradigm authoring by aggregation. Ex-

isting authoring by aggregation systems implement only one of five phases of the ADDIE model51. This

thesis has extended one authoring by aggregation process by including an additional didactic design

phase. Furthermore, the retrieval of learning resources for aggregation has been improved by utilizing

knowledge gathered from the current aggregation in progress.

Sometimes it is necessary to adapt learning resources before they can be reused. Adaptation is required

particularly if learning resources from different origins are aggregated in order to create a consistent

appearance. This thesis contributes a framework for representing and adapting the content of a learning

resource. This framework provides an abstraction layer which allows multiple files of a learning resource

to be treated as a single logical resource and different document formats to be handled in the same way.

These four contributions have been realized as a prototype as shown in Chapter 7. The prototype

serves as a proof-of-concept implementation of the concepts recommended. The prototype demonstrates

the feasibility of the concepts: SCORM-based learning resources from different origins can be reused

modularly; they can be modularized, aggregated and adapted.

Finally, a new domain-independent categorization approach for learning resources has been devel-

oped. This categorization approach can be used to generate topical metadata in order to support the

retrieval of learning resources. The advantage of the new approach becomes evident when classifying

learning resources from very different domains. Traditional machine learning methods require a training

corpus of several manually labeled sample learning resources per category. The new approach this thesis

puts forward replaces the conventional sample learning resources by articles from Wikipedia. Therefore,

this classifier can be applied even without having any real learning resources available for training. Ex-

periments have shown that accuracy values of 80% may be reached. Although the experiments were

conducted with learning resources from one particular project and domain (medical learning resources

from the k-MED project) we expect that this method works just as well for text-based learning resources

from other domains.

8.2 Outlook on Future Research Issues

This thesis has enabled the multi-granularity reusability of learning resources in heterogeneous systems.

Concepts which support modular reuse have been proposed and implemented. However, this support is

far from perfect. More research issues have to be solved in order to optimize reusability. One important

51 ADDIE is a commonly accepted model that describes five phases of the whole development of learning resources: analysis,
design, development, implementation, and evaluation.
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research issue is the adaptation of learning resources. This thesis has provided a framework for the

abstraction of learning resource content representation and adaptation. However, how adaptations are

performed on a process level was beyond the scope of this thesis. Future research has to provide solutions

for reusing learning resources with minimal adaptation effort.

Another research issue that has not been fully resolved is the retrieval of learning resources. The

retrieval of learning resources has benefited from advances in the domain of information retrieval; but

there are also challenges in learning resource retrieval that differ from typical information retrieval tasks.

One such challenge is the ranking of learning resources. The ranking of objects generally depends on a

notion of relevance or usefulness of objects to a user’s purpose. Relevance and usefulness of learning

resources is different from the relevance of documents in Internet search engines. Ochoa et al. have

provided the first formal definitions of relevance ranking metrics for learning resources [OD07]. We have

proposed another metric that is based on estimations of adaptation effort [ZMRS07]. More research has

to be performed in the area of learning resource retrieval in order to improve reusability of learning

resources. In particular, the relationship between different learning resources could be of interest.

Automatic metadata generation is yet another topic that is related to the retrieval of learning resources.

This thesis has suggested a new approach for the categorization of learning resources by using Wikipedia

articles as training corpus. In the scope of this thesis, the method has taken the form of a single-label clas-

sifier. For some scenarios of practical application, a multi-label classifier might be more suitable. Further

experiments should evaluate how the method may be modified for a multi-label classifier. Furthermore,

Wikipedia articles provide more information which can be used to improve the Wikipedia-based classifier.

For instance, the use of links between articles, embedded images and markup seems promising.
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A Pseudocode for Fragment-Based Categorization Methods

In Chapter 6 three variants of the Wikipedia-based classification method are proposed that operate on a

fragment level of learning resources. The pseudocode of these variants is listed here.

Algorithm A.1: CATEGORIZATIONFRAGCAT(LR)

procedure CLASSIFYFRAGMENT(F)

transform learning resource fragment F into a vector representation

for each article A[i] ∈W IKI PEDIA

do calculate similarity σ(F, A[i])

sort articles by decreasing σ

S← top K articles with highest σ

C ← category that is most frequent in S

Categor yVoting[C]← Categor yVoting[C] + 1

main

F rags← set of all fragments of learning resource LR

for each F ∈ F rags

do CLASSIFYFRAGMENT(F)

CAT ← category with highest CategoryVoting

return (CAT )
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Algorithm A.2: CATEGORIZATIONFRAGART(LR)

procedure PROCESSFRAGMENT(F)

transform learning resource fragment F into a vector representation

for each article A[i] ∈W IKI PEDIA

do calculate similarity σ(F, A[i])

sort articles by decreasing σ

S← top K articles with highest σ

for each A∈ S

do for each category label Cof A

do Categor yVoting[C]← Categor yVoting[C] + 1

main

F rags← set of all fragments of learning resource LR

for each F ∈ F rags

do PROCESSFRAGMENT(F)

CAT ← category with highest CategoryVoting

return (CAT )
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Algorithm A.3: CATEGORIZATIONFRAGMAX(LR)

procedure PROCESSFRAGMENT(F)

transform learning resource fragment F into a vector representation

for each article A[i] ∈W IKI PEDIA

do calculate similarity σ(F, A[i])

comment: Store only the highest value for each article over all fragments

for each A

do if σ[F, A]> MaxValues[A]

then MaxValues[A]← σ[F, A]

main

for each A

do MaxValues[A]← 0.0

F rags← set of all fragments of learning resource LR

for each F ∈ F rags

do PROCESSFRAGMENT(F)

sort articles in MaxValues by decreasing value

M ← top K articles from MaxValues

CAT ← category that is most frequent in M

return (CAT )
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B Further Measurements of the Wikipedia-Based Classifier

This appendix provides some more diagrams of measurements from the classification experiments.ACC_flat 1-50
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Figure B.1: Comparison of flat accuracy of the three similarity measures for a fixed term selection (1 ≤
DF ≤ 50, 000).
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Figure B.2: Comparison of hierarchical accuracy of the three similarity measures for a fixed term selection
(1≤ DF ≤ 50, 000).
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Figure B.3: Comparison of flat accuracy of the three similarity measures without term selection.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of hierarchical accuracy of the three similarity measures without term selection.
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Figure B.5: Comparison of different term selections for hierarchical category propagation (p=0.2).
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Figure B.6: Comparison of different term selections for hierarchical category propagation (p=0.2).
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Figure B.7: Flat accuracy measurement for the evaluation set (term selection: 3≤ DF ≤ 100, 000).
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Figure B.8: Comparison of different term selections for the evaluation set with the cosine measure (flat
accuracy).
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C Exemplary Module Manifest

An exemplary SCORM manifest is listed below, which shows how the module extension works. The

manifest contains inclusions of other modules, and also item references to these manifests.

<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="UTF−8" ?>

<mani fes t

xmlns=" h t t p : //www. imspro j e c t . org / xsd / imscp_rootv1p1p2 "

xmlns:adlcp=" h t t p : //www. adlnet . org / xsd / adlcp_rootv1p2 "

xmlns:imsmd=" h t t p : // l t s c . i eee . org / xsd /LOM"

xmlns:lom=" h t t p : // l t s c . i eee . org / xsd /LOM"

xmlns :x i=" h t t p : //www.w3. org /2001/ XInclude "

xmlns :x s i=" h t t p : //www.w3. org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t ance " d i r t y=" t rue "

i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@How_to_organize_a_workshop ! "

xs i : schemaLocat ion=" h t t p : //www. imspro j e c t . org / xsd / imscp_rootv1p1p2

imscp_rootv1p1p2 . xsd h t t p : // l t s c . i eee . org / xsd /LOM schema/lom . xsd

h t t p : //www. adlnet . org / xsd / adlcp_rootv1p2

adlcp_rootv1p2 . xsd h t t p : //www.w3. org /2001/ XInclude XInclude . xsd ">

<metadata>

<schema>ADL SCORM</schema>

<schemaversion>1.2</ schemaversion>

<lom:lom>

<lom:genera l>

<l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:cata log>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:cata log>

<lom:entry>365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c</ lom:entry>

</ l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<l o m : t i t l e>

<l om: s t r i ng>How to organize a workshop !</ lom: s t r i ng>

</ l o m : t i t l e>

</ lom:genera l>

<l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<lom:kind>

<lom:source>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:source>

<lom:value>i s _ r e v i s i o n _ o f</ lom:value>

</ lom:kind>

<lom:resource>

<l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:cata log>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:cata log>
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<lom:entry>c3afe017−eae9−222f847f04ae</ lom:entry>

</ l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:de s c r i p t i on>

<l om: s t r i ng>This module i s a r e v i s i o n of . . .</ lom: s t r i ng>

</ lom:de s c r i p t i on>

</ lom:resource>

</ l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<lom:kind>

<lom:source>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:source>

<lom:value>include_module</ lom:value>

</ lom:kind>

<lom:resource>

<l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:cata log>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:cata log>

<lom:entry>3c29e895−6805−9dba47f797bb</ lom:entry>

</ l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:de s c r i p t i on>

<l om: s t r i ng>The re fe renced module i s par t has to be

inc luded fo r d e l i v e r y ( aggregat ion by re f e rence ) .

</ l om: s t r i ng>

</ lom:de s c r i p t i on>

</ lom:resource>

</ l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<lom:kind>

<lom:source>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:source>

<lom:value>include_module</ lom:value>

</ lom:kind>

<lom:resource>

<l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:cata log>h t t p : //www. content shar ing . com</ lom:cata log>

<lom:entry>dcb70b64−69a8−441f98e47e1d</ lom:entry>

</ l o m : i d e n t i f i e r>

<lom:de s c r i p t i on>

<l om: s t r i ng>The re fe renced module ( . . . )</ lom: s t r i n g>

</ lom:de s c r i p t i on>

</ lom:resource>

</ l o m : r e l a t i o n>

<l o m : r e l a t i o n> ( . . . ) </ l o m : r e l a t i o n>

</lom:lom>
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</metadata>

<organ i za t i on s default=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@TOC1 ">

<organ iza t ion i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@TOC1 ">

<t i t l e>How to organize a workshop</ t i t l e>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM1 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>What i s a workshop?</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM2 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Se t t i ng up the workshop</ t i t l e>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM3 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Def in ing a t o p i c</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM7 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Find a s u i t a b l e l o c a t i o n</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM14 "

i d e n t i f i e r r e f=" _dcb70b64−69a8−441f98e47e1d@Booking_

Rooms_for_Events "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Booking Rooms fo r Events</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM4 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Find keynote speakers</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM5 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>I n v i t e r e s ea r che r s</ t i t l e>

</ item>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−a614−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM15 "

i d e n t i f i e r r e f=" _925ea945−ad5b−5fae323add3c@Publishing_

Your_Proceedings ">

<t i t l e>Pub l i sh ing Your Proceedings</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM6 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">
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<t i t l e>Prepara t ion</ t i t l e>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM9 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Prepare the l o c a t i o n</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM8 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Care fo r c a t e r i n g</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM13 "

i d e n t i f i e r r e f=" _3c29e895−6805−9dba47f797bb@Catering_

for_Event s "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Cater ing fo r Events</ t i t l e>

</ item>

<item i d e n t i f i e r=" _365870a7−b445−a9bb16343f6c@ITEM10 "

i s v i s i b l e=" t rue ">

<t i t l e>Find s e s s i o n c h a i r s</ t i t l e>

</ item>

</ item>

<item> ( . . . ) </ item>

</ organ i za t ion>

</ organ i za t i on s>

<resources> ( . . . ) </ resources>

<x i : i n c l u d e hre f=" . . \ 3 c29e895−6805−9dba47f797bb\ imsmanifest . xml " />

<x i : i n c l u d e hre f=" . . \ dcb70b64−69a8−441f98e47e1d\ imsmanifest . xml " />

<x i : i n c l u d e hre f=" ..\76733814−bf5a−71f8c8da7583\ imsmanifest . xml " />

</ mani fes t>
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